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AUTHORS

OF THE

GEOPONIKJ.

Julius Africanus, a christian, flou-
rished under Alexander Severus. He was
the first of the christians who wrote on

chronology, of which Eusebius has left
us some fragments. He wrote nine books,
under the title of K«rot, in which he treats of

medical, physical, and chemical subjects.
Eusebius, lib. vi. c. 31, says that one of
his epistles written to Origen is extant.

Anatolius is said to have been the

preceptor of the Emperor Theodosius.-
Suidas.

Apsyrtus, the veterinary practitioner,
a native of Prusa* in Bithynia, served
under the Emperor Constantine in the
Scythian war.-Suidas.

Apuleius.   There were two persons '
of this name ; one called Lucius Apuleius,
born at Madaura, a city of Africa, who

a 2 lived

. A city to the south of the river Ascanius.
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lived in the reign of Antoninus Pius; the
other was Apuleius Celsus, a celebrated
physician, who is said to have lived under
Augustus or Tiberius. Which of these
is cited in this work, has been a subject of
dispute among the learned.

Abatus, of Sofiun Cilicia, lived in the
reign of Antigonus Gonatus, about the
124th Olympiad.-Suidas.

Bervtius. It has been imagined that
Hermippus Bervtius, the disciple of Philo
Biblius, who lived in the reign of Adrian,
is here meant. Suidas also makes men-

tion of Taurus Berytius, a Platonic phi-
losopher, in the time of Antoninus Pius ;
and of Lupercus Berytius, who lived a
short time before the reign of Claudius.
Some have supposed that the epithet
belongs to Anatolius.

Cassianus is said to have made this
collection.

Damogeron is mentioned by Apuleius,
Apolog. p. 544. Some of his agricultural
precepts are cited by Palladius, ii. xv. xvi.
11, 12. 3.

Democritus was called the Abderite,

from his native place.   He Jived about
the 80th Olympiad.   He wrote on agri-

culture.
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culture. Columella, c. 1, et
,

 lib. xi. e. 3.

He is quoted by Palladius and Varro.
He is said to have been cotemporary with
Socrates and Hippocrates.

Pidtmus the Alexandrian wrote fif-
teen books on agriculture.

Cassius Dionysius, of Utica, accord-

ing to Varro, translated the books of
Mago on agriculture; lib. i. 1. 10.

Diophaxes, the Bithynian, born at
Niceb, cotemporary with Caesar and Ci-
cero, reduced C. Dionysius of Utica into
six books. Asinius Pollio Trallianus after-

wards abridged Diophanes.
Florentinus wrote commentaries on

agriculture, which Photius mentions in
Myriohib. Tmem. clxiii. He lived under
the Emperor Macrinus, about the 218th
year of the christian aera.

Fronto, the rhetorician, lived at
Rome under Alexander Severus. He

taught at Athens in opposition to Philos-
<tratU8 and Gadarenus; and died there

,

being nearly sixty years old.--Swirfa*.
Hierocles wrote two books concerning

veterinary practice, and dedicated them to
a 3 C. Bas-

b A city to the north of the Lake Ascanius iu Blthynia.
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C
.6assus.-Pearsomus Episcop. Cestriench

in Proleg. in Hieroclis lib. de Providentia
et Fato.

Hippocrates, the physician of Coos,
is said to have been born in the 80th

Olympiad. He flourished under Artax-
erxes Longimanus, whose epistle to the
prefect of the Hellespont, in which he
orders Hippocrates to be sent to him,
is mentioned by Soranus in the Life
of Hippocrates, and it may be read in
Suidas. Hippocrates, a veterinary writer,
is respectfully mentioned by Salmasius,
in lib. de Homonymis Hyles, cap. 58 et 59

Juba was the son of Juba, king of
Mauritania, who was taken a youth and
led in triumph by Julius Caesar, who took
care that he should be taught the liberal
arts. Plutarch, in the Life of Caesar, says
that his captivity was no disadvantage to
him, in these words : " Then Juba his son,
" being quite young, was led in triumph.
" His captivity was fortunate to him,
" who from the barbarous Numidians
" is reckoned among the most learned
" writers of the Greeks."

Leontinus, orLEONTius, is by Pho-
tius called Awr.   He is perhaps the same

as
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as Leoatius Scholasticus
, whose epigrams

are to be found in the 4th book of the
Anthologia.

Nestor, a poet, of Laranda in Lycia,
flourished under Alexander Severus; and

he wrote the Iliad xuir x a.rM and some
other things. Suidas has left us this ac-
count of him: " Nestor of Laranda in
" Lycia, an epic poet, father of Pisander
" the poet, lived under Alexander Severus.
" He wrote an Iliad, wanting some hooks.

Tryphiodorus wrote an Odyssey in the
same way. For in the first book, which

" is inscribed A, the letter0 is not found;
" and so in other books, that letter, which
** points out the number of the book, is
** wanting. He also wrote Metamorphoses."

Oppianus, a Cilician, was a gramma-
rian and poet. He lived under Antoninus
Caracalla.

Pamphilus, an Alexandrian gramma-
rian, a disciple of Aristarchus, flourished
two centuries before Christ. See Galeni

Opera, Basilece, 1538.
Paxamus wrote concerning the culinary

art, in an alphabetical order: two books,
a 4 entitled

c The author means the book is deficient.

«
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entitled BoioHca; a treatise, called J)od&-
pateeknon;  two bookg, on4 the art of
dying; some books on agriculture.-
PoUtUy lib. vi. c. 10.   Aihen&us, lib. ix.

p. 376.   Columella, lib. xii. c. 4.
Pelagonius, a writer, whom chfoao-

logy has not fixed to any particular period
of time, is often mentioned by Vegetiug.

Philostbatus, the son of Philostratos

a Lemnian sophist (who was said to be the
son pf Verus), was a sophist, who taught

first at Athens, then at Rome, under the

Emperor Severus, He wrote the life of
ApoUonius Tyanensis, in eight books.-
Suidas.

Ptolemjeus of Alexandria, a philo-
sopher, lived in the time of the Emperor
Marcus.. He wrote three books, entitled
Mechamci, and several other learned
works.-Suidas.

The Quintilji, Gordianus, and
Maxim us, who were brothers, lived about

the time of the Emperor Commodus, by
whom they are said to have been put to
death, as it is recorded by Xiphilinus, in
Pio Cassius, page 819.

_

 SOTION

* De arte tinctoria.
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Sot ion is said to have beett a philoso-
pher; Diogenes Laertius, lib. x. segm. 4.
He wrote concerning rivers, fountains, and
lakes; Photms Tmem. clxxxix, Vo ius

says, he lived in the time of Tiberius; Plu-
Uirchi Alexand. p. 699'

Tabejttinus. There were two persons
of this name, one called Archytas Taren-
tinus, mentioned by Varro and Columella;
the other was Heraclides Tarentinus, a

medical practitioner, a disciple of Hero-
philus, who is said to have been the first
who used compound medicines, and who
treated of the doctrine of pulses with any
accuracy. Galen makes mention of him;
and he seems to, think him superior to
Antonius Musa, who was physician to
Augustus; and he takes notice of bis going
over to the empiric sect. He is men-
tioned by C. Celsus among medical prac-
titioners, and by Epiphanius and Dios-
corides among botanical writers. He is
also mentioned by Hierocles in his Prooe-
jnium to the Hippiatrica.

Theomnestus is said to have been a

veterinary writer.
M. Terenjtius Varro was a Roman

of the greatest learning, whose three books
on
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on agriculture, and whose treatise con-
cerning the Latin tongue, have descended
to us.

Vindanionius is by Photius called
Vindanius, an agricultural writer, concern-
ing whom the learned have transmitted to
us little more than his name, and such

things as are ascribed to him in the fol-
lowing publication .

Zoroastres, the Persian, was a learned

astronomer, who was the first of the sedt

called Magi. He lived long before the
Trojan war. There are four of his books
entitled De Natura; there is one concern-

ing precious stones; his predictions from
astronomical observations; his five books

called Apotelesmatica.- Suidas. It is
doubted whether this is the person men-
tioned in the following work.

CONTENTS.
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BOOK I.

.Ch»p.

1.
 CONCERNING the Year, and the division of th«

Solstices.   By Florentinus.
2. Prognostics of fair weather. Aratus.
3. 

'

 Prognostics of tempestuous weather, and from what
signs we are to expect rain.   The same.

4, Prognostics of a long winter.   The same,
6. Prognostics whether the season will be early or late.

Didymus.
6

. Concerning the month, according to the Moon. Dio-
phaues.

7. It is necessary to know frhen the Moon is above, and
when it is below the horizon. Some MSS. attribute

this to Zoroaslres.

8. Concerning the rising of the Dog-star, and the pre-
science and occurrences from it. Diophanes.

9. The rising and setting of the apparent Stars. Tie
' Quintilii.

10.   Prescience of events from thunder every year, after the
rising of the Dog-star. Zoroastres.

.II.   Concerning the names of the winds, and how many
there are, and from whet part each blows. Diony-
sius,

12. Jupiter's revolution of twelve years, and its influence
when it goes round the twelve divisions of the Zodiac.
Zoroastres.

13.
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13. Concerning the Sun and the Moon. Ftoltmeut,
14. Concerning hail.

15. Concerning thunder.

BOOK II.

1. The presence of the master is of great use to the farm,
2. Young men are most adapted to agricultural labour;

and it is proper to make choice of labourers for the

different kinds of work, and to select a fit person for
each. Varro.

3. In what places end situations houses are to be built,
 and

toward what part of the heavens; and concerning
baths. Didymus.

4. Of finding water. Paxamut,
5. On the same subject.
6

. On the same subject. Democritut.
7. Concerning water, and tow rain-water ought to be

collected. Diophaner.
8. In extensive grounds there ought to be eminences that

are wooded, and how they are to be planted. Jpu-
leiiu.

g.   What land is best. Berytius.

10. Concerning the proving of the soil. Anaisliut.
11. Another method concerning the proving of Ihe soil.

Diophanei.

12. What seeds you must sow in a deep soil, what in a
middling one, and what in a thinner soil. Tarnti-
nus.

13. The kinds of seeds you must sow, where the soil is wet,
aqd in dry ground. Leontius.

14. Concerning the season for sowing wheat and barley.
Didymus.

   15.  The way to know which s€eds will grow with vigour.
Zoroastres.

16.
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16. Concerning the choiee of seeds, aft* what the efuafty of
tha seeds that are consigned to the earth, aad their
age, ought to be. Vindanionius.

17. You must sow seeds from shvatioos that are contrary,
in situations that are different. Didymui.

18. That the seeds
>that are to be sown, may not by any
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'

19. What must be done, and what must not be done, that

seeds may be fertile. Sotion.

20. How you ought to comprehend if the seeds that are
sown are in due proportion. Pamphilus.

'

21. Concerning manure.   The QuinUlii.

22. Preparation of manure. Florentinus.

23. The time when you must bring every kind of land into
tillage. Varro.

24. Concerning weeding with instruments, and hand-weed-
ing after sowing. Leontinus,

25. At what time you are to reap. Florentinus.

2ft.   Concerning the laying, of the threshing-door. Didy-
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27. Concerning the granary, and the care and preservation
- of corn. Tartntinus.

28. How seed-corn, deposited ia granaries, increases. Afri-
canus.

29. That ants may not touch seed-corn. Sotion.
30. Concerning the permanent state of barley ; how it may %

be kept healthy in the granary a very long time. Da-
mogeron.

31. Concerning the preservation of meal.   The same.
32. Concerning the proving of wheat, and how a due pro-

portion of bread ought to be made. PhrenfiMUS.
33. How to make very palatable bread without leaves.

Didymus,

34. Concerning ptisane. Didymus.
35.

/
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35.   Concerning bean*.   The *ame.

56.   Concerning chiche peas. E iCwftw.   Flo rent am*. .
37-   Concerning lentil.   The tame.

38. Concerning millet.   The tame.

39. Concerning lupines.   The tame.
40. Concerning all kinds of pulse, and concerning hemp

and flax.   The QitintiUi.

41. That the pulse that are sown, may boil well. Dcnto-
critut.

42. ' Concerning the lion's tail, which they also call oro6<nic/l«.
Sotion.

43. By what plants others arc injured. Pasamut.
44. Concerning the person who has the care of the farm, or

the husbandman. Florentinut.

45. The husbandman ought to have an ephemeris of each
day's work, and how it is proper that he should -
arrange the workmen in companies.   The tame.

46. Concerning proportion of labour.   The tame. [
47. Concerning the health of the labourers. Florentinut.

48. It is net proper to transfer labourers or plants, from
more eligible situations, into such as are inferior.
Didymut.

40.   It is expedient to have smiths, and artificers, and
makers of earthen ware, on or near the farm. Varro.

BOOK III.

A Diary, and nhat ought to be done every Month.

1.   In the month of January.
&, . In the month of February.
3.
 In the month of March.

4. Jn the month of April. '
S

.
 In
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 of May.
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7. Preparation of alica.
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9 Preparation of ptisane.

10. In the month of July.

11. In the month of August.
12. In the month of September.
13. In the month of October.
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BOOK IV.

1.  Concerning the arbustive vines. Florentinus.
2"   Another concerning the arbustive vines. Africanus.
3. How rooted vines may be easily and speedily trans-

planted. Didymus.
4. Concerning the myrtle grape. Tarentinm.
5. Concerning the early grape.   The same.
6. Concerning the late grape.   The same.
7. Concerning the grape without kernels. Democritut.
8. Concerning the medicinal and cathartic vine. Flo-

rentinus.

9. Concerning the sweet-scented grape. Paxamus,
10. That wasps may not touch vines, or grapes, or other

fruit. Democritut.

11. How grapes remain on the vine in perfection, till the
spring. Berytius,

12. Concerning the grafting of vines. Florentims.
13. Concerning grafting by terebration. Didymus,

1 .
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14. That the same clutter may have difleremt grapMtope
'

 *

that is, grains, some indeed white, an4 others bl ct 
.

or yellow.   The same,
15. Concerning the keeping of grapes.  Tie same.

BOOK V. " -

1.   Concerning land fit for vines Floreniinus.
3.   The kinds of vines ; in what soil you are to plant them,

and what positions are adapted to the vine. The same.

3
. Concerning the nursery.   Didymus. *

4. Concerning climate. Democritus.
S. Concerning maritime situations, and such as are near 

rivers.   The same.

6. Concerning the time of planting vines. Castianus.
7. It is proper previously te know what kind of wine the '

ground to be planted will yield. Diophenes.
8. What shoots ought to be planted, and from what part of

the vine ; and whether it is proper to plant shoots from
young or old vines.   The Quintilii.

9. How wines ought to be planted, and what ought to be
done, that they may speedily take root; and whether .

a shoot is to be planted straight or in an oblique po-
sition.   FforenrtflB*; wanting in some manuscripts.

10, What day of the moon, and whether, when it is above *
or below the horizon, it is proper to plant vines.
Anatolius.

11. Whet may be sown in vineyards. Betytms.
12. Concerning the depth of planting vines. Tlorcntinus.

13. Whetherit is necessary to plant two shoots, or only one, 
...

in a trench.   The same.

14. Concerning the difference of quicksets, and of those
raised from- cuttings. Didymus.
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15.   That it is not proper to plant mixed kinds of vines, ant

especially the white with the black grapes. 
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 Flo-
i and

specially the white with the black grapes. JFVal
rentinus. . ,    . ,

\6. That it is better not to plant vines of the same sort, but

the different kinds apart. Sotibh.
17. Concerning the difference of kind in vines, Flormtirtus,
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queating it.   The, same.

ZJ'   Concerning staking. Didymus.
28. Concerning pampination. Soiiun.

29. Concerning a second pampination.   Faxamus; wanting
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30. That the vine may not produce vermin, or caterpillars;
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34. Cure for vines the fruit of which becomes dry. Vinda-

nionius.

35. Concerning steril vines. Democritus.

you X, b 36.
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FEnflONlKA.

AGRICULTURAL PURSUITS.

PROEM.
i

THIS' great city has indeed been distinguished
hy many other useful sovereigns, and it has che*-

Wished in hs boson their exploits and virtues as
certain treasures of great value; but it wiH
«ektio Iedge that it never had one more emit-
neftt lhan yourself, not cm & display greater

-iushitfM«tt»M8 than those of your reign $ for y«i
-«steeiMitig the superintending care pf dthtr g ve-

eigM as iriAtng, exerted yourself, having an eye
to the fir*t M ereign of the christians, I mean

-Constantkie, the founder and pro teeter of this
-tky, whom you have greatly excelled in the
most glorious actions, and m trophies, Mid iu
other achievements: and what you have d©ne for
the advaAiage of your subjects, and for the dis-
fmtaoa of your enemies, would be a task to

repeat,
» ConttantinopU.

VOL. I. B
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repeat, and it tvoald require much time, and a
profusion of words. But you are labouring in
what is useful in life, and what will be benefiQifd

to posterity; for indeed in the first place you
have,1 by your management and prudence; rew-
ved the study of philosophy and rhetoric, which
had fallen into disuse, and were buried in deep

oblivion, affording them a powerful protec-
tion ; you afterwards revived the study of all the
other sciences and arts: afterwards, knowing
tfept civil government is divided into these thisee
departments, I mean the Army, the PriestUpod,
And Agriculture, you bestowed no very small
(diligence on this branch, which is knetwi to
.give stability to human life; whence by your
exalted genius and profound understanding com
piling such things as have been with great dili-

-genee and experience found out by different per-
sons among the ancients concerakig agriculture,

and the raising of plants, and conceming bbe
season, and the situation also

,
 and the me-

thod suitable to each sort
, concerning the find-

ing of water, and the raising of edifices, and
in what situations these ought to be built, and to-
ward what part of the hpavens,

 and in what man-

ner, and many other things of equal importance,
you have made public a work of universal

. utility:
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utitity: for any person meeting with these ela-
borate treatises, may see those things which
exactly soit his way of life, such as are useful and
necessary, and by which human life is supported;
and he may contemplate them, on which he has
every attention bestowed ,with great elegance and
order ; he may see not only things that are ne-
cessary, but such as are superfluous, and con-
ducive to please the eye and the olfactory organs:
for you being a lover of what is amiable, or
rather, if I must say the truth, a lover of the
tKinoan race, yqu, by every method and by
every attention, collect such things as-are useful,
always looking forward to the welfare of your
subjects. May you, Cdnstantine," the most just of
sovereigns, the delight and hooour of royalty, be
happy! may you be prosperous under the protec-
tiaji of the Almighty ! and may you prove vieto-
Tious over your enemies, always studying the
consummate happiness of us your subjects!

J  r. ,-.>
* Supposed to be Constantinus Porphyro-Geacfus.

b i
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BOOK I . '

hypothesis
' of the first book.

Compiling such things as are related by different authors
among the ancients, concerning agriculture, and the care of
plants, and of things raised from seed, and many other
useful things, I composed this bode. It is indeed takeir
from die works of Florootinas, aad of Vindanioiuus, and)

Tarentinus, and Anatoliu», apd Berytius, and Diophuiiw**,
and Leontius, and Democritus, and the Paradoxes of Afri-

canus, and from Paraphiljus, and Apuleius, and Varro, and
Zoroastres, and Fronto, and Paxamus, and Damogeron, and
Didymus, and Sotion, and th$ Quintilii. I have therefore
thought it'necessary and methodical to arrange the things
acceniiag to dqe order, tod to praflK to the work thwg*
which i i* of \tw to pencils app}yiiig-to agrifu w  i%

know, according to priority. I have set down in this first

Book such observations as relate to fine and tempestuous
weather, and to the rising and setting of the apparent stars,
and to effects produced from natural11 causes.

i, .     > '  . I
I. CONCERNING THE YEAR, AND THE DIVISION

OF THE SOLSTICES.

It is necessary that the husbandman should
know the seasons

, and the change of the sol-
stices ; for thus directing the workmen to their

proper

c The title or contents
, so called because they wer?

written and set under the composition.

d Circumambient air
, accordjig to the Greek.
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proper eHipLojrment in every season, he wH)
be of qoosunuBate service to the soil. Most

perttogs, uad anaang the first, Varro the Roman,
bas eaid, that the beginning of the spring is
wfaeQw Ffwotgus generally begins to blow, which
is abotrib the seventh"5 of the ides of February,
the sun Wing in Aquarius, having attained three
or fire parts, that is, possessing three or five days
in the sign; but the spring is completed on the
nones of May: that the summer begins about
the eighth of the ides of May, the sun being ig
Taurus, but that it id completed about the
seventh of the ides of August; that the autumn
also begins about the sixth of the ides of August,
the sun being in Leo, but that it ends about
the fifth of the ides of November; that the win-

ter indeed begins about the fourth of the ides
of November, the sun being in Scorpio, but

that it ends on the day before the eighth of the
ides of February. But in relation to the sol-
stices, the winter solstice is about the eighth of

b 3 the

 The Greek writer agrees with Varro in fixing the begin*
ning of the spring; but he does not precisely agree with him
in determining the beginning of the other seasons,.

 As

Nature has not exactly prescribed the limits between the
seasons, it is no wonder the Greek and Roman writers did

not fix them within the compass of a day.
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the calends of January; the summef solstice
'is about the eighth of the calends of JuHr,
althoiigh some will have it to be about the sixth
of the nones: and in respect of the equinoxefi,
the vernal equinox is about the eighth of tHfe
calends of April, but some will have it to bfc
about the ninth; and the autumnal equinox is

about the eighth of the calends of October,
or about the sixth. The rising of the Pleiades

"begins aboul/ the fourth of the ides of Jane?;
but their setting is about  the fourth of the
nones of November. The feast of {frutna &

about the eighth of the calends of December.

II.-PROGNOSTICS OF FAIR WEATHER.

The moon appearing small and clear when
three or four days did, pbrtehtis fkiir tyfeattteM*
and when full, if if appears cleSr/;it iar'ligtt
of fine weather; and if when half full itldMcs

clear, it announces favourable weather; but

being more red than usual, it is a sign ' of wind.
If any part of it appears blackened, it is a sure
token of rain.   The sun likewise rising clear is

f Columella says, they rose about the fifth of the ides of
May, -lib. ix. cap. 14-.

' This passage seems to be of questionable authenticity.
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t g of, Sue weather; and when a small.clotM*

appears before, it rises, it will be fine; and
r ienJt sets, if there be clouds dispersed around
it,-they are a sign there will be no rajn; and
«hen it sets clear without clouds, it is also a

sign the following day will be fine; and if the
sun -sets without clouds, but red tlouds are

stationed near it afterwards, it will not rain that

night nor the following day. Red clouds dis?
persed about sun-setting are a sure token there
will be no rain; and the owl howling inces-
santly in the night, and the raven making a
gentle noise in the day-time, and many crows
in company, as it were rejoicing and clamour-
ing, plainly portend fair weather.

III.-'PROGNOSTICS OF TEMPESTUOUS WEATHER ;

AND FROM WHAT SIGNS WE ARE TO EXPECT

RAIN.

The moon being three or four days old,
having its extremities obtuse and dark, indi-
cates rain; and its orb appearing red or like

fire, is a sign' of tempestuous weather: and
when it is full

, if it appears at all black, it is
a manifest prognostic of rain; and if there are

b 4 two.
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ttm or Ikpe*1" ****** eMtt*d iiotai# tf:
tee uuftrkig tolMTis Aat it wiH be teatpcstww
ftM e«f)«cially if iey Axe mot* tfcu* eodaaMO f
Aark. Tfie sun 4ikeHds», When it riss rcd

Af a dirk hufe, portend* show-ers 5 and
tbe gun rises, if k dark bloud appears qqmb
Itt rays, it Is a sur* sign of raiik When the sua
iko sets, if it ha* a black cloud near it ott

the left side, you ipust expect tain very stUm-i
and thunder and li toing, frotn *feat qtaatet
soever they proceed, evidently indicate a tenv
peat froa that part. If ihd ed Sunder is beted
adfiaetiittes frWn the south'aftd sometkaes ft«»

the ntd»Pth, and if there are ftsstea of liftodog,
wind will ensue; and When aquatihg and maEfata
birds are continually washing themselves, they
undoubtedly indicate {tempestuous weather.
: Hie rainbow appearing double, ftrettfe raili*
When sparks* tee also produced m pott tad

beaten

b A>«m: thw ymr  neMM, in its pHmMiv? sigmficatfbn,
threshing-floors, which the Greek and Romvi writers recom-.

mended to be constructed in a circular form, that, as they
were made in the open air, water might the mor  easily
descend from theta; for ihey were of opinion, that if they

fere nmde of thb form, they would bfe kept dry with mert
feeiKty than if they were bud in toy other figure.

1 Aratus mentions this circumstance
, v. 206.
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fewufttt -pirns, HMy asre certain Signs of shmtfeM*
idMl the raven trashing its head on the sea hot ,
ttrtd swimming, and vociferating kmdly in the
ifight, ktdicanes rain; and barn-door fowls fre-
quently coveriflg themselves with dust, and
clamouring, and crows and jackdaws appearing
in companies and vociferating,  and swallows

flying and twittering about pools or fish-ponds
or rtwrs, denote raiAy

'

weather ; and flies sting-
ing with mach vehemence, and geese hastening

theii food Widi clamtor  and spiders de-
fending when there is no wind, and the flamed
©f the lamp being of a blackish colour, and the

fleck wantonly capering, are certain signs there
will be tempestuous weather; and the cattle
Ipoking toward the south, and licking their
feet, and coming to the ox-stall lowing, are
manifest signs of rain; and the wolf likewise
coming with confidence near the house, and
dog* digging the ground, and thek screech-owl
tooting in the morning, are sure tokens of rain;
and birds flying toward the sea-coast portend
% tempest.   Crahea coming forward in a hurry,
manifestly indicate there wiU be a tempest; and
mite becoming noisy ore a sign of tempestuous

weather.

* Sometimes called the tawny, sometimes the common
brown or ivy owl.
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weather. When therefore many pragD stigp
concur, your expectation is the less dubitv
bat you must particularly observe every foitf$
day of the increase or decrease of the rnqopj
which affect the state of the atmosphere. ,

IV. PROGNOSTICS OF A LONG WINTER
,

The holm oaks, and oaks producing much
fruit, are true indications that there will be 9
very long winter; and1 she-goats and sheep
being covered, and wishing to be covered again,

are signs of a long winter; and if the cattle
dig the ground, and direct their heads towarc}
the north, they forebode a hard winter. ?

V
.-PROGNOSTICS WHETHER THE SEASON WIIX

BE EARLY OR LATE.

1

i It is better to know in time whether the season

will be early or late; for it is more adviseable
use more seed, when the season promises to be
late, because some of the seed perishes in the
intermediate interval. If rain then falls after the

mintage before the setting of the Pleiades, ,
th$

season will be early; but if it is showery, when
She

1 See Aratus,
 v. 336.
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the Pleiades set, it is middHog; but if the rain be-
j as after the setting of the Pleiadefe, the season
wifl be late. But Democritus and Apuleius say
you must expect there will be such a winter as
the day of the feast is,

 which the Romans call

Bruma, that is, the four-and-twentieth day of the
month Dios or Noveml?erm: some authors also

assert from observation that according to the
similarity of the four-and-twentieth of the month
called Dios

,
 or November, in which the feast of

Bruma happens, will be the following month of
December; but as the five-and-twentieth day of
November will be, such will be the month of Ja-

nuary ; and as the six-and-twentieth day of the
month of November will be, such will be the

month of February: but this indeed sometimes
happens, and sometimes it is quite the contrary.
Some indeed affirm from observation, that from

the seventh of March to the ninth of the same

month the weather is usually more cold; for oA
those days the forty martyrs', betrayed into the
hands of the Pagans, suffered martyrdom.

VL

" Some critics have been of opinion that the christian
emperors transferred the feast of Bruma from December to
the month of November. . .

.

 This event took place in Armenia, in the reign of Lici-
mus, A. D. 316.
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VL-CONCEHNING THE MONTH ACCO&DiNO XQ
THE MOON.

Some think that you are to plant nothing when
the moon is waning, but when it is increasing :
others indeed advise it to be proper to plant from
the fourth day of its age %o the eighteenth. Some
permit the cultivator to plant on the antelunar
days only, that is, on the three first days froni
the new moon: others avoid planting any thing
from the tenth to the twentieth day, lest its light
afterwards decrease with the plants. But the
precise doctrine with regard to the fore-mentioned
observations, and which is of superior utility, is
this: to plapt, when the moon is under the hori-
zon

"

; but to cut down wood, when it is above the

horizon.

VIL-IT IS NECESSARY TO KNOW WHEN THE

MOON IS ABOVE AND WHEN IT IS BELOW-

THE HO&IZON.

As it is necessary that many works in agricul-
ture should jget on sometimes when the moon is

abovtf

. Under the earth is the Greek expression: it has been
supposed by some that vro yv h&tt ought to be cm; yip,

 abd

the other member of the sentence wro yv.
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ftfeoir* the horizoe, gometirtea when it i» uader it,' $

haw thought proper to demonstrote, from the new
wop to the thirtieth1'dftjr* under tench day, front
what hoar of the night and of the daj the moPQ
it below or above the horiuon.  The moon then

hegiae to be under the horizon on the new month
from half an hour in the night to half an hour in
the day; on the second day, from an hour and 4
half in the night to an hour and a half in the
day; on the third day, from two hours and &
Quarter in the night, to two hours and a quarter
in the day; on the fourth day, from the third
hoar and a third part in the night, to the third
hour and a third part in the day; on the fifth,

from the third hour and sixteen parts of an hour
in the night, to the same period in the day; on
the sixth day, from the fourth hour and nine
parts ia the night, to the same parts in the day.;
0% the seventh day, from t e fifth hour and six
pacts and a hei  to the samodinxion in the day;
on the eighth, from die sixth hour and four parts
of am hour ia the night, to the same parts in the
Ary; on the ninth day, from the seventh hour
and eleven parts and a half of an hour in the

n%ht,
P See Miny, IS, 93. A sy nodical month, i. t. the interval

from one new moon to another, consists of 25 days, 13 kours,

44 minutes, 3 second
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night, to the same in the day; on the tenth* day,
from the eighth hour and eight parts of an hoar
in the night, to the same parts in the day; on
the eleventh day, from the ninth hour in the
night, to the same hour in the day; on the twelfth
day, from the tenth hour and sixteen parts in the
night, to the same period in the day; on the
thirteenth day, from the eleventh hour and three
parts in the night, to the same time in the day;
on the fourteenth day, from that interval to the
same time in the day; on the fifteenth, it is irf
its splendour from the rising of the sun to its set-
ting, when we shall do our work to the greatest
advantage in the day-time; on the sixteenth day,

from half an hour in the day to the same period
in the night; on the seventeeth day, from the

first hour and seventeen parts, to the same tiaae
in the night; on the eighteenth day, from the se-
cond hour and four parts and a half in the day,
to the same parts in the night; on the nineteenth
day, from the third hour and three parts in. the
day, to the same parts in the night; on the

twentieth

 This anonymous section varies so much, particularly
from this part, in the printed copies and manuscripts, that
it would be no small difficulty to reduce it to a standard
within any sufferable approach to correctness.

' Katton; literally, very beautiful.
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twentieth day, from the third hour and sixteen
parts in the day,to the same period in the night,*
on the one-and-twentieth day, from the fourth
'hour and nine parts in the day to the same period
in the night; on the twenty-second day, from the
fth hour and six parts and a half in the day, to

the same time in the night; on the twenty-third
day, from the sixth, hour and four parts in the
day, to the same parts in the night; on the twenty-
fourth day, from the seventh hour and eleven
parts and a half in the day, to the same period
in the night; on the twenty-fifth day, from the
seventh hour and eleven parts in the day, to the
Same interval in the night; on the twenty-sixth
&ay, from the eighth hour and six parts and a
half in the day, to the same time in the night; on

"tiie twenty-seventh day, from the ninth hour and
nine parts and a half, to the same parts in the
night; on the twenty-eighth day, fromthe tenth
hour and sixteen parts in the day, to the same
division in the night; on the twenty-ninth day,
'front the eleventh hour and three parts in the
day, to the same period in the night; on the
thirtieth day, from the setting of the sun to its
rising.
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VIII.-flOHCEllNING THE klitVO OF TriE BOO*

STAR, AND THE PRESCIENCE OP OCCtJ»RENCE«

FROM IT.

( The rising of the dog-star is on $he twentiethp
day of the wnfh of Jnly. Yon yi t tbw
ohperve in* what part the tpptm i* whm this
rises. If it rises, the mooo hein in I of .there
yrill be anahnndantcrop of focn, and yjie»|y of
pil and wine, and all pf ov ions wall W cheap.
There will tumults and slaughtec, and th
appearance of a king, and uncertain weather;
and one nation will invade, another, and tfiere

wiU be earthquake* and inundations: but bein  i©
yirgo, there wUl be abundajjce of raip, joy, deat
pf women in childbed; slaves and fojjr-fQojt
beasts will be cheap. Being in Libra, there will bp
jfl>e removal of a tyrant, four-footed beasts will bp
easily procured, and there will be tumult? atfwng
the populace, scarcity of oil, and blight pmongth?
cony but plenty of wine and of nuts". Ifcipg q»
3corj>io,. 0iere will be discontent in th<? priesl;-

. The Quintilii in the next chap, say the 24th.
* In what house, in the Greek. The Arabs make use of (he

tame expression.

11 Of fruit, with bard integuments, in the Greek.
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hood, and destruction to the apiary, and pesti-
lential havock: when it is in Sagittarius,

 there

will be a plentiful year, and many showers, and
abundance of corn, and joy to the human race,
but havock in the herd, and a plentiful increase
of the feathered tribe: if it rises when the Moon

is in Capricorn, there will be marching of armies,
and many showers, and abundance of corn,
and wine, and oil; all things will be cheap: if it
ris6s when the same luminary is in Aquarius, the
dissolution of a tyrant will happen, the wheat
will be injured; there will be an incursion of
locusts, and little rain, and pestilential diseases:
if it rises when the Moon is in Pisces, there will

be plenty of rain, and destruction to the feathered
race; and there will be plenty of wine and corn,
but disease among the human race. If the Dog-
star rises when the Moon is in Aries, there will

be much havock in the flock, and much rain,- and

a
'

 scanty crop of wheat, and plenty of oil; if
indeed in Taurus, there will be a great deal of
rain, and hail, and blight,,, and divine wrath; if

in Gemini, there will be plenty of corn, and of
wine, and of every fruit, and the removal of a
tyrant, and destruction to the human race, and

vol. i. - c movement

w Eft;<r>jS»!.   The grain affected by it was of a reddish or
copper colour.
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movement of armies; but if in Cancer
,
 there

will be drought and famine.

IX.-THE RISING AND SETTING OF THE APPA-

RENT STARS.

Since it is necessary that husbandmen should
know the rising and setting of the apparent stars,
I have written concerning them; so that persons
wholly illiterate may, from memory, know the
periods of their rising and setting. On the ca-
lends of January, the Dolphin rises; on the
twenty-sixth of February, Arcturus rises in the
evening ; on the calends of Aprilj the Pleiades'
set late at night; on the twenty-third of April, the
Pleiades rise with the Sun; on the twenty-ninth
of April, Orion sets in the evening; on the thir-
tieth of April, the Hyades" rise with the Sun; on
the seventh of May, the Pleiades appear in the
morning; on the nineteenth of May, the Hyades
appear in the morning; on the seventh of June,
Arcturus sets in the morning; on tlie twenty-
third of June, Orion begins to rise; on the
tenth of July, Orion rises in the morning; on the

.twenty-

z The old Romans called these sucuke
, because they

thought they had their appellation from vt.
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twenty-third bf July, Procyori rises In the tnotti*
iiig; on the twenty-fourth, the Dog-star rises inl
the morning j on the twenty-sixth of July, the
etesia7 begin to blowj on the thirtieth of July,
the splendid star in the Lion's breast rises;
On the twenty-fifth of August, Sagitta sets; on
the fifteenth of September, Arcturus fises; ori
the fourth of October, Corona rises in the

tnorning; on the twenty-fourth of this month,
the Pleiades set at sun-rising j oil the first
of November, the Pleiades set in the morn-*

ing, and Orion begins to set J oti the twenty
second of November, the Dog-star sets in thd
morning.

X
,-PRESCIENCE OE EVENtS FROM tHUNDEll

EVERY TEAR, AFTER THE RISING OF THE DOG*

STAR;

You must take notice of the first thunder

every year, that happens after the rising of the
Dog-star.   It must therefore be observed in what*
division of the circle of the Zodiac the Moon isy

c S wheri

f Anniversary winds, which blew from the eat;

' In the Greek, in what house;
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when the first thunder takes place. If it thun-
ders when the Moon is in Aries, it is a sign that
some persons in the country will be under con-
sternation, and that there will be solicitude and

.flight among the human race, but afterwards
tranquillity. If it thunders when the Moon is
in Taurus, it is a sign that the wheat and barley
will be injured, and that there will be affliction
from locusts, but mirth in the royal palace; and
to them in the east

,
 vexation and famine. If it

thunders when it is in Gemini, it portends trouble
and disease, and injury to the corn, and perdi-
tion to the Arabs.. In Cancer, it is a sure sign
of hurt to the crop of barley, and of drought,
and of perdition to the herd, but toward March
and April of plenty of rain. In Leo, it por-
tends injury to the wheat and barley in mountai-
nous situations, and cuticular and impetigenous
complaints.- 'In Virgo, it is the sign of destruc-
tion to a tyrant, and that one of another country
shall govern; it portends danger to mariners, and
blight in the corn-field. In Libra, it is a sign of
war, and of abundance of wounds, and of in-

jury to the fruits of the earth. . In Scorpio, there
will be. famine

*

 but the feathered race will in-

crease. In Sagittarius, it is a sure sign of com-
motion in the country; inmountainous situations,

of
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of a good crop 6f corn; and in champagne
gi outods, it is a sign of a bad one. In Capricorn,
it is a sign that there will be rain during forty
days; and it portends treachery of royal powers,

and reprehensible conduct, and imprpper loqua- .
city, and the appearance of another king from
the east, who will subjugate all the world ; 1)ut
there will be plenty of fruit, and eminent per-
sonages will die,

 and there will be an increase

df the woiolly tribe. In Aquarius, it is a
sign of tiolent wars On the! sea-coasts, of some
injury to other fruits of the earth,

 btit of de-

struction to pulse. In Ksces, it is a sure sign
of some injury to the wheat, and of the death
of a potentate.

XI.-CONCERNING THE NAMES OF THE WINDS,
AND HOW MANY THERE ARE, AND FROM-

WHAT PART EACH BLOWS.

The four primary winds blow from the four
quarters of the heavens, Subsolanus, Favonius,
Boreas, and Auster. Subsolanus indeed, coming

from the eastern point, has Eurus and Kaikias
blowing on each side of it; and Favonius, blow-
ing from the western point, lies between lapyx
and Africus; and Boreas, blowing from the

C 3 arctic
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arctic point, has Thraskias and Aqullo, which
Confine it in the middle; and Auster, coming
from the south, ha* Libanotus and Eurouotus,
which confine it in the middle; so that all the
yyinds amount to twelve: but I

'avonius is more

favourable to agriculture than all the other
winds; apd Florentinus asserts this, and we

acknowledge it. The sea, when its waves ber
come high,' and when they resound with vio?-

- lence on tfre shore, foretells wind; and so do
the tops of mowit ins,

,
 when they appear clear 

£nd so do thorns and dry Ipayeis, when they
pe driven in a contrary direction from* the
wxpd$. Thundej- and lightnjng, from what part
soever they come, announce wind from that *

quarter. Where the stars seem to fall, you are
to expect wind from that part.

XII.-jupitee's kevolution of twelve
YEARS, AND ITS INFLUENCE WHEN IT GOES

ROUND THE TWELVE DIVISIONS OF THE

ZODIAC.

The circle of the Zodiac is divided into

twelveb parts: three indeed vernal, Aries, TftUr
rus, Gemini: for the summer division there are

three
a Under, in the Greek.

b Houses
,
 in the Creek.
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three, Cancer, Leo, Virgo; three for autumn,
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius; three for the win-
ter quarter, Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces: Jupi-'
ter* therefore, going through every division, has
that influence hereafter ascribed to it. Whpn

Jupiter is in Aries, being the house of Mars, the
whole year indeed will be infested by the north
wind, and participating with the south-east wind
the winter also cold and snowy, and there will be
perpetual showers and overflowing rivers; but,
after the vernal equinox, the temperature. af
the air changes to gentle and frequent showers
and the summer will be temperate and -healthy:
but the autumn will be hot, and there will be

 diseases, and especially in the head, afad ca-
tarrhs and coughs; champagne situations will
produce fruit, but you must pray that there
may be no wars; Democritus indeed says,

that wine is good apd fit ;to keep, and that
the season is well calculated for planting the
vine alone; that you must,

 also , take care of

your corn on .the threshing-floors, on account
of the showers; that ther

.is a scarcity of the
feathered race; and thaj it is proper to ibr-
ward your garden plantations. When it is in
T*uru8, : in the house of Venus, the begin-

c 4 ning

* The star of Jupiter, in the Greek.
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ning of the winter indeed will be temperate
and showery, but the middle part snowy, and
the end of it cold: if it is wintery from the
middle of the season to the vernal equinox,
the spring "will be temperate and moderately
wet to the rising of the Dog-star, the summer 
hot, the autumn frosty and unhealthy,, especially
to young people, and there will be inflamma-
tion of the eyes ; champagne situations wilt
be more fertile than such as are mountainous ;

wine will not be bo plentiful, and you must
gather the fruit of the vine late in the season;
but there will be plenty of fruit on other trees;
a scarcity of the feathered race.   The year will
indeed be unfavourable to mariners: in such' -

a year an illustrious personage will die. Demo-
critus says, there will be much hail and snow
in such a season, but that theetesiaf do not

blow equally; and you must pray there may
be: no earthquakes and movement of military
force.   But when Jupiter is in Gemini, in the
house of Mercury, all the year will be infested
by the«QUth and south-west wind, and the begin-
ning of the winter will indeed be windy, but
the middle of it temperate, and its end frosty
and windy; the spring temperate,

 with mode-

rat«

4 See chap. i*.

4
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rate showers, and there will be a good crop of
wheat; the summer will be temperate, because

the etesiee blow briskly for a considerable time.
The corn on the threshing-floors will disappoint
the hopes of the farmer, especially in Syria;
and there will be diseases in autumn

, particu-
larly among young people, and the middle-aged,
and women; and there will be inflammations

of the eyes, when the autumn is hot, and women

will die; there will be plenty of fruit on trees,
 but

the fountains of water will become deficient; and

it will be proper to lay up the fruit on account
of 6ie sterility that may happen the following
year.   Democritus says the hair will be hurt-
fol, and you must pray .that there may be no
pestilential diseases.   When Jupiter is in the
house of the Moon, in Cancer, the winter will

be cold, with easterly winds and hail, and dark,

having the rivers overflowed; but about the
winter solstice the waters will abate, and, after

the vernal equinox, there will be much hail, .
but rough situations will bear more fruit, and

*" the year indeed will be healthy, except in au-
tumn: but Democritus says, that pustular erup-

"

tions rise about the mouth in aiitumn ; ou must
therefore eat herbs in the spring, and take
physic,  and especially young men, and you

, must

v.
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must drink genuine wine.   The olive will be
fruitful.   When Jupiter is in Leo, the house
of the Sun, the beginning of the winter indeed
will be cold and wet

, with high winds, so that
trees will be blown down, but the middle tenv*

perate, and the end cold; the spring rather
showery, the summer like the spring; and the
fountains of water will fail

, and pasture will
also become scarce for the herd.   The autumn

will be hot and unhealthy, with catarrhs* and
coughs; you must therefore make use of little
bread, and more wine; there will be a tole-

rable crop of wheat; the vine and the olive
will be fruitful ;  the season will be adapted

to emplastration,  not so well for planting;
there will be death in the herd, but an in-

crease of wild animals ;  a person of distinc-
tion will die; and you must pray there may be
no earthquakes and wars.   When Jupiter is in
Virgo, the house of Mercury, the beginning
of the winter indeed will be cold, but the mid-

dle of it temperate, and the end stormy, -having
plenty of frost and rain and overflowing rivers,
so that many places will be covered' with water;

the spring will be wet and unfavourable to
trees,

* From, in the Greek.

f The Greek word conveys great strength of expression.
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trees, an4 when the spring terminates there
will be hpil in some places; the summer will
be wet and dark, and you must harvest your
corn early, that it may not be injured by the
rain; the autumn will bq windy and healthy;
the vine will be fruitful: the season will be

adapted for planting the vine; the wheat will
be easily injured; the whole year will be
Jipalthy, having no disease; you must indeedl
pi|ay for the fruits of the earth. When Jupiter
is in the house of Venus, in Libra, the begin-
.ning pf the winter indeed will be wet, and the
middle temperate and windy, but the end moist

" and frqsty; the spring temperate, but producing
complaints in the head; the beginning of the
summer like the spring; the year will be dan.

. gerous to pregnant women, J3ut Democritus
.gays, that there will neither be overflowing rivers
this year, nor much hail, but that the autumn is
generally wet. But when Jupiter is in the house
of Mars, in Scprpio, the beginning of the winter
wjll bp cold with hail, and. the middle of it warm,

Ufifl t e end mild; the spring will be cold till the
summer solstice; when there are showers and .

;thui)der8r the fountains of' water will be defi-
ciept; there will be a moderate.crop of wheat; .
the vine an4 the olive will bear plentifully;

there
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there will be disease in the herd. Democritus '

indeed says that the rivers will be overflowing,
and that there will be sickness about autumn;

you must therefore pray that there may be no
pestilential diseases: he says, you must eat
little, but drink more bountifully. When Jupiter
is in his own house, in Sagittarius, there will be a
temperate and moist winter, neither warm nor
cold; the rivers will be full, but when the winter

jends there will be cold and wind; the spring will
be moist and showery; and the summer temperate
and rather cool: but you must secure your thresh-
ing-floors on account of the showers: the autumn
will be healthy, on account of the blowing of the
etesia; the early and late fruit will be good,
but the middle crop faulty; champagne and
rough situations will produce a plentiful crop of
wheat; the wine that is produced from a late
vintage will be fit for keeping; all trees will bear .

well; the year will be fit for planting,
 and for all

other work; there will be a plentiful increase of
large animals, but there will be disease among
dogs; the sea will be boisterous, and there will be
violent winds late in the season; an illustrious

personage will end his career. If Jupiter is in
Capricorn, in the house of Saturn, the beginning
of the winter will indeed be temperate, but the

middle
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middle of it wet and cold
, and the end windy;

and the waters will be noxious to what is sown
,

and to other agricultural works; and there will
be a general increase of water,

 and of cold and

snow: the summer
, before the risftig of the Dog-

star, will be unfavourable
, and, after that, hot and

unhealthy; the etesiawiW blow strong,
 and there

will be earthquakes; the champagne situations
indeed will produce a greater crop; the wine
will be spoiled by the frost; there will be a good
crop of fruit on trees; the year will be favourable
to small beasts, but unfavourable to large ones,

especially to oxen: in the autumn there will be
diseases from head-ach and from inflammation

of the eyes, and from cuticular complaints; and
you must pray the fruit may not be hurt by the

frost and by the winds. When Jupiter is in
Aquarius, in the house of Saturn, there will be
much wind, favourable to the crop of wheat, and

particularly so to the bearing of trees: the begin-
. ning of the winter indeed will be cold, and the
end of it windy; the spring wet and winter-like,

and frosty, and the summer windy from the vio-
lence of the etcsia; and there will be so much

rain in the summer, that the crop of corn may be
*      « *

partly overflowed; "in the autumn arise winds,
.
attended with rain, and hurtful to the fruit; and

there
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there will be acute diseases from too much wef

among young people and the middle-aged; and
there will be frost, and it will hurt the grapes in'
many places; but the corn-grounds will be very
promising, the early and the late sown: but there
will be a decrease of the feathered race and of

tvild beasts; and there will be numerous ship-
wrecks; and a person of distinction will die.
You must indeed pray that there may be no pes-
tilential diseases, and earthquakes,

 and thunder.

When Jupiter is in Pisces,
 in his own house

,
 the'

winter indeed begins with wet,
 but the middle of

it is windy, and its end is attended with hail and
snow; in the spring the western winds blow
liberally, but the summer will be hot,

 the autumn

excessively hot, particularly unfavourable to
women and virgins; and noxious winds blow, so
that the fruit on trees is blighted; the corn-
grounds will be in good order; you must secure
your threshing-floors, on account of the rain;
the year is dangerous to women with child.
Democritus indeed says that the vine and the
olive will be fruitful. You must pray there may
be no earthquakes.

XIII
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XIII.-CONCERNING THE SUN AND THE MOON*

The Sun, by the power of its own heat, draws
up moisture; and the Moon, being of a humid
nature, makes a due mixture arid temperature.
Sotion calls those days of lunar invisibility, from
the twenty-ninth to the second day, on which
the Moon is hidden1 by the Sun, and it does not
appear to the human race.

XIV".- -CONCERNING HAIL.

When you meet with the stoneh chalazites,
|ceep it; and, when a hail storm appears, strike
it with steel on the opposite side, and the storm
will be averted :* taking also the right wing of an
eagle, bury it in the middle of your ground, and
neither your vine nor your corn will be injured
by the frost: if you also bind one of your most
conspicuous vines with a thong from the skin of 
seal, no injury happens from hail, as Philostratu
relates in his historical treatise.

Some'

* Yv> rmt tumtaf m thu.   Literally, Under the rays of
the sun.

' Pliny describes this stone, xvii. 11, I. 73.
* See Pliny, ii, 55»
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Some indeed say that, if you shew a looking-
glass before an incumbent cloud, the hail will
pass by; or, if you carry the skin of a hyasna,
or of a crocodile, or of a seal, around your ground,

and hang it before the gates of the house, the
hail will not come down: and if you hang a
number of keys of dwelling-houses on ropes
round your ground, the hail will pass on: and
if you place representations of animals in your
houses, this will be of signal utility: and if you
take a tortoise found in the marshes in your right
hand, in a supine posture, having thrown some
mould round it, that it may not be able to turn
and to get away, for it will not be able if the
earth is made hollow under its feet, for havihg
no firm hold it remains on the spot, the hail

will not fall on your arable land, nor on any
place, whep this is done. There are some indeed
who say that the tortoise must be taken and
deposited on the sixth hour of the day or of the
night. But Apuleius, the Roman, says that,
having painted a grape on a tablet, you are to
consecrate it in the vineyard wheft Lyra sets,

and that your fruit remains unhurt Now Lyra
begins to set about the tenth of the calend& of
December; indeed it fully sets on the first of
the nones of February.   These things have

indeed

i
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indeed been mentioned by the ancients. But I
think that some of these relations are quite incon-
sistent1

, and to be waved; and I advise all persons
not to give attention to such things by any means.
But I have written these things for this reason,
that I may not seem to omit any of .the things
that have been related by the ancients. Pieces
also of the skin of a hippopotamus  set on all the
boundaries, prevent the falling of hail.

"

XV.1-CONCERNING THUNDER.

Bury the skin of a hippopotamus within your
ground, and thunder will not fall there.

k Indecorous
, in the original.

11 have prefixed XV. to this chapter, which in the original
is the XVIth; the XVth, which was on the subject of hail as

well as the preceding, being lost.'

vol. i, © BOOK
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BOOK II.

HYPOTHESIS.

These things are contained in this book, being indeed the
second concerning the select precepts of agriculture, and
comprising what things are consigned to the ground; and
concerning the different kinds of produce, I mean of wheat
and barley, and of other crops that are called pulse, in the
following chapters. But I must now first of all begin
with that which is of a more general nature.

{

I
.-THE PRESENCE OF THE MASTER IS OF GREAT

USE TO THE FARM.

THE continaal presence of the master makes
the farm much more valuable; for it directs all

to attend to their work, and reminding them of
such things as are not done, it makes them do
their duty; and by praising them who are atten-
tive to their work

, and finding fault with them
who are tardy, it promotes among all one view
of diligence and of affection for what is useful.

II.
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II.-YOUNG MEN ARE MOST ADAPTED TO AGBI- >

CULTURAL LABOUR;   AND IT IS PROPER TO

MAKE A CHOICE OF LABOURERS' FOR THE DIF-

FERENT KINDS OF WORK, AND TO SELECT A

FIT PERSON FOR EVERY WORK.

Every age then has its degree of fitness for
agriculture; but boys are particularly adapted
by their age, being brought up to work,

 and

serving in inferior capacities, and paying exact
attention to every thing that is done; being
able, with facility, to bend themselvesm to weed,

and to gather leaves and the produce of the
earth; learning by experience, practice, and
care, from the older labourers. A plough-
man indeed must be higher in stature; for
such -a man, bending forward with power
over the plough-tail, pressses down the share,
so that the farrow may not be too shallow,
and the force of correction coming from
some degree of height touches the oxen more
powerfully. Persons working in the vineyard
need not be so tall indeed, but square built;

d 2 for

.  To pull up the agrostls, is the Greek expression.
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for such' a person not applying at an aukward
distance to the culture of the vine, but being
low in stature, works without fatigue. We
are to appoint herdsmen that are strong and tall
m stature, and such as have a powerful voice,
lest, when they are short in stature, the oxen
going before them conceal them, and that they
may be able to see what things are before the
herd, and that they may terrify the oxen by the
roughness of their voice. Goat-herds ought to be
light and swift-footed, that they may overtake the
goats by their celerity.

Ill-. IN WHAT PLACES AND SITUATIONS

HOUSES ARE TO BE BUILT, AND TOWARD

WHAT PART OF THE HEAVENS, AND CON-

CERNING BATHS.

Situations near the sea are generally more
healthy, and such as are on mountains,

 and such

as are on declivities inclining toward the north;
but the situations that are near marshes and

standing water, and in hollow places, or exposed
to the south wind, or to the west

, are unhealthy.
Habitations then must be built in more exalted

situations;

* This transition is according to the original.
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situations ; for such a place is best adapted for
health

, and for a view0 and a prospect. But the
whole front is to be toward the east, and the doors,

for the winds blowing from the eastern regions
are very healthy; and the warmth of the sun
coming early rarefies and dissipates the thickness
and the haziness of the air. But the edifices ought
not to be made too low

, nor narrow, but spa-
cious, wide, and lofty. Some persons indeed ad-
vise houses to be built towards the south

,
 for the

sake of having the sun during a longer continu-
ance ; but I say that a building is better raised
toward the east, because the south wind blowing

from the meridional point, brings wet,
 and it

blows unequally, and it is very unhealthy. You.
ought, on the contrary, to make your baths
not haying a view toward the north and the con-
stellation called the Bear, but toward the setting
of the sun in winter, or toward the south: and

let these be wide and exposed to pure air; for
pure air finds its way when a situation is not near
dunghills, and places that have an unwholesome
smell. The furnaces of these indeed ought to be

on the ground, and in the inside inclined, on a
D 3 descent,

0 According to the Greek, viev} signifies the things that are.
seen from the habitation.   What I have translated prospect

means properly the objects that arc seen underneath.
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descent, that the blocks of wood thrown into them,

getting in, may not find their way out, and that the
flame confined within may afford much warmth to
the boiler.

IV.-OF FINDING WATER.

Where the chaste tree, by some called Agnus,
or the Conyza, or the Othleis', or Reeda, or the
Columbatos"1, grow by themselves, or what is
called Trefoil'

, or Potamogeiton', or where the
bush appears by itself, there dig. But a more
useful experiment for finding water is thus made.
Let a person dig a trench of the depth of three

.cubits
, in any situation he is pleased, and let

him get ready a leaden vessel in the form of a
hemisphere, or a caldron; and when the sun is
setting, let him rub one of them with oil, and
taking some wool, that has been washed, dry,

clean,

p So called, because they grew where there was water.

The word, in the earlier ages of Greece, it is probable, was
written Tfl K.

9 See Galen
, 1. i. p. 426.   Bas. vol. 2.

' Tj»peWiof, Matthiol. iii. 106.

* So denominated, because it grew near rivers. See Mat-
,
thiol. 1. iv. 06.
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clean, about a handful, let him tie a small stone

to the middle of the wool, and let him fasten the

wool in the pot with wax, that it may not fall; let
him then lay the pot inverted in the trench, taking
care that when the vessel is turned, the wool may

hang down to the middle of it; and let him cover
all the vessel to the depth of a cubit, and let
it remain during the night; and in the morning,
before sun-rising, taking away what were laid on,
let him turn the vessel, and if the place contains
water, he will find drops in the vessel, and the
wool well moistened with water: and if indeed

there is much humidity, so that it resembles tears,
the water is near; but if the moisture appear
simply, there is water indeed, but at some depth:
but if no symptom of this kind appears, you must
try the same experiment in another and another
place, and fixing, as a man ought, on situations
likely to gratify your hopes with respect to
water.

V
. -ON THE SAME SUBJECT.

High mountains having many tops have
water, and especially the parts of the mountains
exposed to the north or to Arctos.   A black and

d 4 rich
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rich soil, or one that is stony, and especially if
it has stones of a sable hue

, and of a yellowish
colour, produces water. In champagne situa-
tions indeed, where the soil is of potter's clay,
abounding with pebbles and pumice-stones, and
having a squalid and poor appearance, that is,

dry and denudated,
 there is no water, as well as

where it is potter
's earth, and such as keeps oft

"

and repels showers and storms; but that which re-
ceives rain and absorbs it, is still dryer. Water in-
deed lies under the surface, where the Agrostis,
Plantain1, Heliotropium, ButomusT, Brambles,
Hippuris0, Calaminth", the small and soft reed,
Callitrichos1, which is the Adianthos, Mellilotus,

Oxylapathus', Pentedactulusx, Polugonus*, or
Platuphullus, the Rush, Struchnosb, Stratiotes*,

Tussilago*,

. AfoylMmt. Matth. ii. lip.

v Flowering rush or water gladiole.

'

 Bod. p. 462. Dodon,
p. 591.

. Horse tail
,
 Matth. Lv. 4?.

" KoAapufo, Matth. iii. 36.

x Maidenhair, Matth. iv. 131.

1 A species of rumex, Matth. 1. ii. c. 108.

 Cinquefoil, Matth. iv. 38.
a Sanguinaria, Matth. iv. 4.
* Matth. iv. 66.

c Water soldier
, or water aloe, Matth. iv. 97,
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Tussilago"1, Chamaeleo*, grow, \yhere there are
indeed many plants standing thick, green and flou-
rishing, the quantity of water will be abundant
in proportion. Crabs are useful animals in
watery places, for they open the veins, and they
destroy leeches. Black and deep earth produces
more lasting and more copious veins; and that which
is quite a clay produces water, and what is more,

that which is sweet. If water appears in a loose

soil, you must be satisfied with what there is, and
not seek a sweater quantity, lest you lament the
loss of what there is. Some veins of water in-

deed rise from below, and some come from

transverse directions; but those which spring up-
wards are more permanent. You must therefore
dig to some depth, until the origin of the stream
appears, that it may flow without intermission
and permanently. The veins indeed which run

from transverse directions are less permanent
than the others, for they are derived from hye-
mal and vernal rain. To know whether a soil

contains water, some persons do this : having dug
a trench, of the breadth of a cubit, but of the

depth of three cubits, they lay in the spot that
is dug, a dry spunge at noon-day for three hours,

and

* Matlh. iii. 109.
. Matth.iii.8.9.
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«nd they cover k with the leaves of green reeds,
or with some other tender grass; and if it contains
moisture, there will be water ; but when it is dry,
there will be none. Or you may ascend a more
exalted situation, and you must look toward the
sun before it rises, before the air is enlightened;
and if it seems to draw up any thing misty, before
it is rarefied, there will be a hope of your meet-
ing with water. Observe likewise, when the sun

first shines, gnats flying straitly upwards and
moving, having some resemblance to a pillar,
these are also manifest signs of water. You
ipust also observe from a more exalted situation,
in the summer indeed

, at noon day, when the
air is clear, and when the earth is very free from
moisture; for at that time a vapour ascends from
places containing water, and it seems like a small
cloud: such a place truly produces a vapour in
the winter, like that which arises from rivers and

pools and wells; and the quantities are. indeed
numerous and resembling clouds, but these are
thin and like air. If the water has a bad taste,

we are to throw in some bruised coral or pounded
barley, and tying it in a cloth we are to lay it in the
water. Eels and river-crabs thrown into the

water destroy leeches.   The signs indeed of good
water
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water are the rush, the reed, the lotus'
,
 and the

bramble.

VI.-ON THE SAME SUBJECT.

We will now speak on the subject of finding, or,
as some say, of searching for water. But they
who have made experiments in respect to the

finding of vfater, assert that champagne grounds
have no water in general, and such as are exten-
sive less than such as are smaller; and that moun-

tains for the greater part abound with water, and
that the lowest have more water than the highest
parts, and such as are well shaded and covered
with trees more than they which are naked. The
kinds of water found in champagne situations are
for the greater part unsavoury*; but those in
mountains and toward the lowest parts of them, are
sweet, unless the taste of some of them be cor-

rupted through the property of the waters that are
above them being crude and unsavoury, containing
nitre, or alum, or sulphur, or something else of this
kind. They also adduce these physical reasons
in support of their assertions, that the sun perpetu-

ally
f There is a tree and a herb, each of which comes under

this denomination. Mattb. i. 134. iii. 106
, iv. 106. 107, &c.

* AApvpt, brackish. .
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ally draws from the water that which is the most
subtile and the most light; that the sun indeed
having the champagne grounds under its power
during the whole day, extracts their moisture and
deprives them of their vapour, whence they truly

.  become perfectly destitute of water; and in those
i

in which some portion is left, it is found to be
altogether unsavoury, the light and sweet particles
being drawn up out of it, as it happens with regard
to the sea: but that the water in mountains does

not suffer the same inconvenience
,
 because it has

not the gun on it during the whole day, and its rays
are in an inclined direction to it, and they do not
fall on it with so much power; hence the moun-
tains that are inclined toward the north are more

exuberant in water than those that are inclined

toward the south; and those that are toward the

east and west are less so than those toward the

north, but more exuberant than those inclined

toward the south: and the mountains that are well

wooded are more exuberant than such as are

naked, because they are shaded; and the inferior
streams are more copious, because it is the nature
of water to descend and to be collected from

exalted situations to such as are low and at the

bottoms of mountains; whence there are many
fountains and streams in such situations, where

there,
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there are large and lofty and shady mountains
lying above them, having. hollow and cavernous
places; for in such situations the showers that
are collected during the year,  and percolated
through the earth, increase the fountains; and
water sometimes does not appear indeed in these

low places, but having made its way for some
length under ground, it is propelled into an open
situation, and it generally runs in an open channel
into the sea.   Sometimes water, also conveyed
in veins to the sea through the earth for a great
distance, breaks out, as the water at Arados1" and

Heraclea1, in Pontus.   But they denominate the
waters that come from high situations defluousk

fountains, in allusion to the height of them; when
a mountain is near, as that called Saokes1

,
 and

having, not far from its top, rough and cavernous
places capable of receiving an immense quantity
of rain water.   They indeed say that others are
adventitioys fountains for manifest reasons. There

are also, in a great many parts of the earth,

veins

h Strabo gives an account of this, lib. xvi. Geograph.
' There was a place of this name on the southern part of

the Euxine Sea, near Diospolis.

k They are in Greek called nvycu. Varro was of opinion
that the Latin word fans was derived from fundo.

1 A mountain in Samothrace.
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veins containing water; for as they say, in relation
to animated bodies

,
 that the whole frame contains

veins and is pervaded by numerous arteries, so
likewise there are in the earth open places full of
air and containing veins of water; in some situa-
tions truly very frequent, and intermixed with '
each other; in some more rare, which persons
digging wells perpeflually meet with, on account
of their number and frequency. The springing
veins are likewise called fountains, because they
are permanent and conveyed from a distance, and
receiving a supply of water one from another.

The waters that are collected from showers of

rain, and standing in confined and shady situa-
tions, as if in vessels, and having no veins flowing
ifrom them, are called ponds", so that they are
not permanent, but speedily become deficient,
unless it happens that they are immensely large.
But fountains increase and decrease according
to the state of the air; and when a drought indeed
happens, the fountains even become deficient;
but when the season is wet they increase, for they
receive a supply, as it has been already said,

 from

rain water. Fountains likewise generally increase
about the winter solstice, when the sun is not

equally powerful and the rain increasing,; but

at

 fBafK, so called from the defectiveneis of their supply.
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at the summer solstice, and at the rising of the
Dog-star, the contrary effect takes place. You
must distinguish fountains and ponds, when they
are found, by some method like this: for a fountain,
when found, flows from a generous vein; at first
indeed gentle, but gradu&Uy increasing, and when
it is increased to a certain degree,

 it remains the

same; or it flows entirely as it did when it-was
first found, unless it ceases on account of the

state of the air. But they do not say that ponds
run in the same manner; for they at fust flow
forcibly and copiously, and after a short time
they oease. They therefore permit no confidence
to be placed in siach an appearance as this; but
they order the persons employed in finding water,

first of all indeed to try and examine thfe places
where they are esgaged, toward what part of the
heavens they are situated, and of what kind they
are, observing the usual indications, and what
things lead to discovery,, and other symptoms
from the soil and from its produce; for they
say that the reeds springing up, which some call
holosschoinoi", and butimus, and brambles, and

cyperus, which some call zerna, and indeed
much-thriving agrostis"

,
 and the reeds denomi-

nated

 Described by Tbeopbrastus H. P. iv. 13.
. Matth. iv. 28.   In French, dent de chka.
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/

nated Indian, and by some mestokalamoi, by
some the bowman

'

s reeds, and the pipe reeds
growing thick' and delicate, are indications that
a place contains water; and the ivy likewise
growing vigorously, which some call malako-
kissos', and the wild fig, and the willow, and the
Argive elm, and the hippuris, and quinquefolium',
and batrachion, which they call chrysanthemum;
and universally if the things that grow (not such
as are planted) are of spontaneous production,
green, and flourishing, and numerous, they are
signs that nourishment is derived to them from
water: you must therefore give credit to such
signs, and dig, descending lower from these indi-
cations, if the place has a supply from which
you are to obtain exuberant fountains. The
hippuris took its name from etymology, for it
resembles a horse

'

s tail, having leaves like the
hair, and the stem growing taper from the root
to the top; and the stem itself indeed is smooth
like a reed, having distinct joints, from which
joints, leaves in appearance like hair arise; and

from analogy it is likewise called salpingion*.
The

' t. e. frequent.

 So called from the delicacy of its texture. Matth. iv. 140.

' Matth. iv. 38. ntrrofuMw.
. Because it resembled the form of a trumpet.
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The butimus grows in marshy places, and it pro-
duces leaves like those of the leirion, and oxen

eat them with avidity; and they grow from one
root, not singly, but dispersed.   The quinque-
folium produces from one root many small shoots,
about nine inches long, on which the seed grows;
and it has leaves like those of mint, five on each

pedicle, and seldom or never more, serrated all
round, but a pale flower.   The batrachium'

,
 or

chrysanthemum, produces leaves like parsley, but
larger, a flower of a golden colour, and the whole
plant does not exceed two palms.   The malako-
kissos is like the ivy; it has tender leaves,

 and its

stem is covered all around, because it cannot

support itself; and it grows principally in reed-.

plantations, and in deep places.   Cyperus, which .
some call zerna, has leaves like the leek

,
 small

when 
.they first appear, and a slender stem like

that of the rush; and on the top lies the seed, like 
the seed of millet: its black root resembles the

stones of the olive, having an aromatic taste.
When we overlook the indications of these shoots

and plants already mentioned, we shall vainly use
our endeavours in situations that have no water,
either derived from some other source, or fquntain,

or well-water; but where these plants appear,
vor. i.  they

.
.« Matth. ii. 171.
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they are indications that there is water under
the surface; and die more -withered they seem
in appearance, they are a sign that the water near
the surface is not much in respect of quantity,
and it is not permanent; but the more luxariant
and the greener they are, they are always certain
signs that the water is very deep and permanent
It is expedient also to examine the kinds of soil,
for those of the potter's clay, and of the pumice-
stone, and such as are squalid, universally pro*
claim that there is no water; but you are not to
draw certain conclusions from those which are

glutinous, and of a yellowish hue, and from a
clay soil, and from such kinds as are of a black
colour and rich, and having strata of pebbles:
the strata of pebbles ought not indeed to be
lying irregularly, in the earth, but horizontally;
and in general the kinds of soil of different

. colours ought to have the strata incrustated and
thick: and the beds of earth commonly consist
Of strata Of dissimilar sorts. The stones indeed

that are about places which seem to contain
water ought to be of a dark colour underneath,

not perfectly solid, but in some degree porous;
and such as are of a light colour, but lying in a
soil such as we have mentioned

,
 have water

in the earth under them
.   Any indeed of the

fore-
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for mentkmd productione «fe signs there if
water; and dissimilar strata of stones have water

under them, if they are 4ying in the situations
already mentioned. In ground then abounding
with pebbles, and in that which is of a black
colour end dense, and likewise that which is

adhesive, there must be many ponds on the
surface; it is therefore proper to dig drains in
such grounds, following the course of the water;
for thus plenty of water may be collected. In
situations indeed that are of a loose texture and

stony, if springs be found, you must be satisfied
with them when found.

A person trying for water must also use spm?
method like this: let him have a leaden vessel

ready, in the form of a hemisphere, that will hold
a congius, and let him take two or three locks of
wool well washed and combed; let him tie it in

the middle with a thread; and let him festen the

thread with wax to the bottom of the vessel in

the inside; but let the vessel be anointed with

oil; and in a place where a person may take for
granted there is waiter, forming a conjecture from
certain indications, be must dig a hole three
-cubits deep, and let him set the vessel inverted
in the hole; and having laid on some leaves of
gram reeds or any other plants, he is to replace

e 3 the
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the earth to the depth of a cubit. He is to do this
when the sun is setting; and having removed
the earth in the morning, and having taken away
the herbage with caution, he is to turn up the
vessel

,
 and to examine it; for if there are foun-

tains', you will find "the wool quite moistened and
the vessel full of bubbles of air; and you will
know the quality of the water, having tasted it
when it is squeezed out of the wool. You will
indeed find what is pressed out of the wool of
a better flavour than that of the fountain*

,,
 because

the most subtile and lightest particles have exhaled.
Enough has certainly been said concerning the
finding of water.

VII. CONCERNING WATER,   AND   HOW RAIN-

WATER OUGHT TO BE COLLECTED.

You must indeed bestow attention on water

above all things, not only on account of the
pleasure of having good water, but likewise for
the reason that it renders the air very salubrious
in dry seasons : it is therefore truly fortunate to
be able to have fountain water ; but if you have
not it, let rain water be collected, what is suffi- .

cient for your own and the family
'

s use, not, as
' some

"         r This transition is according to the original.
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some have been accustomed to have it
,
 from

sheep-cotes, where sheep and other animals fill
the cotes with their dung, but from edifices which
must be carefully and continually kept clean;
and you are to collect pure water in reservoirs
through wooden pipes. Laurel" macerated in
water renders it salubrious; and \te are to cure

bad water thus: let it be put into vessels, and
let it remain in the open air until it has settled,

and let it be gently removed into other vessels
without the sediment at the bottom.

VIII. IN EXTENSIVE GROUNDS THERE OUGHT 
.

TO BE EMINENCES THAT ARE WOODED; AND

HOW THEY ARE TO BE PLANTED.

It is certainly an advantage to have in a ,
ground the convenience of an eminence that is
naturally covered with a wood; but if this do not
happen, it is not a difficult matter to raise planta-
tions on such eminences; for there are seeds of

trees that are wild, which being sown will become
a plantation, but not so easily in 'dry situations;
for willows and tamarisks, and poplars and firs"',

e 3 and
' u Daphne.

w Some have imagined that tKxrcn ought to be xXitfyti, i, e.
' aiders, in' thi$ place.
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arid ash-trees a6d elms, and All tt66& df a similar

kind, thrive in moist situations; and the pine
flourishes in sandy places. Experience has indeed
taught us that pomegranates and olives alone
thrive! prosperously in more dry situations; but
let Oaks and chesnuts, which are called Jupiter's
glandiferous trees, be planted in situations that
feceive plenty of rain water.

IX. WHAT LAND IS BEST.

The best land is that, the soil of which is of a

black colour, recommended above all, for it U

proof against wet and drought. The next is that
of a yellowish* hue, and that which is thrown up
by rivers, on which they bestow the epithet miry,

and that which is sweet, and that which feels

warm; for these kinds are known to be adapted to
vines and trees, and to the propagation of corn.
A deep soil is also recommended, especially if it
is friable and not hard to work, and not calcu-

lated to the production of trees only; but a red
mould is very good for other things,

 it is not

however fit for the production of trees.
X

.

* Of the colour of fire, according to the Greek.
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,X.--CONCERNING THE PEOVINO OF THE SOIL.

The proving of the best soil might indeeH be
done from a sight of it; that is, if in time of
drought it is not too much crumbted, or, when
impetuous showers fall, it is not too miry, but
receives all the rain-water into it; and if, when it

is cold weather, the surface of it do not appearr
too hard, for this may generally be proved to be
good. The ancients indeed formed another very
useful method of proving what falls under the
inspection of the eye; for if the trees that grow
naturally in the soil are large and numerous, it
may he pronounced to be of the most perfect
kind; and if of a middling size, it is not above
mediocrity; and if it produces thorns and shoots
that are small, and grass that is short, it has no
strength, and it is not of much value: others
indeed, not satisfied with the discernment of the

eye, have found out this kind of experiment from
tasting1; having dug to some depth, they take out
some of the mould, and they judge of that which

£ 4 is

' Resembling a »hell, accot4ing to the original;

z Ek ymxnvt. I have translated this according to the Greek.

One might think the word ought to be tafpiuf,
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is of a superior quality from the sense of smelling:
but, when not satisfied with this method, having
thrown it into a vessel and poured some clean

, water over it, they transfer the experiment to the
real sense of tasting; for as the water proves to
be, after it is mixed, such will be the quality of the
soil; / You must then be quite satisfied with the
depth of a foot in corn grounds, but of three feet
in vineyards, of four feet where trees are planted.
Some judge that a soil is good from the holos-
chanoi, or from the aquatile reed, or from the'

bramble; for persons who are in quest of water,
. likewise give credit to these; but the most accu-

rate proof is taste; and, according to the opinion
of the ancients, you must give up the soil that is
brackish : for as we avoid having salt in compost,
and men of experience advise to pour amurca,
that is made of olives, that are not sprinkled with
salt, over the roots of trees, and to irrigate dung-
hills with pure, and not with water that is brackish,

" it is evident that they disapprove of a soil of that
taste, as improper to produce any thing except
palm-trees, which it bears of the best growth and
the most fruitful : and for this reason the palm
tree alone is fruitful in our situations*, because all

of them consist of, land of this kind.   You must

therefore

,
 * In Phoenicia.
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therfefore plant palm-trees only in a soil ,of a
brackish taste, or consign it to execration, or do
every thing in your power to cure it, using a
mixture of virgin1" earth as dung; but you must
avoid a soil of an unsavoury smell, which is use-
less in every respect.

XI. -ANOTHER METHOD CONCERNING THE PRO-

VING OF THE SOIL.

Others indeed prove the best soil thus: ha-
ving made a trench* and removed a good portion
of the soil, they aftenvards throw the mould into
the trench again; and if indeed the mould that
is thrown in fills the trench, or if it is redundant

,

they judge that the soil is very good; but if the
trench be not filled with the mould that is thrown

in, they pronounce that the soil is not good.

XII. WHAT SEEDS YOU MUST SOW IN A DEEP

SOIL, AND WHAT IN A MIDDLING ONE, AND

WHAT IN A THINNER SOIL.

It is indeed better to sow wheat in deep land
and in champagne ground, but barley in that

which

b Literally,
 sweet,

c See Virgil, Geor. ii. 230.   Col.ii. 2, 19.   Pallad. i. 5,3.
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which is middling, and pulse in a thinner soil;
you may truly sow pulse also in champagne ground,
at a future period, after the wheat harvest; for
when thus sown, they having but slender roots,
refresh and lighten the soil, the chicbe peas being
an exception.

XIII. THE KINDS OF SEEDS THAT YOU MUST
*

SOW, WHERE THE SOIL IS WET, AND IN DRY

GROUND.

You ought indeed to sow barley in ground that
is not wet, but in such as is quite dry; and you
are to sow wheat in a clayey and in a moist soil,
for it will yield a greater increase in such a soil;
but you must not procrastinate your wheat sow-
ing : you must also plant beans and peas in clayey
ground, for they are hurt in dry ground before
they spring up, and they perish; and they which
do not die, grow degenerate: other sorts of pulse
indeed sown in dry ground.bear it, but they
become better and more generous when sown in
a ground that is well watered.
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XIV.--CONCERNING THE SEASON FOR SOWING

WHEAT AND BARLEY.

Early sowing of all seeds is best; but you
must by all means take a soil that is deep first, if
it is exposed to air, which affords but little mois-
ture. Now some are of opinion that it is proper
to sow from autumn through all the winter, in
cold situations, to the ides of March, and even

to the vernal equinox, that is, to the eighth of the
calends of April. Some persons indeed being
more diligent have thus distinguished the periods
for sowing, so that they deem it proper to begin
sowing barley from the autumnal equinox, which
is toward* the eighth of the calends of October;
and wheat from the setting of the Pleiades, which
is toward the third of the ides of November; and

Quintilius indeed approves of this. But you
must finish the sowing of each of these at the
winter solstice, which is toward the ninth of the

calends of January. But Democritus, transmit-
ting some physical reason for our observation,
advises persons to sow chiefly about the setting
of Stephanos'; for not only many showers usually

fall

d Before, according to the Greek,
 « By the Romans called Corona.
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fall at that time, but the ground has a certain
 natural power of promoting the growth of the;
seeds that are thpn sown. The setting of Ste-
phanos begins commonly in places in Phoenicia,
on the seventh of the calends of December. But

the sower must avoid weather that is extremely
cold, and winds that are excessively bleak; for
it is well known that the ground is then com-
pressed, and as it were rejecting with horror
the reception of seed; but in favourable weather,

that is, when the south winds or other, warm

winds blow, the earth kindly receives the seeds
and disposes them to take root, and causes them
to bear plentifully. Some indeed advise to sow
when the moon is increasing from the fourth day
to the full moon, that is, to the fifteenth day.
Some persons judging it to be more safe, do not
sow all their early crop at once, but they divide
the sowing of it into a second, a third, and a
fourth period, aware of the uncertainty of a
future season.

XV. THE WAY TO KNOW WHICH SEEDS WILL .

GROW WITH VIGOUR.

1

«

3

Some persons thus learn beforehand whs
seeds will come to a prosperous growth: the

sow, % 
t

i
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sow, by way of experiment, a small quantity of
every seed in some place, a few days before the *
rising of the Dog-star. When the .Dog-star
afterwards rises, it hurts some of the seeds that

are sown, it is probable, and some it by no
means injures: observing therefore this criterion,
they sow them which remain unhurt at its rising,
and they lejive them which are scorched. Th
xisingf of the Dog-star is on the nineteenth of the
month of July. We must then water the seeds
that, are sown for the sake of experiment, twenty
or thirty days before, that they may grow.

-XVI.-CONCERNING   THE   CHOICE   OF SEEDS,
AND   WHAT   THE   QUALITY   OF   THE SEEDS

> THAT ARE CONSIGNED TO THE EARTH, AND

THEIR AGE, OUGHT TO BE.

We must choose the wheat for sowing of a
good kind, full, firm, and smooth, and resembling
gold in colour, and which will yield most flour;
but this is proved from the baking of the bread.
We must indeed avoid that which is injured and
wrinkled. We are also tQ choose pur barley,

 full

.

    , and

.    f Zoroast fteretvaries from Diophanes and the Quintilii
 in book i. .chap. 8 and p.   Difference of situation may ac-

1 count for this variation.
 . 

.

I 
.

      
'

I
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and firm, fresh and of a resplendent hue*, very
'

 heavy likewise, and not injured. All pulse also
ought to resemble in quality the kinds of grain
already mentioned: some persons indeed choo-
sing the largest ears, such as consist of a full
and perfect grain, reserve them for the sowing
season, being likely to receive a better crop from
them. The best seed certainly is that which m
a year old; that which is two years old is in-
ferior, but that which is three years old is very
bad; that indeed which is older, is not pro-
ductive. >

XVII. YOU MUST SOW SEEDS FROM SITUA-

TIONS THAT ARE CONTRARY, IN SITUATIONS

THAT ARE DIFFERENT. I

Some say that it is conducive to a good crop
to sow seeds in situations that are of opposite
qualities, as from elevated in champagne situa-

tions, from wet in such as are dry, and vice vend;
for seeds'1 as well as the soil love change, but so
that we are to transfer them from worse situa-

tions into such as are better
,
 but not from those

that are better into such as are worse.

» The Greek implies it wbs to be of.a light colour also.
h See Pliny, xviii. 2*.     .  ' I

«

t

J

i
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XVIII.--THAT THE SEEDS THAT ARE TO BE

SOWN MAT NOT BE BY ANT MEANS INJURED

AFTER SOWING.

Sow your seeds, having macerated them in the
juice of the sempervivum'

, for thus they will not
be hurt by birds, or by mice, or by ants, and
when sown they improve: and if you sow a little

' wheat on the outside
, all around, having mixed it

with hellebore
,
 the seeds that are sown will not

i

be injured by birds: and if you throw some river
crabs into water, that is, those which are called

pagouroi, and let them remain in it during eight
days, and besprinkle the outside of your ground
that is sown with this water, the seeds and plants
will not be injured by birds. If you bruise the
leaves of the cypress, and mix them with your
seeds, they will be preserved inviolate. Some
persons indeed having besprinkled the horn of a
stag or of an elephant, when it is dry, and some
having macerated it in water, irrigate their seeds.
Apuleius also says, that the seeds that are
sprinkled with wine will be less unhealthy jj and

 if you irrigate them with water and amurca, you
will do what will be of very great service to

them;

4 The house-leek; in Freacb
, joubarbe.  Math. iv. 84, &c.

I
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them; but it is better to use physical means;
for if the s§eds to be sown be put into the mea-
sure, in which the seed is measured, and be

covered with the skin of a hyaena for some days,
receiving physical power and odour from.

 die

animal, they will not be easily injured; aitf if,
after sowing and covering the seeds, you njix a
little wheat with hellebore and sow it near, what-

ever birds taste it will die; then taking the birds
that are dead, and fixing reeds, hang them by
their feet, and no bird will afterward make his

approach. If indeed you pound the roots of the
wild cucumber, and having macerated them a
whole day and a night, you assiduously sprinkle
the water over the seeds that are to be sown,

covering them afterward with a garment, you
may sow them the following day; and when sown,
they will not be injured, but they will improve.
Vetches will not be devoured, if you mix a litde
seed of fenugreek with them when they are sown.
Virgil recommends to sprinkle the seeds that are
sown with nitre" and water. The seeds that are

sown at the full moon remain uneaten
. Apuleius

indeed says, that having before the digging qf
your ground carried round it a toad, you are to
confine it in an earthen vessel

, and to bury it in" «
the

t Georg. i. 193.
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the middle of your corn ground; and at the time
of sowing it you must dig up the vessel, and throw

it out of the ground, that the crop may not be of
an unsavoury1 taste. The same Apuleius says,
that you are to use a few lentils,

 to be mixed with

the seeds that are sown
, for they are by nature

unfavourable to boisterous winds; and having
dissolved some canine faeces in stale urine

,
 and

having besprinkled your corn, or trees, or vines,
you will keep them all sound.

XIX.--WHAT MUST BE DONE, AND WHAT MUST

NOT BE DONE, THAT SEEDS MAY BE FERTILE.

Inscribe on your plough" what is usual on
such occasions, when you turn up your ground
afresh, and when you sow it, and the ground
will be fertile. They say indeed that it contri-
butes to fertility, to sow your seeds in situations
that are different; as, from such as are elevated, in

those that are plain, and invertedly. Some per-
sons indeed, for the sake of promoting fertility,

sow them when mixed with the dung of the fea- .

f thered

1 Literally, bitter.

0 The inscription, according to the opinion of commen-
tators, was fabricated from bn »")S ». c.the fruits of God.
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tb$red tribe, especially with that of pigeons; bat
.you roust hold this in detestation in dry situa-
tions, lest your seeds be burnt. The sower ought
to take care that the seeds may not Mi on the
oxen

's horns; for some call these Kerasbola, and

they say that these become steril and imperfect,
nor are they to be affected by the power of fire.
Seed will be plentifully diffused, if a sieve bo
made of a wolf's skin, having thirty holes, of a
size through which men's fingers may pass.

XX. HOW YOU OUGHT TO COMPREHEND IF THE

SEEDS THAT ARE SOWN ARE IN DUE PRO-

PORTION.

Having expanded your fingers, make an im-
pression on the ground; then withdraw your hand,
observe the number of seeds in the impression:
for there ought indeed to be seven of wheat at
most, and the least number five; nine, and seven,

of barley; six, and four, of beans : and a number
between these limits will evidently be a due pro-
portion. But in ground that is subject to much"

snow, you must sow more abundantly, because
some of the seeds perish by the frost

XXI.

1 Perpetual, in the Greek.
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XXI.-'CONCERNING MANURE.

Manure' makes good land better, and it will
be of greater service to that which is bad; but
that which is naturally good does not want much
manure; that which is of a middling quality, a
little more; and that which is thin and weak, a

great deal.   Lay not your manure in heaps,
but dispersedly.    Land that is not-manured
becomes stiff; when too abundantly tnanured,
it is scorched.  Tfce person indeed who manures
plants, must not throw the compost on the roots,
but he must first apply a sufficient quantity of
earth moderately, then the compost; and after-
ward he must again cover this with earth; for
thus the plants will not be burnt, when the com-
post is applied to them, nor will the heat eva-
porate, which it would do if it was not covered
with earth.   The dung of all birds indeed is
good, that of geese and of aquatic birds ex-
cepted, on account of its moisture; and this, mixed
.with other kinds, will be useftil.   The dung of
pigeons, possessing much heat, is much prefer-
able to all; on which account some scatter it

thinly with the seed, without any preparation,

but leaving it as it is; for it is useful to an im.
f 2 potent
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potent soil, cherishing it and rendering it more
powerful for the producing and the cherishing of
seeds; and it is destruction to the agrostis. After
that of pigeons come the human faeces, having
some . resemblance to the other, and it is par-
ticularly destructive to all weeds; and they
prepare it in Arabia in this manner: having
sufficiently dried it, they then macerate it in
water, and they dry it again: and they are firmly
of opinion that it is the most adapted to vines:
and it is the better on account of the detestable

filthiness of the thing, that it. may, by a mixture
of it, render the odour of other kinds of manure

less
, offensive. The third is asses dung, being

of
. a very fertile nature, and peculiarly useful to

all plants. The fourth is goats dung, being of a
very pungent quality; and that of sheep is the
next in the scale, being of a more mild nature.

After this is ox dung; but the dung of hogs being
of superior goodness, is improper for corn fields,
on account of its abundant heat, (or it instantly
burns corn grounds. That which is least expul-
sive, and inferior to all the others, is the dung of
horses and of mules by itself; but when mixed
with

,
 kinds that are more pungent, it becomes

useful. It becomes husbandmen indeed to ob-

serve particularly, that they do not use compost
made
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made the same year, for this is really of no use,
but it is hurtful, and it produces many venomous'
animals. That which is three or four years old
is very good, for in process of time it has ex-
haled what was of a disagreeable smell; and if
there is any thing that is indigested, it is rendered
mellow. We have in another place given suf-

ficient advice that you are not to manure your
grounds when the moon is increasing, lest it co-
operate toward the production of many weeds.

XXII. PREPARATION OF MANURE.

Some persons having dug a deep trench, bring1
all their best and worst dung into it, and let it
putrify. They also throw over it ashes from
ovens, and dirt, and the dung of all animals, and

'

human feces in preference to all others; and
they pour in human urine, which is a very good
thing, and when applied by itself particularly
useful to all plants, and especially to vines.'

They likewise throw over it the filth from cur-
riers yards. Many indeed, gathering|, the stubble

after harvest, lay it under their cattle, that, when
it is trodden down and rendered putrid with their

f 3 urine,

* 1m£m sometimes mean serpents.
f Plucking up by the roots, in the Greek.
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urine, it may be converted into ijwmrf-; atod
they throw it into the tvepches with 11 the thi f
already mentioned. If there is also any dirt, qf
ashes from chaff, or from thorn?, or froiin.w(*Qf(

.or from underwood
, they likewise throw thaw

in; and having diligently washed the w eds that
are thrown up by the sea with fresh vater, th Jf
mix them togetiier; and after mixing ail the
things already mentioned, in the trenches, tj y
pour in some fresh water, that they may ail
putrify together the more expeditiously. They
afterward stir them with poles, until they are aM
mixed together and united, and they become suc-
culent compost: but it is of the greatest Ht&hy,

if we transfer the rain-water from the ro ds kito
-our repository for manure; for this muddy swd
tjurbid water will increase the man we that is
l jid, and it wijl improve it by adding mufib tg*
Us statp Qf putrtsfactjon.

>

XXIII. THE TIME WHEN YOU  MUST BRING

EVERY KIND OF LAND INTO TILLAGE.

'

 The method of bringing every kind of group4
iqto tillage is. not the same; but that which is

condensed,

4 Efougwnt. Thft ytffti wnift tft me to sigoij  the act of
bringing land tb t, was wild intq a state of tiUage.
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condensed, and having numerous roots standing
&iek, is dug to some depth with instruments
adapted to the place, when the weather is very
dry; for the ground becomes more friable, and
the roots are dried by the excessive heat of the1
sun, so that they have not the power to take root
again; and ground that is deep, and that which
is of a firm texture and heavy, and that which is
rich, being turned in the same manner in dry
weather, are not less benefited; but light ground
being burnt by the sun, is reduced to ashes, and
all the goodness of it exhales by the scorching
heat of the sun: you must therefore work this
kind of ground about the autumnal equinox, not
with spades nor with digging instruments, but
with the plough; and you must immediately
manure i  for plenty of manure is of the utmost
assUt&nce to it In Arabia, however, they avoid
the tilling of light land, as having but little
strength, and becoming rarefied by tillage it is
deprived of its moisture; but having first sown
barley in gordat', in their language, it frequently
becomes fruitful, especially when there are many

. showers.  You will in the same manner as you
f 4 have

t
 ft > on

pQ     in Arabic signifies nakedness among other things,
J s s *

from the verb t j
S*  seems here to be applied to the

poTerty of the soil.
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have doae your light land, work that during the*
winter, which is of a yellowish colour, and that
which is of a red hue, and sandy ground, and>
that which is bl ck; and the white, and the diy
and the light; and that consisting of white potter*
clay, and such as is situated on hills. Having
stirred land that is brackish with small ploughs
in the beginning of winter, when it has rained,'
you will scatter some refuse of straw over it,
which is indeed better than bean-halm, for it is

allowed to be so; and you will do it afterward
with barley and wheat straw: for when they are
rotten, the brackish soil being reclaimed and
sweetened, no longer sends up that brackish
moisture, as it used to do.   Having then let it
remain during a whole year, you will manure it
in autumn with ox and horse dung, which are of
a sweeter quality.   You will then sow it with
barley and pulse that have not deep roots. But
work land in mountainous and exposed situa-
tions, and in such as are much shaded, and

toward the north, during the summer in hot
weather, in the same manner as deep land, which
we have already said to be better to be wrought
with spades: but if working with spades do not
seem sufficiently expeditious in a large portion of
land that is to be sown

, it is in our power to
plough
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pdotigfe it during the summer, beginning & tlte
eireniijg, and continuing all night till the rising
ctf the sun, that the moisture and richness being
shaded may remain in the soil; and that the oxen,
sneering from the heat of the sun, may not con-
tract disease, and that they may work cheerfully,
the soil being rendered in some measure mellow
from this nocturnal Hllnge. The ploughman must
indeed yoke, not two, but four oxen; and he
must make what is called a double yoke, and he
must double and treble it; and he must use &

weightier share; that thus the richness of the
soil may he wrought sufficiently deep, 'and that
the ground may be properly turned.

XXIVi-CONCERNING WEEDING* WITH INSTKU*

MENTS, AND HAND-WEEDING, AFTER SOWING.

It is the best method indeed to dig round the
grounds that are sown by human aid, that all the
seeds may be properly covered; but if it cannot
be done, let them be. harrowed by means of oxen;
and .when the crop begins to cover the ground,
let it be weeded with instruments

,
 that the weeds

may

* ZKofeux means the act of clearing the ground and covering
the seeds with what the Romans called *ai cuius.
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iD«y cfeappear, and that the roots deprived of
tbeii' moisture may be laid in heaps; and if it U
twke weeded, the utility will be double. When
it comes into ear, let it be hand-weeded', for then

the produce will be clean and of great value, the*
soil cheerfully contributing to support it.

XXV. AT WHAT TIKE TOU ABE TO REAP.

When some parts of your corn ground begia
to grow yellow, reap all, and especially your
barley: but you must reap your pulse much
earlier, for they will boil much better, and they
will be sweeter; you need not therefore wait titt
they are all ripe, for if any one thus waits he
will lose that which became ripe first, for it will

fall off when it is reaped. Drier corn is indeed
fitter for keeping, but it is less in quantity; bat
that which is of a yellowish hue is sweeter for
eatings and the chaff from it is more grateful to
the cattle. It is proper to collect all your crop
early in the morning, when the dew is upo» it
Whtat indeed and bailey,

 that are winnowed,

must

. This was expressed by the word Bora*£taSai.

 In some copies thua: " The soil not loving to cherish
weeds." 

,
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Hfmsfctaloft threshing-iJot)r a tj y or twOj,
Qr a, whole vigfaX; and it prppep t(> remove
Ihem before ike rising of thq mn, that the grain
rmy he deposited in the granary wbfen coqJ* for
tim greatly cc«try?utea to Us keeping.

XXVI.-CONCERNING   THE   LAYING  OF THE

THRESHING FLOOR.

It is proper to make the threshing-floor on an
eminence, that it may readily receive the wind;
and you ought above all things to take care not
to build the threshing-floor exposed to the wind
hear buildings or gardens j for the winds blowing
the minute particles of the chaff unobserved into
men

's eyes, ihjureT the pupils, so that many per-
sons have been deprived of one eye, others
indeed .{ both. The chaff is also hurtful to fruit-

trees, and especially to vines; for as manure, so is
chaff indeed applied to the roots: but it is very
hurtful to the branches and to the leaves; and it

is not less injurious to pot-herbs, for, when it rests
qn them it perforates the leaves, and these, when
perforated, witherw

.   It is of utility to sprinkle
am urea

T Inflame
, according to the original.

w Aw burntj is the.Gr«ekex|>re*i»n.
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amurca over the threshing-floor from time tar
time, and to level it with a cylinder, for' then'
ants will not injure it. Let the grain that is laid
on the threshing-floor be exposed* to the south;

for it will be fuller, and it will be wrought out
with more ease.

XXVII.-CONCERNING   THE   GEANART, ANO

THE CARE AND PRESERVATION OF CORN.

Corn is properly kept in lofty granaries
having light from the east; and let the place
have a moderate portion of air from the north
and from the west, and let it be turned  from the

south and from such winds: let it also have a

number of air-tubes, through which the warm air
may exhale, and that which is cool may enter:
but let it not be exposed to moisture, or to any
unsavoury smell, or to disagreeable stench; and
let it particularly be at a distance from stables,
and from ox-stalls, and from every kind of heat
Let the wells be plastered with clay mixed with
hair and straw; let them be afterwards covered

within and without with that which is called

potters clay; and having after this macerated
the

x Hav
.

e its section, in the Greek.
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the roots and leaves of the wild ciictimbef hi

water during two days, and having wrought that
which is called sand mortar with the water

,
 care-

fully plaster the inside: some likewise mix the
mortar with ox-stale, as

. being destructive td
noxious creatures; and they sprinkle urine over
the testaceous coat that is laid on the pavement.
Some sprinkle ashes of shoots of the oak over the
con;; others, dried 

.cow-dung; some lay on dry
shoots of absinthium or of abrotanum, and some

indeed the dry leaves of the sempervivum. It i
better to sprinkle amurca over the sand mortar,
for this destroys all noxious animals, and it
makes the corn more firm and more dense: some

persons therefore, having boiled amurca to half
its quantity, sprinkle it over the walls; then suf-
fering it to dry, they lay in their corn. But tha
best way of all is to prepare dry potters clay,
or leaves of the pomegranate dried and sifted;
and when the corn is deposited, to sprinkle a.
otMBnix1 of the potters clay,, or of the leaves over
each medimnus* of corn. It is indeed of very
great service to strew some conyza on the floor
under the corn, and after throwing on ten mea-
sures of conyza, then to lay the corn on it till all
: is

* One pint-f 15. 70'5| sol. inch.

 4 pecks, 6 pints, 3. 501 sol. inch.
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is deposited; for what is thus deposited not only
remains during many years in a State of integrtty,
hut it will also preserve the same standard in
baking. Corn indeed, when grown old, becomes
by its nature of a very dark* colour, and of an
unsavouryb taste, whence it requires the attention
prescribed.

XXVIII. -HOW   SEED   CORN,   DEPOSItED II*

GRANARIES, INCREASES.

Cork will increase in measure thus:
. having

pounded and mixed some nitre and aphronitrfc
with some light earth, throw them over the corn,
and this will preserve it unhurt Some* indeed

mix the nitre and aphronitre with vinegar.

XXIX. -THAT  ANTS   MAY  NOT  TOUCH SEED

CORN.

Ants do not touch seed corn
, if you will cir-

cumscribe your store with white earth, or if you
lay wild origanum around it.

XXX.

Black, in the Greek.

d Bitter
,
 in the Greek.

c This passage m not in the MSS. nor in the ancient Latin
copy of Cornarius, nor in the Italian translation of Vitelli.
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XXX.-CONCEaNlNG THE PERMANENT STAT-E

OF BARLEY ; HOW IT MAY BE KEPT HEALTHY

IN THE GRANARY DURING A VERY LONG

TIME.

Dry leaves of the fertile laurel
,
 and all kinds

of ashes, especially from blocks of the laurel,
being laid on, will preserve barley unhurt. The
plant sempervivuni also being dried and mixed
with calaminth and gypsum, along with the
barley, will preserve it. Some indeed having
filled a vessel with vinegar, and having set on a
cover, place it in the middle of the barley. It
may be proper to know that barley, when grown
old, becomes of a bitter taste.

XXXI.-CONCERNING THE PRESERVATION OF

MEAL.

Meal remains unhurt for a considerable time,

when pieces of gummy trees are prepared and
thrown into it. Some persons indeed, pounding
cumin and salt in equal quantities, and making
dry pellets of them, lay. them in the meal.

XXXII.
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XXXII. - CONCERN IKG    THE    PROVING 6t

WHEAT,   AND   HOW   A DUE PROPOETION. OF
t

BREAD OUGHT TO BE MADE..

Having carefully cleaned and winnowed the
wheat that is sound, weigh it; and if you find
a modius weighing forty pounds, expect the same
weight of dough; for what will be diminished bjr
taking away the bran in grinding, the water,
that is sprinkled over it in the rest of the process,
will add to it. The baking of the bread indeed
takes away a tenth4 and a twentieth part from the
standard; so that, in the baking of it, it is dimi-
nished a pound and a half in ten pounds. You
must indeed take away the same proportion for
the baking in the best bread, and in that of the
second quality.

. XXXIII.  HOW TO MAKE VERY PALATABLE

BREAD WITHOUT LEAVEN.

Some make bread without leaven
, making use

of nitre, for nitre makes bread as well as meal

more fit for digestion. Others indeed make bread
without leaven thus: they put some grapes in

water

* lO+IO-30 3T0=15
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water the day before the baking, the day foltowing
Ijtfy Jake the wet grapes, and press them, land
(ftey use the flowing iiquor instead of leaven, and
they make the bread sweeter ami finer. But if
you wish to have leaven for a whole year:
when the must ferments in the casks, take that

part which froths on the surface,, and mix it with
the flour of millet; and having carefully pounded
i  afld made it into pellets, dry it in the sun,
and set it in a moist place, and take what is suf-
ficient of it, and use it instead of leaven. AIL

bread that is made without leaven, is of the

greatest efficacy in promoting an exhilarating
flpw of spirits. Florentinus indeed says that the
bread denominated Clibanites", made thin, and

dried in the sun, is easily digested, but the bread
which is baked in ovens is of more heavy diges-

tion.

XXXIV. CONCERNING PTISANE.

Having decorticated the barley, dry it in the
stw; and having also pounded it, dry it in the sun;

vo . i. g and

* tL e. baked on the clibanos, which was a round utensil

{.rfaaUng* made of metal.   KtajSan; mavot t» m& sr, ipw
m*(>*l mmm irnj wmmiunMTi? mm wpu.rtimmt avm. Cas*
siodorus says:  Clibanva etiam erat itqneHdis panibns tenei
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and when you lay it up, sprinkle over it the finer
meal that came from it in pounding it, for it ill-
preserve it Ptisane, taken when it is moist, i*
very nutritious, it is said by Florentinu?.     . ,(

XXXV.-CONCERNING BEANS.

Do not plant beans near the roots of a tree
lest the .tree be dried. But you ought to plaftt
beans late, and they like a clay soil. That they
may boil well, sprinkle water with nitre over them.
Physicians indeed say that beans make the per-
sons that eat them heavy: they also think that
they prevent right dreams, for they are flatulent"J
They likewise say that domestic fowls that always
eat them become barren. Pythagoras also says
that you must not eat beans, because there are
found in the flower of this plant inauspicious
letters. They also say that a bean that has been
eroded becomes whole again at the increase of
the moon: that it will by no means be boiled in
salt water, nor consequently in sea water. Am-

phiaraus

vasculi deduct a rotunditas, qua sub ardentibus Jlammu irikt

intut.   Galen says that this bread was more wboletoanty
because it was more equally baked than that whick
baked in the oven,» mw.
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pftaraus' was the first that abstained from beans

oii account of the foretelling of events by dreams.
Thfe .following words are likewise ascribed to
Orpheus :.

You sons of misery, from beans refrain :
Your hands a parent's blood as well might stain.

Beans besprinkled with sea wetter, and when irri-
gated with water of Magudarish

, will be pre-
served unhurt.

XXXVI. CONCERNING CHICHE PEAS.

Ip you macerate chiche peas in warm water
the day before they are sown, they grow larger;
but some bestowing greater attention on them,
wishing to have their chiche peas much larger,
sow them, having first macerated them with their
integuments in water mixed with nitre. If indeed

o 2 you

' Son of Oectus and Hypennne$tra» an Argive, soothsayer
and augur.  Ctc. de Divin. }.

t Some have ascribed them to Empedodes. See Athenaeus,
Kb. ii. v. 2. The drift of these verses may be, that the
eating *f beans is as unfavourable to right dreams as the crime
of {MMteide, which might be unlikely to promote such dreams
or undisturbed repose.

k Supposed to be the root of Laserpitium.
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you wish to have them early, sow them about the
time of barley-sowing; and that no person may be
able to eat them when ripe, having properly
mixed the seeds of the wild cucumber and ab»ft*

thium with water, besprinkle them during'iive
days early in the morning, for the dew washes

away the bitterness in five days more.

XXXVII.-CONCERNING THE LENTIL

Lentils smeared with cow-dung before they
are sown, will grow better and more speedily.
The lentil grows larger in the integument, if be-
sprinkled with warm water and nitre when
sown. It remains sound when besprinkled with
vinegar mixed with the juice of laserpitium.
The Egyptian lentil affects the spirits of the per-
sons that eat it*

XXXVIII.-CONCERNING MILLET.

Millet loves a soil that is miry and wet, and
sandy ground, if it be frequently watered. A little

seed

1 The meaning of this senteM* n subject to unbigvity.
The Greek is nSvfuar The Marned say tfce fin*
word ought to beoSfftuu, because Galen, DioscorWw KfidTfce**
phmtus say that the kntil causes dejection of (jpnts, '&*.
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Med indeed k saftcient for a whole ground. It
iike» to be weeded with the sarculus, and to be

haactjweeded continually. It is sown from the
Vgrmd equinox, which is before the ninth of the
calends of April. If it happens to be sown too
thick, it will be detrimental to it: for a plethron*
docs not take more than a bandfull' of seed. In

weeding, it is proper to take up the weeds with
the roots; for a plethron, thus managed, will cer-
tainly produce forty modti.*

XXXIX.-CONCEENING LUPINES.

It may be proper to sow lupines before other
kind* of pnlse, after the autumnal equinox,

 when

the rainy weather is past. Drive in your cows
before they are in blossom, for they will feed on
every other herb, but they will not touch these
on account of their bitter taste.. Apuleius indeed
says that they arc driven" about with the sun

every day, and they demonstrate the hours of the
 day to husbandmen, although the air is clouded.

g 3 Lupines,

k A measure of about 120 square feet.   Plutarch uses it
to express xhejugerum.

1 i
. f. a sin all quantity.

A modlut contained one peck, 7. 68 sol. inches.
" Pliny mentions this, lib. xviii. 36. 67-
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Lupines, when sprinkled with sea and ifiv j r,
during three days are rendered sweet; and, j gn
they begin to become, sweet, being .df y gd
laid up, they are given with chaff forfoQ o
ctrttle. They are good fpr making bre n
barley of wheat flour is mixed with thep?, XfP
must sow lupines in poor grpund, and tl y wtyt
no manure, for they are turned into manvire
because they serve for compost to aty poor ja l)
and they render it fertile in future. They blos-
som indeed thrice0. It is proper to reap them ftpr
rain; for when they are dry, they get out of their
integuments, and are wasted. When pounded
and applied to the nav l, they are an .qntifdote
against worms. Let them not be sown top, (Jeep;
and they flourish like the caper, although neg-
lected ; but} they dp not thrive so well, if tbs

ground is too assiduously wrought.
IT- r »

.
'. . 1      < ..';;

'

XL. CONCERNING ALL KINDS OF PULSE
,
 ANi)

CONCERNING HEMP AND PLAX.

Pulse like to be planted in a dry soil, beans
excepted, for these love places that are watery

and

0 About the end of May or beginniag of June, about the

end of June of beginning of July, the third time in July or
August. , 

....
     4 .
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and abounding with moisture.   Hemp indeed
'cteHghtS in hollow situations, and in such as are

'

 Always- Wet.   It is sown from the rising of Arc-
tufus, which is before the fourth of the calends

' dif'March, to the vernal equinox, which is before
Jftie ninth of the calends of April.   Flax also
Ifkes places that are miry,

 but it is sown from

the autumnal equinox to? the day before the
ilbnes'of January.

XLI.-THAT THE PULSE THAT ARE TO BE SOWN,
MAY BOIL "WELL.

' li/ Sowing tiiem you are to mix nitre with the
toknulre, for thus you will make them fit for boil-
ing; but if/ having done this, it do not succeed,
knd you wish your pulse, to boil readily, throw a
little mustard into the pot, and the things that
are boiling will Soon become tender, whether
meat or pulse; and' if you add more mustard,
they will be in a state of solution.

.G4 XLII.

. * The rising of Arcturus is again mentioned in this place,
-

'

but it does not seem to me to be accurately fixed; for Pliny
says, Pridie Nanus Januarii Ccesari Delphimu matutino
esoritw, lib. xviii. 26, 64.  Atius corroborates this opinion,
iiu 164.   As this rising of Arcturus appears to me to be of
dubious authority, I have omitted it in the translation.
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XtlL-CONCURNINO THE LKMf'B TAIL, ITWm

TH&Y IIKEWISE CALL OBOBANCHE. oift

The osproteon, which some call orotaw(hfy
will not grow in grounds, if you fix brancjbraief
the rhododaphne at the four corners «nd> in till
middle of the field. .

This will also preserve all kinds of pulse in
safety; and if you wish this plant totally to dis-
appear, take five shells, and describe on theq*
with chalk, or with some other white pigment,

Hercules suffocating the lion,
 and set them at the

four corners and in the middle of the ground.
There is another physical remedy working- by
contrary affection, and to which Bewocritm
gives testimony, and says* thai when a Uob et
a wild bea$t looks attentively at a cock, and: kg
is in a state of Qonstema&m, if1 any person
takes the cock and goes rotund the place, the
leonine plant soon gives way, aad the pulae injf
prove,, as if the plant were intimidated by the
cock. Some persons indeed, learned by expe-

rience.

' According to some M9S; thii passage tans thm r " Let a
marriageable virgin, having her body and feet naked, with-

M out any the least clothing, with dishevelled hair, go round
" the field," &c. &c.
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rience, advise to besprinkle the seeds that are to
fee  Bovm with the blood of the cock, and they
wiH not be hurt by the leonine plant: hut some
paint this on a shell', and place it in the middle
of the ground. It is certainly proper to take
leare that the pulse that are sown may not touch
the horn of the ox, for they become barren and
of no use.

XUII.-BT WHAT PLAWTS OTHERS ARE IN-
'

 '  1     ; JURED.
U:' I.

' . Ta orobanche kills beans and chiche peas by
twisttBg itself round them. Darnel, which is
called aira'

,
 kHls wheat; and mixed in the bread

,

it n»k«8 tbem who eat it blind. iEgilops' is
hurtftd to barley; the plant called pelekinos
hurts the lentil.

\- 
' XLIV.

1 ' This passage seems to be imperfect. It probably alludes
ta HoKulBSiaad the Lmii.

' * Probably, from the havock if made.

1 Wild barley, Matthioli Comm. iv. 134.

o The hatchet vetck
, Matthioli Comm. p. 342.
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XLTV.-coNCEwrilio the person vjio hA«

THE CARE OF THE FARM, OR THE HUBBAtW)-

   MAN; 1

.
 -i 

.

The person who is entrusted with the care of
the farm must be an example to aU >the wbrk«
men, that looking up to him, and to his life and
morals, they may rather respect than fear him.
Let him be honest, hospitable, abstaining as much
as possible from wine, for the drinking of too
much wine brings on forgetfulness; let him not
be too- covetous, nor insatiable with' respect to
usury, but-contented with what is moderate,

 ahd

always supplying the persons that wdnt thertt i!h
such things as are necessary; vigilant, aAd apt
to get up before the rest of the family; careful
not to lie, and particularly so not td swear to
what is; false; pious, attentive to the customary
rites, not treating the consecrated" groves, nor

any

r Consecrated trees, literally. In the ancient Roman
writers we read of the consecrated groves ; And P. Cato has

left us an account of the ceremony te be observed at the

cutting down of one of them. Virgil mentions the religious
respect which the Greeks had for the oak:

Et habitee Graiis oracula quercut.

Moses also takes notice of the primitive mode of worshipping
in groves, Deut. xii. 2, 3.  The Gauls, who transmitted their
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my thing of the kind, with contempt,
 but ex-

tagtwgfdl,,to-gBfe ready to the acts, of religion.;
indeed in time of 

.work.let him be attentive,
and in time of recreation let him

.

be affable, and

indulgent, permitting the holidays to be observed
.every week, and suffering nothing of importance
|p be done at that time, but corapeiling the men
to rept, and particularly on the monthly and yearly
ieapte; let him not barter for other men's labouK,
!Hprir l t bim receive be.; profit, of bis. master'

s

dgfO pd, wr. t hpn accoqinaoid fce every; persen
bismaater's e pqnee ; let him be obedient to
 iBi8#ter'& cominands j and if be finds any thing

more advi eabie, let him firat refer it to his master,
W)}ees the utility of ther thing so ties him down
thathe cwmot await bb master!s orders. .

f.
'

»:. > 
.

 XLV.

- .

 i
.

 - ,     .       
..

.
 

.
 ,...,-<

iUKgSftgs and their religHHis rites to the Britons, , derised.tlie

jfofmer from the East; j and in conformity to the,

 construction

of the eastern languages, it had no present tense, and it
abounded in oriental words, consisting of radical letters. It
Appears, from this and other passages in the Greek writers,

-that 
'

the worship of the Druids of Britain in groves does not
sfeenr to have been indigenous. The following passages in the
Scriptures seem to countenance this opinion: Gen. xviii. 1.

Gen. xii. 6. Judges, ix. 6. Joshua, xxiv. 2f). Hosea, iv. 13.

Ezek. vi. 13.
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XLV.-THE WySBANDMAN ©PORT TO HAVE AH

EPHBK1RI8 aF EACH DAY'S WO K; AWD H»W

IT IS PROyjEB THAT HE 8HOCLD ARRAfKGB TH*

WORKMEN IN COMPANIES. <

Lit the husbandman hare a diary accaratdy
drawn up for the general perusal of die work-
men employed in agriculture, and an account of

<
 ell the days in enrery moath, that from this he

My be able to know and to remember -how he
ought to go on with the work, no time being lost;
for if he omits but one day, he will confbcmd the
arrangement of die labour, and be wiU Mt only
(hart the present crop, but he wUl render the sod
less estimable. If there are indeed auiny work-
men, they must not all work together, for they
will with facility combine to work negligently; nor
yet two or three, for they will want many pemom
to preside over them. Let them not work afl
together nor too few in number, but it is proper
to proportion the number and the persons that
preside. It is the best way indeed, if those are
many, to distribute the workmen into decadesw

;

but if few, into companies of six, and not into

companies of five; for when the men that dig are
of

" Companies of ten.
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of equal nufliber, the consequent labour will be

poeserved in the same degree of equality; and
the men that are more indolent lifting up and

kying down in one regular process of raising and
depositing; are under the necessity of making
themselves equal to those who are more active.

XLVI. CONCERNING PEOPORTION OF LABOUR.

Some have observed
, whether in vineyards, or

in a plantation of roses, or in a garden, or in
amy place prepared for a plantation, and dug to
the depth of three feet, that seven workmen are
sufficient for every plethron*; but in a soil that is
very stiff, that eight men are required: and that
a plethron also of old vines in ground easy to be
wrougHi, and not abounding with weeds, and on a
declivity, is frequently wrought by three men; but
m one that is more stiff and full of weeds, by eight
workmen: but fresh plantations have been often
wrought by three men during the first five years.
The Amineau vine is-cultivated with more facility,
but the Surentine » quite the contrary, for this
wants more workmen. Persons

,
that have macie fete

 experiment,

* A plethron heri MMM to be wh»t the Romans called
jugerum,
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experiment, affirm thst a plethron may be Afela* -
queeted by four workmen;' the ablaqueatioti'

being made, the breadth indeed two feet and*'
haWj but the depth a foot: and 4lSs has beenf ->
observed to be the best calculation.   It has also1

been observed that a plethron may be pruned by
four men; and that the first pampination* is per-
formed by one man, and the second is much less
trouble.   Moreover all the old writers bear testi-

mony that it is impossible that more than eight
plethra of vineyard should be cultivated by one
vine-dresser, although a good workman,

 nor i*

it to -be permitted.

XLVII.-CONCERNING THE  HEALTH  OF TI E
LABOURERS. »

It certainly would be useful if you also ap-
pointed a physician for the use of the farm: biit
if you do not, you are to cure the diseases inci
dent to the human frame, by making observations
on those who have laboured under a similar dis-

ease; for they who inhabit the same country,
and who partake of the same diet, if they should

fall

; ' The act of digging round the roots of vines.

z Bterrtoyto, the act of removing the useless shoots.
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fall iato. the same diseases, will likewise be cured

bytheswne remedies. But it is better to prevent
the diseases of the workmen, and to anticipate
a cure, as much as possible. As the sun is hurt-
ful to the bodies and to the circulation of men

who are at work in the heat, and not having some
defence against it; it is proper to lessen their
allowance of victuals, that they may eat it, not
at once nor at two periods, but a little and often;

for this is salutary and very favourable to diges-
tion. Some boil rue and wild mallows, and mix

wine thab is turned with this liquor, and give it
them with their victuals. Some indeed mix milk

and water, and pour a little sour wine into it,
and they give it them before they eat; and they
do this from the beginning of the spring till.au-
tumn : otliers give them wormwood wine, and
this may be takeij not only before, likewise after,
and at the time of eating. But if we have not
this wine, we are, to give them some wormwood,
having thrown it into water and boiled it. Squill
wine has the same effect. They likewise prepare
squill vinegar; and if indeed you are going to give
the squill wine, you are to give it before eating; but
if squill vinegar, after supper. The marsh wine,
that is, what is made in marshy situations, is

exceedingly wholesome, preserving those who use
it

1
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H io good health. Ptisane is alga W H lM|'
tious, and it is wholesome; and the bwfd sajlji
Clibanites, made thin, and dried in t e iu ]
very conducive to health: but the bread
b baked in what are called ovens, rend are dggff&r
tion more heavy. If the water also is not gq
nor fit for drinking, but unwholesome, l$t j j p
boiled until the tenth part of it be wasted; Jet if
be cooled, and it will then be innoxious

sea-water also being boiled is rendered syrtvii
As venomous animals likewise perpf tunlly io*

fest labourers, such as vipers and phalangia*,
and serpents, and the poisonous mures ara iei 
and scorpions', although they may be considered
as domestic: the labourers must be persuaded
that the vine called theriaca affords a sufficient

remedy against all the attacks of such aniiQftU;
for not only the. wine made frou  tfce theriaoava'A
assuage the pain of the person that is hit; tal
vinegar also from it, and its grape , and the

 Now called tarantnL*, ftom TateatUBr in ApnK 'Vhmc

they are numerous.   JVfatthigli Comment 29*. jjf
k They are common in Italy; the inkafai*iBj» cfiJ-

animal topo ragno.   Matth. Comment. 298.

c Matthiplas enumerates the different sorts, aad prescribes
remedies for the bite of these animals.  Com. 253 and 1018.
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grapes are efficacious; and the ashes of the leaves
M f th* afhSott thai are fctrht, apptted to the
MM; MS aMiiagfe <W paih, arid teiil sate the
patient Th* feflSfcaiy of the ftshes of all the
shoots of this vine is so powerful as to cure the
bite of a dog, and frequently when he is mad.
Hie power therefore of the theriaca, when ap-
plied, deriionstrates the efficacy of the remedy,
But how the theriaca may be prepared, and the
wormwood and squill wine, shall be sufficiently
shewn in their proper places.

JiLVIIL-M* IS NOT PHOTfiR TftANSFfelt

I.AB&VHEB8 OR ViitNTS FROM MOftfi fiLIGIBLK

MTVATIONS INTO JuCfi AS Afli lUTf llRJOft.

SoirfE advise not to remove plants and labourers
from healthy situations into such as are unhealthy,

but rather from worse into such as are better, or

similar, or into such as are not much inferior;

for a change appears strange, and is disagreeable
to persons removed to a worse situation. This
is observed by persons of the first discernment,
not only in relation to men, but likewise with

respect to plants.

vot. i. h 
* . XLIX.

V
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XLIX.-IT IS EXEEDIENT TO HAVE SMITHS,.

AND ARTIFICERS, AND MAKERS OF EA.RTHEN,

WARE,  ON  OR NEAR THE .FARM.

It is inconvenient that the workmen should go
to towns for the sake of procuring tools; for
want of instruments, when perpetually deferred,

will be an obstacle to the labourers; and a con-

tinual travelling to the city makes a man more
idle. It is therefore proper to have smiths and
artificers either on the farm, or near it ; and it is

very necessary to have makers of earthen ware
for.general me ; because - it is well known, that
potters earth is to be found in every ground ; for
you will find earth fit for. the making of potters
ware, either on the surface, or under it

, or in

some recldse parts and situations on a farm.

1
,

BOOK

i
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BOOK III.

riTPOTHESIS.

Hie following things are in this Book, being indeed the Third,
in relation to the choice precepts of Agriculture, and com-
prising the Work adapted- to each Month.

A DIARY, AND WHAT OUGHT TO BE DONE

EVERY MONTH.

1
.-IN THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

In the month of January it is proper to prune
the arbusta,' avoiding the early and late-hours o£
twilight In the same month you must cut down

timber for building and common use,
 when the

moon is in conjunction* and under the earth j
for the light of the moon makes timber less hard;
but that which is cut down at that time remains

sound. In the same month you must manure
fruit-bearing trees, but the compost must not
touch the roots. You will in the same month

insert the trees which blossom first, as the durar

cina, the damascene', the apricot, the almond,

h 2 the

i i.e. with the sun.

* Commonly called, damton.
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the cherry. In this month you must also prune
the vine called chavtkiJy -ntik Very sharp knives,
in fine weather*. You must plant vines and other
trees from the ides of January, as long as the
aptitude of the situation admits the plantation.
lb this aiOftlt»xyou must not sow,, for the earth
being «npe(fe«t tod heavy, betomes vftpocous,
and it has some resemMaftce ftJ wool that fe ill

set out of hand. You are to manure medica,

tod' l!o cut the greea cytisos. - Now before maaii-
ring, turn with sm«K plotighsj and then imme-
diately manure it, dry, and light, and white land,
and such as abounds with hillocks, and that which

is tirin and sandy, and s«eb as! abounds with roots
tod coarse Weeds) which, you did not workh ia the
month of October  You. must turn, up brackish
Mttth With smaU pkwighsj and you musfe seut&n
©Ver k soite- beaivhfcka; but if yav, do ootdo-thi
.me wbfia*    barl  straw.

H
.
-in1 tttt isctoftH tit Tt&ktijtriY.

lot the month o£ Fffcuary we are to t«aHsplaHt
vines that are*wdll.. rooted fi?o» the nursecy,

 two

ot

- ' Thus called from its lyin  oH the ground.
£ Observing serene days and h»wb (In thft Gi ek).

h Renovate, in the Gttefc. idionrj
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or three years old, but by no means those of a
year old, for they are too weak. The trans-
planting of vines produces much fruit,, and it
makes the wine good. In this moptia we plant
the reeds before they begia to bud. In this
month it is also expedient to plant the vine and
all kinds of trees, and pses, and lilies1

,
 when the

moon is increasing. In the same month we are
to .sow tria»estriank wheat, and sesamum1, and

hemp; and the land in which we are to sow
medica"

, we must now plough a second time.
111.

 1 IBeaqm. It is not inpomhh but the Greeks distinguished
Ihenp by this oaine son account of their superior size and
beauty, and because the organs, by which botanists form their
arrangement into classes, aVe so perfect and discernible in
them. The French call this plant k lit; and contrary to the 
customary mode of elocution in »se among them, that they
way gWe force to the word, they give the 4ast letter its due
sound. The word is of Gallic origin, and the Franks thought

frop*r to retain it among an incalculable number of words,
which remain to this day in the French language. Its import
in the earlier ages of Gaul conveyed distinction of a superior
kind, and it was expressed with httle varialton from what I.
ihave already mentioned, signifiyfng, by way of eminence, tie
fla*t.

k So-called because it came to full growth in three months.

1 In English, the oily grain.
* Lucerne.

H 3
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III,-IN THE MONTH OF MARCH.

In the month of March
,
 we are to select shoots

for grafting, and we are to graft vines and other
trees.   In this month we must plant reeds before
the equinox.   In this mqpth we are to take care
of the olive trees that want assistance*.   In this

month we are to lay hogs dung to the roots of
the almond trees

,
 for it makes those* that are of a

bitter taste, sweet, and larger, and delicate, as
Aristotle says.   Theophrastus indeed says that
you are to pour urine over their roots. This
month we are to plant all kinds of trees from trun-
cheons, especially in cooler and more wet situa-
tions.   This month we ought to dig round the
roots of the vines and other trees, for such as are

then dug bear abundantly, and good fruit. This
month it is proper to remove the buds of the
vines that are three years old, as the buds are yet
tender.   Some indeed remove the buds with their

hands; for it is an opinion of the ancients, that you
are not to apply an iron instrument to the vines

before they are three years old.   The laying
down also of vines three years old, is more conr

venient
B Healing, according to the Qreek.

j

* This word alludes to the fruit of the almond trees.
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venient in this months   The persons that graft
in this month, ought to do it before the trees
bud, when they seem to have a greater share
of moisture, and to be careful that the shoots

tftken for grafting of apples and pears may be
taken off with a very sharp knife, with caution
and exactness; for the bark of these trees is ten-

der, therefore some remove them with their hands

rather than cut them with the pruning-knife.
Persons that prepare the ground for seed, ought
also  to plough it, that it may be refreshed, for
being then turned it will not cherish many weeds,

; and it will become more friable.   It is not suffi-

.

 cient to do this once, but it must be done a se-

cpod and a third time.   It is proper indeed to
, sow the white wheat denominated sitanionf, and

- the black wheat, and the oblong called the Alex-
(
 andrian wheat, in light land, and well exposed to
. the sun, and in elevated ground, and in such as
is accomodated with trenches,  and in sandy
and dry land, to the day before the ninth of the
calends of April.   You are to sow what is called
the small barley, . in land that has produced
a crop of wheat.   You are- to sow sesasum,

h 4 typha,

' Galen
'

says this was trimestnan wheat.   See Theop. de
plantis, 1. viii. c. 2 ; and Dioscorides, L ii, e. 107. *
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(ypJjA?, spe , n»a t  hemp, W*fa4tW mF
the httuse, Wl n t e thiflg* th t »re.» m
run to tfeoa, wee4 t eip, £w theft tlje pFOC gi
will he cLe o aft4 fi ybeppnt. Cut ypqr gpe<
cytkm also.

In th? month of April, olives may still be
planted, and it is particularly proper to dres

'

them at this time, for when they are thoroughly
dressed they produce better fryit Theophrastus

indeed say? tjiat cuttings of olives and of pome-
granates and myrtles may be planted this month
in wet and irrigated situations. This month we
»re to graft and to inoculate olives and other
trees in good time. At this season alsp the fijjj
an4 the chesnut, and the cherry  begio to be in-

oculated'. But the secopd digging o/young vincjs
oyght to be completed this tnontb; apd it is alsp
proper to prunp the n w vine?, for the inpision ..

that

* A wed that ip qmwm in Ilfjy. To W -wittH
mpxn sprda; for tVey are erf .pinion tlwt if th« fqifngn ,
which it produces falls into the ears, it makes a person deaf.
"fhe Spanish name of this plant is Bohordo.

' KoSqugnx signifies her?, tq remove the useless jtoots.
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Jltffeww Bia»de will be smoother; although it
ibe ppinion of some, and especially of all the

detents, that yeu are not to apply the knife to
the line befere three years. This month it i«
proper to gather the seed of the elm'

, and to sow

it immediately. The fig trees also which hav
good root* may be transplanted, although they are
pow footing.

V
.-IN THE MONTH OF MAY.

In the month of May it seems to be most ex-
geediogly proper to graft the vine before it buds.
Some graft it after the vintage. This month we

to dress the olive trees; in the same month

irs are $o rack our wines into other vessels; and
it is proper to fill the jar l within a little distance
9f the neck, that it may not burst, but that it
may have vent

T

. This month, as it has been

already said, the vine may be grafted, even when

the stem begins to shoot, for there is a viscous
gum; but having taken the grafts a considerable
time feefive they budded, and having carefully
laid them under-ground, or in an earthen vessel,

we

* The witch eim is propagated from seed about this season.

v The imtaphor in the original is thus expressed : ** that
it- way PQt h« suffocated, but that itjnay have respiration."
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we are to preserve them so that they may not
germinate. This month it is proper to dig the
vines, and especially when there is a drought;
for digging animates the thirsty vine, for it
makes it perspire, and the earth being laid on the
roots refreshes the parching tree. It is likewise
necessary to dig the nurseries. The nurseries arp
the plantations from which we take our plants,

and transplant them into other places after two
or three years. This month it is proper to irri-

gate the trees that are grafted, every evening,
with water from a spunge. Some persons al o
plant trees this month in exposed situations, and
in such as are very cold and very wet, or in'such
as may be irrigated; and they do this not only
during all the month, but to the ides of June
also ; as it is manifest that every plant, before it
swells into a bud, is to be taken for cultivation,

for nothing that has once budded will have the
power to shoot, except the fig 

"

only; although
some plant vines after they have budded. This
month also it is proper to dig lupines that have
been sown for the sake of manuring or meliorating

the ground; then to cut them before the-ides,
before the

, grape blossoms, when they are wet;
and to suffer them, when fut, to rot, and after-
wards to plough them, until the lupines that are
cut are buried; and thus all the roots are de-

stroyed»
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istroyed. The same month also we are to turn
the ground that is infested with much agrostis*
and we are to suffer all the agrostis that is erar
dicated to dry; and when the moon is sixteen
tlays old, we are to carry it all in parcels out of
the ground, and what is termed antipathy pre-
vents the possibility of its reviving. It is proper
also to rub and clean the vessels into which the

wine is racked from the casks, with spartunf,
for there will be neither much defecation, nor

-will it dry, if there is, which is consummately
hurtful to winesi

VI.-IN THE MONTH OF JUNE.

In the month of June it is right to dig
round the vines that have been grafted,

 before

the ides, if it be possible, a second and a third

time, having begun before the ides of May.
Let all the pampination be also finished this
month. We are now likewise to remove the

prominent shoots ; and if there be any excrescence
in

0 See Book ii. c 6.

m A kind of broom
, the various uses of which Pliny men-

tions, lib. 19. c. 2.   It is specifically distinguished from the
: Broom, or Genista, and it has a specific name in Spanish

and Italian, t. e. Spartio and Spartea.
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in the upper parts, for it is thouglit that one
shoot is sufficient on a young vine. This mouth
you must prune the baoging branches of  the
arbuetivc vines, that are crane to perfedaoh,

'

and such ns have no -fruit This tnonth we

are to apply the unripe figs, and the fruit of titt
wild" sort

, to fig trees. This month we are to
graft and to inoculate til kinds of trees to the
ides of the month of July, and the fig afterwards.
The same month also it is proper to cover thfc
trees that are dug around and left unfinished;:
Before the ides also we may dig round the reeff
and willow plantations : and it is the season to
plant parsley, and amaranthus, and altheaT

,
 in

gardens. The same month likewise we are to
cut vetches and hay, and we are to dry theqfi in
the shade, for thus they will be sweet; and after
mowing we are immediately to water, and tf»
plough the place anew. From the day before the
ninth of the calends of July you are to begin
threshing, for neither showers nor dew fall on
these days.

VII.

* This curious mode of fructifying fig trees was called by
the Romans cxtprificatio.

1 Matth. iii
.
 146.

.
..
 y . '

.
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VII.-PREPARAllOU CMf AlxICA."

; .r Eif the spelt be decorticated and cleaned,
apd put into boiling water, and let it be pressed:
you are then to pound and sift sohm wbke gypsum
v ry fine, and a fourth part of Very white and
very fine sand is to be gradually saixed with the
gypsum and sprinkled over the spelt. Let it be
prepared ia the dpg-ddys> that it fiaay not ge*
sour. When it has been all pounded, let it be

sifted through a closer sieve. The alica that
was first sifted is the best; the second is that

which comes after; and the third is the worst.

t; .> Ilf-pRfep-AftATiOi* at ttLAdvm.

What is called Alexaodsian wheat must be uv

raited find decor Hearted, and dried in a warm sub ;
you most afterwards do this agaiur until the
ppHklea of the wheat and what is feculent* fall

off. In the same way also the tragum from the
gpnerous olyra" must be dried and kept       ,

* T* u*A{> literally> what is fibrous.

, b Rye. laSpwUh itis-calM centwa, b«cwiMtbeS
Muds say it yields in the proporlioB of a hundred to one.
There is a species of this grain, and it is probably what is
here mentioned, which the French call seigle blanc, Amel
corn, or French rice.
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IX.-- PKEPARATION OF PTISANK.

Barley mixed with water is decorticated, atid

it is dried in the sun, and it is thus laid up.
The light particles are sprinkled over it, for they
make it keep. Let the proportion of water be a(s
a tenth part of the barley. It is also wrought
with salt that is not pounded, sprinkled over
it Ptisane* is also made in the same manner

from wheat.

X
.-IN THE MONTH OF JULY.

In the month of July it is proper to dig the
vineyards to the secondd hour, and in the even-

ing, till twilight, not to any great depth; and
you must take up the weeds, especially the agros-
tis. You ought also to level the ground that has
been broken, and to make it uniform, that the

sun may not affect what is under ground. You
ought likewise to dig round the vines that are
come to perfection, for the pulverized soil ma-

tures

c The French use tisane, which signifies barley water.
The Gauls used the same word

, but in their language it had
a signification more analogous to die Ptisane of the Greeks
and Romans. ....

' ». e. to eight o'clock.
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tures and enlarges the grape. This month it is
requisite to destroy all weeds and thorns. This
month also you may fell trees, if necessity com-
pels, when the moon is decreasing, and when it
is under the arth. It is still moreover proper to
plough the ground from which beans or vetches6
have been cut; for you ought immediately to
plough all the ground after the harvest, before it
becomes dry. It is moreover useful to cut and
to lay up leaves for fodder for the cattle. About
the ides of the same month also

, you are to era-
dicate fern and butomus

,
 and the rush

,
 and the

common reed: and having pounded some flow-
ering lupines with hemlock, you will pour diem
over the remaining parts of the roots that are
left in the ground, for they will cause them to
wither. If the ground indeed abounds with
many roots, sow lupines in it; and having cut
them when in blossom, plough them in, so that
they may be buried; and having scattered a
little manure over them, let them remain .

and after twelve days plough them twice,
and sow such things as are suitable to the ground,
having mixed a small portion of lentils with

v    
'

the seed.
XL

J e The Greekexpresses chicheling vetches.
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XL-IN THE-MONTK OP AtfOUST.

In the month of August it is prbper to  ga-
ther the grapes that are ripe in warm situations
and to dig moderately round those that are not
yet ripe, and round the trees in the olive plan-
tations in the same manner; and to break the

clods so as to raise the dust, for this falling oh '
the fruit ripens it the sooner; and on this account
the olives and vines near the highway bear more
valuable fruit, because of the dust raised by tra-
vellers: these indeed want no digging, as well
as those that are in a thin soil, the earth being

.lit..'

dried, few they are immediately parched, having
their roots near' the surface, on accbunt of the

tenuity of the soil. This month ydu ought to
irrigate the gra&swith water from aspunge, when
the sun sets. This month you must dry your
casks in the sun, and you must pitch them twenty
days before they are to receive the wine. This
month you are to remove the useless shoots of
the late vine, for this pampination will cause the
fruit to increase in size, and it makes it better,

and it ripens the sooner. In young and fruitful
tOfes indeed, you must take away some of the

fruit,

' On, in the Greek.
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fruit, lest the more slender-bearing shoots and
the fruit become useless. You must also gather
the gippqs for keeping, when they are come to
maturity. It is the season also to take the figs
that are dry in warm situations, and to prepare
the trenches in which we are to plant olives, or
any other trees in autumn. This month we are

to water the meadow grounds that iutre hem
used to be watered; and we are to cut a second

time fern, and rushes, and reeds, and the buto-

mus. We are to break up ground that is stiff,
and heavy and rich, aod we iare to work land
that is hilly and exposed, and such as is totally
shaded, and toward the north, wkh deep
ploughs, or with spades. We are to work out
our ccsfft tolHP #y tefcpe flw »¥»th of the ca-
lends of September, for neither showers nor dew

fall dpriqg these days.

'XII.--IN THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.

In the month of September you must mark the
fruitfijd and unfrmtful vines, that we* may cut off
the latter, and that we may graft the former; and

t

let the marking be tmifbrm with oil and pitch
vol, i, i mixed.

. The tnantian » in the Gcetk.
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mixed, Juthis month you are to insolite tiae
chaff and the leaves of plane trees, in vrhioh me
are to keep the grapes. Now it is «lao proptf Jp
gather nuts, and to lay them'up when jthey

.
flre

dry. To sow indeed to the day before the sixflh
of the calends of October is attended with upogf-

tainty, for if a drought ensues, the seeds pfarieh ;
but from the day before the fifth of the .calends
of October you are to sow lupines, for they lo 091
want rain. After the ides of September, . ei
showers have fallen before it is manured, it.is

proper inunediately to plough and to jqaoj e
'

thin land, and such 9s is full of roots .and H??
gross weeds. .   .       

XIII. IN THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.      .-' '
 .        

'

 ;

In the month of October also it is proper to
gather the vintage; for the fruit that is fir>t
gatliered makes most wine, but that which is
gathered afterwards makes better wine, and what
is gathered the third time makes that which Js
sweeter. This month indeed, after the equinox
and the first showers, some plant to the;setting
of the Pleiades, and they begin to set abqi#h the

,
 seventh of the month of: Nevember.   The same

month

11 A& from
, according to tht Gxedc,
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nwnth it is of utility to dig round the vines,
 and

to apply to the roots a lixivium, or dust,' or dry
(ashes

, or stale urine, or the lees of wine
,
 or chaff.

ThiS'ftionth you are to graft almonds, cherries,
fig trees; and you may plant in nurseries' the
blive, the almond, the cherry,

 and all fruit-bear-

ing trees; and the elm, and the white poplar,
 and

the ash, and the pine, and the fir; but the fig tree
by no means at this season. It is also useful to
sow the seeds of all trees. This month also we
;begin to prepare the green oil, having gathered
J&it immature olives. The same month we are

to cover the citron trees, which .we have in wintry
situations; but we are to cover their stems with

the leaves of the gourd, and we are to throw the
burnt ashes of gourds over their roots. It is
better to begin pruning this month, and after the
vintage to dig the ground, that what has been
trodden by the vintagers, being loosened, may
with facility receive the autumnal showers to the
roots of the trees; but there will be less weeds

when all the roots are cut and destroyed by the
frost. The apples also, which are kept during
the winter, ought to be gathered, and laid in the
sawdust of odoriferous trees, and other fruits in

12 the,

1 Fa orchard*
, according to th« original.
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the same manner. The asparagus pahistris is
also to be now cleared of weeds. This month

many begin their sowing; and if it rains after
fourteen days,

 the seeds that are sown will be

quite productive; and if it does not rain, the seeds
will not be hurt. It is not however proper to sow
before the calends-of October: and you must
observe the rising" and setting of Corona; for the
seeds that are sown on those days will be alto-
gether productive.

XIV. -IN THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

In the month of November we ought to plant
vines, after the first showers, in warm and dry
situations; and some persons prune them at that
time in warm places; but the autumnal pruning
universally improves the roots -and the bearing
shoots, and the vernal pruning produces k greater
abundance of fruit

XV.-IN THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

In the month of December the vine may also
be planted.   In November and December you

' must

* It began to rise on tfte third of the nones of October.
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must clarify the sweet wine, after* it has left off
working, and you must wipe off the impurity
and

'

 scum that are in the in&ide of the necks of

the jars with fenugreek or with clean hands. In
the months of December and November it is of

utility to plant and to graft the suckers of all
trees that blossom early,

 and to cut down timber

for building, when the moon is at the extremity
of its course, and under the earth. You must

also dig round the young vines,
 and those that

are come to perfection, and you must manure
them that are come to perfection; but it is not
necessaty to apply manure to the young vines.
It is likewise a proper time to prune the olives
after the fruit is gathered, for a greater quantity
of fruit is produced from the fresh shoots. It is
also a seasonable time to dig round them and
other trees, and to apply a sufficient quantity of
goats dung oi  twenty cptyke1 of amurca to the

trees that are weak. It is also a fit time to

plant chesnuts, and it is a good time to set
beans.

1 A cvtyla was half a pint+2.141 sol. inches.

I 3 BOOK

\
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HYPOTHESIS.

BOOK IV.
* i

.

 i

These things are contained in this Book, which is indeed the
Fourth, concerning the select precepts of Agriculture, and
comprising what relates to the planting and culture <X
arbustive vines, and concerning the transpkattng of theni,

and concerning the grape called nmsivitif, and t at

which is called theriaca; and concerning the different
methods of grafting; and how it is that the same bunch
has different sorts of grape-stones; and concerning the
keeping of grapes, and many other useful things.

I.-CONCERNING THE ARBUSTIVE VINE?,

THE arbustive vines are more useful than all
others, for they make better and more lasting
and sweeter wine; and being placed at a good
distance, they afford room for the ground that lis
between them to be sown after two years: and
you ought hot to set all kinds of trees for the

arbustive

*  So called
, because it was grafted on the myrtle.

 t. c. such as will keep.
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arbustive vines, but such as,have only one prin-
cipal root, as the white poplar, or such as have
contracted roots, and the leaves not immoderately
thick, that they may not totally shade the vine;
and they are such as these, elms, black poplars,
ash trees, the maple. Let them be thirty or
forty feet high; and there are in some parts of
Bithynia trees that are sixty feet, on which the
yine is spread; and they do not injure, but they
make the wine better

, and especially the Aminean.
In a good soil then it is indeed proper to suffer
Such trees to grow as it has been already pre-
scribed ; but in a thin soil you must cut them to
the height of eight feet, that all the strength of
the ground may not be exhausted by the trees.
Let the branches also be extended as much as

may be to the east and west. You ought also to
dig round these trees as you do round the vine,

and to manure them moderately. . It is also
proper that the vines should be of a good length
and strong, and they must particularly be planted
with good roots; and some indeed, removing

iwell-rooted plants from nurseries,
 set them; but

others, clearing a flourishing vine, and taking it
Up with its roots with earth round them, l»y it
in a trench near the tree. Now a vine is set in

this mannej;: plant it at the distance of three
14 cubits
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cubits from the tree; whfen it has afterward takftn

root, that it may be united to the tree (asd tUs
is shewn from its thickness), having laid it dovrn
and having laid sotne earth on it, join it to the
tree, at the distance of a foot from the roof of

the tree, leaving the rest of the bearing-branch
at liberty, and as many buds' as tein ht ledf
which1' are to be removed with your nails and
rendered ineffectual, that one or two shoots being
left may grow with more vigour; and when this
other part is grown, it is proper to apply it to th6
tree, that it may rest 6n it You ought likewise
to observe how that part of the tree may be care'
fully pruned, and that every thirig about the ro<Jt
may be removed that rlothing may cover the
root It is also necessary to remember,

 that such

vines, that is, such as are wedded to trees
, ere to

be cut in the pruning to some distance, that the
shoots are not to be left less than two cubits. It

is also proper so to adjust the shoots on the
branches of the tree, that the fruit-bearing parts
may be exalted and fnoved by the wind. Let
the ranks also have a distance of fifteen cubits,
for thus the wine will be better and more abun*

dant;

0 Eyes, according to the Greek.

> " Removing all which wiih your nail rtnder blind,

" in the

Greek, well adapted lo the original word eyes,
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darit; and fruit-bearing trees with small roots
Brtty be set between, that is, pomegranates, apples,
quince trees; and one may plant the olive at a
distance

, although this is not approved by some.
'Some also affirm that the fig tree is to be planted
ivith vines

, which experience has taught to be im-
proper: it is thefefore better to plant fig trees
wroimd at some distance. We have indeed known

,the arbustiye vine in Bithynia to delight in the
cherry tree, and especially the autumnal' vine;
and indeed the Aminean, for it is productive of
much fruit and of much wine: and one may
sow this ground after two years, as it has been
already mentioned; for men of experience affirm
that it will not «nly not be injured by this sow-
ing, but they announce' that the wine will 06
this account be bettef. Since indeed it happens
that the vine, lying around the trunk of the tree,

fend thus ascending to the top, becomes in some
tteasure, in process of time, straitened and suf-

focated by its union with the trunk;. many persons
ifi Bithynia place a wedge between the vine and
the tree, and having thus separated the vine from
the tree, they give it room, that it may be
relieved.

II.

5
. Wbkh ripened early.

r As in the Greek,
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11 -ANOTHEB,'   CONCERNING THE AttBUOTlVtf

VINES.

. . i

Fix three goats horns erect around the arbust
tive vine, with the pointed parts downward, and.
the others upward, and cover them with earth*
that a small portion of the horns may remain aaJt
of the ground, that the rain falling may irrigate
the horns, and the vine will be very fcuitfiil. -

t

III. HOW ROOTED VINES MAY BE EASILY AND

SPEEDILY TRANSPLANTED.

When we begin to ablaqueate, that is, to dig
round large vines once and a second time, these
will be great advantage from much diligence.
From- a vine then that is come to perfection,
that is, from the tenth year and upward, having
selected a very long and a very generous shoot'

from the inferior part, that is, to the height of a
foot from the ground; having set it, cover it in
a trench dug a foot deep, and of such a depth as
to receive four eyes, for it is proper that so many
should be covered with mould, but in such a

. manner

1 Chapter is implied.
1 K>MfM, a cutting.
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manner that, after digging in the four buds, they
gptrare at the upper extremity and above the
ground may not be more than two or three eyes.
If indeed the shoot is larger, so as to be suffi-
cient for a second trench

, you are to make two
quicksets from one, in the same manner, and
according to»the symmetry prescribed; and you
are to dig in the second part of the shoot; but
you ought to take off the remaining shoot, after
laying the two, from which two rooted vines grow,
as being for the greatest part useless. You ought
also to observe and carefully to beware, that it
may not shoot between the old vine and the part
that is dug in; for it happens that two or three
buds shooting between prevent the shoot that is
laid from taking root: you ought therefore, when
you observe this, to take off the buds with your
nails so as not to permit them to shoot; and if

new ones arise, you ought also to remove them.
When there are indeed two or three eyes, which
we have prescribed proper to be left at the ex-
tremity of the layer, for they give it that name,
it is right to leave the best bud of one eye only,
and to fix a slender stick or reed to the bud that

is left  that the tender shoot may rest on the reed,
and that it may not grow cropked nor straggle.
The roots indeed Income stronger when the shoot

is
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is cut the secdnd year from the vine, that the
plant remaining too long, and drawing the strength
of the parent tree to itself, may not hurt it: but
the inhabitants of Bithynia, at the completion of
the year, having made an incision only in the
shoot already mentioned, do not separate the
plant from the mother stock, which has not yett
taken root, nor do they suffer it to encumber the
mother stock, but they observe what is proper
for both in the incision, cutting it off when it u
perfect, and when it is time to transplant it, that
is, at the beginning of the third year. Moreover,
plants that are rooted and cherished in the nur-
series seem to be the most useful, and especially
the cuttings that are set as truncheons and after-
wards transplanted; for these may be easily raised
without disturbing the parent stock, and they
grow more speedily, and they become vines with*
out much trouble.

IV.-CONCERNING THE MVRTLE-GRAPE.

The myrtle-grape hath myrtle branches under-
neath ; and the grape becomes myrtle-flavoured,

if you graft shoots of the vine on the myrtle.

V
.
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V
.-CONCERNING THE EARLY GRAPE.

If you graft the black grape on the cherry,
you will have the grape in the spring; for the
vine will produce the grapes at the time the
cherry produces its own fruit. The vine will also
shoot speedily, if having mixed pounded nitre
with water, and having reduced it to the consist-
ence of honey, you bountifully smear the eyes
immediately after pruning; for it will shoot after
eight days. You will likewise make the grapes
come early by scattering a sufficient quantity
,of grape-stones that are sweet, that is, that are not
yet turned sour, over' the plants; but you will do
better

, if you apply the grape-stones already men-
tioned to the plant, when it is planted.

VI. CONCERNING THE LATE GRAPE.

It is proper to remove the bunches that first
grow, for others will again spring up in the places;
bestow likewise greater attention on the plant,

and it will produce clusters a second time,
 and

these, when ripe, will be late : take these clusters

also,

1 The Creek word implies they were to be scattered over
the roots of the plants.
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also, and lay them in earthen vessels that we
perforated underneath, and cover the upper1 part
carefully, and tie the vessels to the vine, so thttt
they may not be moved by the wind.

VII. CONCERNING THE GRAPE WITHOUT KER-

NELS.

Some raise the grape without kernels in this
manner: they gently divide equally so much of
the shoot that is to be planted, as they are to
bury in the ground, and they take the pith avct
with a scraper; they then tie it with wet papyrus,
and set it But it is better if the whole of the

shoot that, is set in the ground, be set with a squill
put into it, for the squill promotes its growth and
union. Others indeed cut fruit-bearing vines,
and they remove the pith of a fruit-bearing shoot
with a scraper as deep as they can, not dividing
the shoot, as it has been prescribed, but suffering
it to remain united, and dissolving opos* of Cyro-
naica in water, and reducing it to the consistence
of sapd1

, they pour it in; and placing the shoots
erect, they bind them to supporters, that the opos

may

1 Laserpitium.

. t ryM means sometimes saepa, sometimes carMmn. Pliny
says it was bciled down to a third part, I. xhr. %
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ftVA OOt be spilt; and they apply the apoa erery
Kt hth day to the shoot, until it buds: you are
jfttoo to do the same thing with regard to pomegra-
nates

" and cherries, if you wish to raise the fruit
without seed.

VIII.-CONCERNING THE MEDICINAL AND CA-

THARTIC VINE.

It is well known that the vine called theriaca is

Applied in many cases, and particularly to the
bite of serpents*. But we are now to say in what
manner it is prepared: having divided the" lower
fMrt of the vine which we are going to phtnt, to
tke depth of three or four fingers, and having
taken out the pith, we pour the antidote into the
shoot; having then bound the divided part with
papyrus, we plant it: but they,who do it with
greater care, also pour the preparation over the
the roots. We likewise prepare the cathartic
vine in this manner: we divide the shoot and put
hellebore into it. But it is proper to know that
the shoot of the theriaca left for planting, hath

not

* KatfWKieems to be introduced forpuof, by mistake, in the
original.
* * Venomous beasts of the creeping kind.
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not the same power; for, when transplanted ar
grafted, it becomes languid, the ppepasatiofl,
transpiring in time. Moreover it is pibper to.
apply the preparation to the roots at certain
intervals. The wine being drunk is o£ sendee
against the bite of serpents, and the vinegar noftte
of it, and the grape, and the dried grapes when
eaten; and when these are wanting, the leaves of
the vine pounded and laid on. When all these
are deficient, the ashes of the shoots of the

tfaeriaoa, when burnt, being applied, will apre
the patient: but besides the theriaea, the aho ttq€

any vine is of service against the bite . of a dog
hut not when he is mad. JFlorentinus mentnaq

these icings hi the first and second <book,oC
Qeprgics.   , ,  - ,y

KC.*--C01fCE«NING THE SWEET-SCBNTE DORA**

If yoM wish tQ fill a place with sweet seepk.
having divided the shoofts that are planted, inject
some ungweot7 into theip, a  it ha» bses jpe-
s/cribed; b t you will act nwe Ju cwm jj, 
you irrigate the branches iwhen wet with the
unguent, and so graft or plant them.
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.-THAT WASPS   MAY NOT TOUCH VINES OR

GRAPES, OR OTHER FRUITS.

£lP some oil, and using respiration sprinkle it
dter-the vines

, and over grapes and other fruits.
(j.i ' . . .

XL-HOW GRAPES REMAIN ON THE VINE IN

,;
 . 

(,.

 PERFECTION TILL THE SPRING.

"RAViiJG dtrg a trendi to the depth of two
ftibttS' near the vities in a very shady situktion,
and having thro wit in a quantity of safid, fix some

/ «tekii, arid-bending the branches, turn them once
Of twke, moving them careftilly with the bunches j
and disengaging them from their supporter, covec
them, that the clusters amy not be wetted not
6w*ch *be bottow.      >      t        < .

.
 

,
      i    . .

XII.-CONCERNING THE GRAFTING OF VINES.

Thk person that grafts a vide must choose
a thick stem, which is abie to support one or two
bearing idioots. Some indeed graft it in the earth,
descending to the depth of half a foot, and they
make the insertion almost at the bottom of the

vine,- and some graft it in the part even with
vol! i. jt the
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the soil, which is the best method: but tbtt

which is 
.grafted high coalesces with difficQhn

being agitated by the wind.   But if it is neces-
sary to graft high because there is no stncfotb
place below, hiring fffcpatod a fupfwrter, -tie
what is grafted high toit on atooeuot of*ktMm&
Some likewise graft" it toward its upper estro*
mities.   If you also graft the vine on the cherry,
you will have very early grapes; for at the sea&ffl
in which the cherry-tree has been accustomed to
produce its «wn fruit, St witi at tim am+jgrnod
afford grapes, that,is,in the *priitg>   tb«
time of gnafibag is ia 4e apring, whfa t B ireatM
have totally wteaaed, vfcfen      vinfl b*wg cm
eonts not nmck moiUUm nw water, bat« ti «fc

and gluttoom substsnsc. iY«u «*fttt*e)iBjttftfei
iboots fbr gNtftiMg, iwiad, solid, havng mmty
eyes, and chiefly from the hoaring totu&km
Two or three eyes are sufficient in a shoot; but
if it is. set in the earth, three or four.   It is.nek

right to cut from one shoot above two grafts for
insertion; for that pBEt which isfcehiad th«a£ften
first Byes id stsnfe and ttsebas; but froth ibMMs

toving a port of tbe ionmr year's -Acxot w»d
. .   . ,  i  ..>..

. .«...

'

 The expnsuoo, accoEd{n|. to the Greek, u " graft itf
ihaulders."
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ftotfeta* more firady.  We aw not l» ing rt the
lisMtoi immediately after they are Oaken froai the
fiae; bat having corered the cuttings, aud having

ttdd thcra in a easel, that they may not tran&t
fte&y we are to insert them when coveared before
tbey begin to bud;   Sack shoots indeed the i
wiU be atetfrted more firmly in the earth at the
bottom e€ the rine, the mould affbrdkig aid M
tbear aouriAment; but they will produce fruit
later, afc other shoots planted in die growid; mi
'

|iMh hp ane inserted m a higher situation wiH
AHdeaee with difficulty b ng agitated wiuh'ftte
.dad, itixt they wttl pnedace frtat at a niorie eariy
fsenod    The dbools then inserted high ought

to be jraoobh aadeviaa  of the thkkotes of a vum'f

Ahusnb,' and itik of use to cut with a sharp pro-
juogikaife ith* -roM lness left by the saw. The
inseoted sfaoot also ought to be trimmed to the

taagftunf act inch or two m oae side, ad we see
tfes rasds with which we nvrite pcepered"; ao that
itto fith xcmj appear imburt on one sictej and
the bark on the other; and the shoot is to be

fifcMt to the extremity of the part that is trim-
med, so that the interaiediase spaoe between the
mother stock and the shoot may not be dis-

K S united

' t. e. that the moisture may not evaporate.
k Tfj/ft/mmt, cajvod.

i
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united0

,
 and it must be filled with cement or

with potters clay, for that will keep out the'wei;
and it will preserve its native moisture: the part

-also of the stock is to be tied at the incision

with a band, single indeed, but strong; it.is theq
proper to cover it with unctuous clay; some
also mix cow-dung with the clay. The shoots
being grafted, we irrigate the band with water
from' a spunge in the evening, in the middle of
the summer; and when the germ is become
four inches long, it is proper to fix supporters,
and to tie it on account of the wind. When the

germ indeed is grown, you are to cut the band
with a pruning-knife, that it may be liberate
from confinement, and that the moisture from

the stock may be conveyed to the shoot You
must cut the shoots for grafting when the moon
is in the wane, for thus the shoots that are

grafted will be stronger. Some also graft not
only in the spring, but likewise after the vintage,

for the vine at that time has more inspissated
moisture.

XIII.

c Yawn
, according to the Greek.

 Through, according to the Greek idiom.
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XIII.-CONCERNING GRAFTING BY TEKEBRA-

TION.

The mode of grafting by terebration seems to
me to be the best; for the engrafted vine does

ttot remain useless in the intermediate time, but

!t likewise bears fruit, and the! shoot, when it

coalesces, will increase at the same -time, the vine

being by no means hurt from the operation of
boring, nor by the constriction8. But the mode
Of grafting by terebration is performed in this
manner: having bored the trunk of the vine
with what is called the Gallic' auger, and having
drawn a branch of a bettermost vine, place it
in the perforation, not cutting it from the old
mother stock, and thus the shoot may live
cherished by the mother plant, und fostered by,
and coalescing with the vine that receives it; and
within the space of two years the shoot that is
introduced will be united with it You must then

,

after the cicatrization, cut off the shoot which is

k 3 detained

e i. e. of the bandage.
' The Gallic was thought to be an improvement on the

Roman auger. Ft excavated without burning; there was
less inconvenience from saw-dost, and it was esteemed better

for grafting. See Pliny, lib. xvii. 25; Columella, iv. 29; and
de Arboribus, cap. viii.
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detained by its old mother plant, and saw oiTthe
stock of the engrafted vine above the ferebrfctiofi,
and then the inserted shoot becomes the prinu
cipal branch of the vine. *

XIV. THAT THE SAME CLUSTER MAY HAVE

DIFFERENT GEAPE-STONES, THAT 18, GRAINS;

SOME INDEED WHITE, AND OTHERS BLACK

OR YELLOW.

You are to take different fehoota Of dafereni

kinds, and to divide them in the middle
,
 but »

take care that the slit does not come through the
eyes, nor that any of the pith falls off; and yott

toast apply and fasten* the different kinds to each
Other so that the eyes coincide accoording to thait
places respectively, and that two eyes become
united: you ate to bind the shoots alto iast ill
papyrus, and fo cover them with squill or witk
very glutinous mould, and so to plant them, and
after three or five days to water them until they
shoot.

XV.-CONCERNING THE KEEPING OF 6RAPES.

You must cut off the grapes gathered for lay*
ing up during the winter after the full moon,

» Glue,
 in the Greek. 

-

 -r
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« 4t, j»iiBe«v«rther, abeat the fourth hour of

thec lty, wbea the dew is dried up; and yua
mum take care that all the grape-stooes/ that ia,
the grains, are sound; and you must also hara
a very sharp pruning-knife for this purpose, that;
it nay be performed with ease and not with vio-i
knee. You ought also to cut the grapes that
are come to perfection, and not such as are sour,
nor such as have past to a degenerate state.
Some indeed then cut the bunches singly,

 and

ethers cut small branches -with the leaves, that

ifl, wparatiag the shoots with the bunches; they
jmmcdiately cat off with scissars the putrid
and dry and sour grape-stones, if there are any,
lhat they nay net infect those that are near
Aera 7' and it is proper to smear the cut of the
shoot of each cluster with melted pitch. You
must then indeed spread the bunches on a pave
ment, each in a separate place, not touching
each other, straw being spread under them, of
hipinee indeed if there is some, for this is more

firm and more dry, and it has the power of
keeping mice away: and if there is no halm of
lupines, the next is the halm of beans, and of
vetches, and of other pulse: and in respect of

k 4 corn,

E T«< faymt.  P«|'wa> the stone which covered the kernel
Or ytyafni,
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horn, badey straw is the most .ctigiUfi jtotgl df
there is nothing of this kind, having oat aooal
hay small, strew it under them. You roust ato*
spread the small brandies with their learea oora
pavement, or you must hang them up: bbt Hoot
lay the bunches ins iraion, that is, in mp*? fot
a short time; but some lay them in small veiMb
that are pitched, with dried sawdust of the pine,
or of the fir, or of the black poplar, or with the

flower of millet: others having immersed ikf
bunches in sea-water that is boiled, or, where:tifc

sea is not near, in brine with wine mixed with it,

lay them on barley straw. Some also hmdng
boiled ashes of the fig, or of the vine, witlr water,
and having; besprinkled the bunches and fd kd
them, lay them on the straw already mentioned.
But grapes are kept a considerable time snS-
pended in granaries, and especially if ; the com
is moved; for the dust arising from it resting «)
them, conduces not a little to their preservation.
You are to preserve grapes also thus; ;hawig
boiled rain water, so that a third part of k is
left, having exposed it in the open air, thafr is,
having cooled it, pour it into a vessel tbafriis
pitched; then taking the bunches of ripe grapes,
having the grape-stones solid, having picked the
immature and putrid from them, throw them in,

so
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k) nfc&t the water fttey cover tile btfnchea ;>«o<j(
hwmig; carefcrily set On the cover and secured it
.ailh gypsum, set them in a place that is qwl
*itd- not exposed to the sun, where there is to 1m
*o foe-burnt; and the water of&eise is found to

be of & vinous quality, and of use, to persons

4h»t are sick, and the bunches are preserved
genuine.   Some advise to hang the bunches in
«n upper chamber, having tied them, not from
4te upper end, whence the separation of the
bunches is made, bnt from the part beneath,
tht* they may perspire more freely, the grape
'Stones being better exposed by the action of
bending backward.   It is also of use to suspend
them in a cask of must, while the must neither

touches them, nor they one another, for they
keep as they were taken from the vine. You
will also preserve the bunches, if immediately
«fter the vintage you throw them unhurt and
whole into a pitcher, and carefully stop the
mouth of the pitcher and secure it with gypsum.

.Being also covered with potters clay, that is well
wrought, so as to have the consistence of honey,
and. being suspended, they are preserved, and
they are washed clean for use.   They are pre-
served in the same manner, being, rubbed with
Sbejuice of purslane, and hung up.   Some pre-

serve
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.erre them in wine nxcd with water. The grape
keeps a whole year; if, having thrown warm
water, having al««i in it, over it, when gathered
rather early, you instantly remove it The grape
is also preserved in honey. What has been said
in relation to the grape, suits appice also.

: l

BOOK
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BOOK V.
i  i j,

HTPOTMBSIS.

These things are contained in this Book, being the Fifth of
the select Precepts on Agriculture, and comprising the rao-
thod of planting and raising the vine, and when it is proper
to gather the fruit, and what relates to the keeping away of
animals inimical to it; and what relates to the prepara-

tion of CEnanthe, and to the making of dried grapes; and
what wlates to the planting of reeds,

i

1
.--CONCEftlTlNG LAND FIT FOR VINES.

Land that is of a blackish colour
, not dense,

and having a moderate quantity of goodk water
at some depth, is adapted to vines; for such
land receiving the showers, neither wastes them by
admitting them under ground, nor does it retain
the water on its surface, for that which is re-

tained on the surface rots the plants. One
ought therefore to examine the soil to some
depth, for we often find indeed what is of a

blackish

* Sweet, in the Greek.
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blackish colour above, and a soil of potters dty
underneath, and the reverse again. But Jeum
that is thrown up by flowing rivers, is the best;
whence we commend Egypt And to speak
briefly, every soil of a blackish hue, not too dense
nor too glutinous, but having moisture, is well
adapted to receive the vine.

II.-THE KINDS OF VINES J IN WHAT SOIL TOU
ARE TO PLANT THEM, AND WHAT POSITIONS

ARE ADAPTED TO THE VINE.

You are to plant the white vines in the soil of
blackish colour, and which is moist and watery,
already mentioned; for these kinds want more
nourishment from the soil, as they are of a firm
texture, and dense, and they are raised with
difficulty. A soil of potters clay likewise, un-
less it is altogether thin and broken into fissures,
receives the white' vines: such vines however do

not suit a dry, and thin, and sandy soil, but
they which have thick grape-stones and little pith,
as the black grape generally is, producing good,
and much, and strong wine, being of a quality
contrary to the white vines, which are naturally

difficult

' ». e. vines bearing white grapes.
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iMfficfalt to be raised.  That Waited 'PitthldT; fttwl

tile Corcyreeari, and what is denominated Chldris,
bettg white, alone love a thin soil, because they
are richer.   For it is necessary to plant thosfe .
which are indeed naturally more moist, in squalid
alnd cold and more dry situations ; but those that
are dry, in moist situations; for thus what'fs

wanting to the plants may be supplied from the
nature of the soil.   It is universally proper there-
fore to set the kinds of vines that are not easily
nourished, but such as are of a contrary nature,
in a more exuberant soil; and in a soil of black-

ish colour, such as are thriving and able to draw
to themselves all their aliment from the earth: for

those of prosperous growth jset in rich ground
do not accelerate the ripening of the fruit, but
they run. into a profusion of leaves; and those
that are weak' will produce fruit that is worse' in
drier situations.   It is therefore necessary to
form a judgment and a discrimination of the
plants and of the soil, as it has been demon-
strated, and thus to fix the temperament.* For

this reason some transfer the plants from moun-
tainous into champagne situations, and again

from

This is mentioned by Columella, lib. iii. 2. 24.
0 Weaker, according to the Greek.

0 i.e. mixture of different qualities.
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'

vm

mouatainous, for they a r that the etrth Id**
ft ooatrary affecUoa.   Of tdl the vhms i*imi

. that cftUed MursUee i$ the best; for this is tiwt

which in Bithynia produ«e» the wine caikxl Dew-
(drogaleaon; in ether negwas again the TiajwBOa s
and in Tios of PftpWagpaia, tbcTiaiwo; ahdhi
Heracloa1 pf Pootue it prod«eb9 the mot* csto-
hratcd wine; aod wherever this viae is phudt;
it will produce fimitgmatty svpodor to tba* alf
aU others.;- &a it» guapft is vlery STf et artd doo-
tBEeoui when fitfen, «o that the heea alee h&tt

jeouuree te «in quert #f apqrishment.   It is ief*
deed sp very pwd active, thef it bears dkifibws
00 ail the aWm, such ft* are round    Ihear ap-
pflarenep; and the ra e-stwe* are pelkioidi artd
the iemeh .esd the pallida «re even twwtt-
jtaseat  Iwtit 1*6* rthe p6di(clB$, h«ch s«pp«ift
the clusters, in geeeral hard and ligoeoui it
del%ht» also grfiady in lo%r trm ead it Mate
to be assidiou&ly pampinatcd.   J3at that wiae is
the beat which ia produced frpai vines planted
dry and inclined situations, a d facing the «a»t
or the sou tit  It ie indeed moce proper tinpimt

the

r From Tiate
, a town of Mysia.

i On the shone of the Euxipe Sea.

' In the arbustutu.
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tKe arbustbe vines in a champagne, and faoHow,
and even sitnation: but jorX are always to re-
WSbber, and particularly to obserre, that the hmd
i« certainly more adapted to a plantation of low

aes, which i» in irregular and gently-inclined
situations, and in such as are more elevated and
more dry, for this will reoeive the summer's heat

with lew in tenseness being well exposed to the
llir.: and that whjoh i« expanded in tuwukwe si*
ftiatjons, and at the bottoms of mountaiap, sniti
I w aQ4 prostrate wines; for in such- aituadoas
(he soil froi» the tpp, and whatever u nutritious
a#d. pf a i rtiiizing fuali y, is gradually conveyed
ctoi .uQpei ptibly
efs. Byt you must wt plant vines oa the tops
Of aioiml ins, for the wet onKeyed from tbeni
ith the ,901,1, leaves the roots naked and without

jt urishuysnt But. you, ought to plant the arbu»
tive viae4  champagne and even and moist
ground, .and especially in warm situations, wbei
the winds not being too powerful, but blpjsviqg
moderately, cherish them suspended on the trees;
but the wind? being vehement in cold situations,
hurt the arbustive vines. The Theriaca is un-

ioubtedly the best tit ftll' r the sweetness of its
wihe, to Whith ©emotritus- beats Jte8tim<niy -witii
regard to salubrity and superior goodness; but it
bears a shoot naturally slender and feeble.
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III.-r<!01fCX»If
.

lN» TOE KUaSBJtJt b, cos

' That is called the nursery, in which 'planS
are set to be transplanted, and, as the Blfliy-
nians say, where they are preparatively imrswC
Let the plants be set in the nursery not less'tiikn

a foot deep; for thus the plant will be eaisky cfug
iip with the spade, and it will always be monj
benignly warmed by the sun : but let such as are
called the anterior shoots,

"

 and what is" of sVpei
fluoiis growth,* be' removed, that if may increase
in thickness. It is also proper they should 'belre
moved with the hand, not with the knife, for the

Application ofthe kniSj makes the young Hftsel
come torpid/- me lnd d transplant it the se1
cond or third .year; but the sets that are trans1
planted the third year will be more generous.
It is not proper to water the nurseries, unless we

"

are also to water the vineyards; for evenj' thing
that is done in the nursery, must be also done ia
the vineyard.

IV.-CONCERNING CLIMATE1.

We ought always to adapt our plantation tb
the nature of the. piaee.   For if the situation k

.warm,
* ». e. the plant.
' According to the etymology of the Greek word, it seems

to signify what i» in English called aspect,
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warm, we are to set our plants farina; the north;
aad if itfar cdld, we are to set Asm toward the

south; and if it is between these extremes and

temperate, an eastern and western aspect will be
more eligible: an eastern one will still be more
so, if it be not infested by the south-east: and
sometimes a western aspect will be rattier prefer*
able, when being at a distance from the sea it
has the western breeze blowing towards it: and
universally in more warm situations the northern
winds are suitable

,
-and in'such as are, cold the

southern breezes.

V.
--CONCERNING MARITIME SITUATIONS

, A NO

SUCH AS ARE NEAR RIVERS.

, Maritime situatipns are much adapted to the
vinei both,on

.
account of their warmth, awd on

account of the moisture that imperceptibly rises
from the sea to nourish the plants; and the sea
breezes are very useful to the vines. It is the
opinion of most persons that there ought to be
no river near, much less a marsh, on account of

the vapour and cold air that Continually rise there:
JUighte Up arwe, noxious to the vine »nd to the
ispffn gForandff, and rendering the aj? hurtful.
){ u pught moreover carefully to avoid marshes as

vol. i. h much
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nweh as poseible. Bvrt ifi* proper k ow a
whatever vines have been wd tabe-hurtby s*e
winds, or by clouds, or W ht, wh i rri&ed otk,
trees, that is, when becooae arbustiye, Aey witt
not be hurt

    <   . ;

VI.-CONCERNING   THE  TIME  OE PLANT<kG;

VINES. . 1

Some advise to take the shoots and k

diately to plant them at the beginning of ibv
spring, while the western breezes blow : andsoraa
advise not to plant immediately at the beginning
of the spring, but they recommend to takp the
shoots and to plant them when the plants are going
to bud. TheT seasons then indeed for planting
vines are different; for some truly plant them
after the vintage, when their leaves are felling,
and some at the beginning of the spring. But
I having received my knowledge from experience,
advise rather to make every kind of plantation,
and especially of the vine, in situations that are
not irrigated, in autumn; for then the shoets,
eased from their burden and from the weight of
the bunches of grapes after the vintage, and hav-
ing recovered their sfirength and power, and net

y«
* v See Columella, 

-3. 14; Palladius, 3. 9. and ID. 4.
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yet worsted l y the fro»t,. mil more speedily ,qo*r
Igaee with the soil, md nature particularly dm-
rishes tbe roots more at that time. We ought
therefore, as it ha« been observed, to plant in
situations that are not watered, in autumn

, that

the showers that fall during the winter may
supply the want of irrigation. I have done this
in my Maratonyrae villa (whence I am induced
to date the origin of the thing), and in other
planes where J have possessions: and they indeed
yrbo saw and heard of what was done disapproved
of it at the beginning; but having afterwards re>
ceiveql much advantage from the practice, they
were pleased, and followed my doctrine; and this
holds good among us to the present time. This
is however evident, that it is not proper to plant
the vine after the vernal equinox.

VII.- IT IS PROPER PREVIOUSLY TO KNOW

WHAT KIND OF WINE THE GROUNJ) TO BE

PLANTED, WILL YIELD.

I think it veryjiecessary that the vintager
should first of all know what kind of wine will be

produced from the land that is to be planted;
and the experiment in relation to this is made in
this manner: having dug a trench to the depth

l 2 of
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of two feet in the ground that is to be planted,
and having taken some mould from the spot Vhat
is dug, throw it into a glass vessel with some clean

'

rain water; and having mixed and perturbed the
water, suffer it to come to a perfect sediment,

"

and it will then be quite visible to you through
the transparent glass: and when it has perfectly
subsided, taste the water; for as the taste of the

water will be, expect that the wine will be also
like it If indeed you then find thie savour disa-
greable, or the taste bitter, or saltish, bitumi-
nous", or otherwise bad, decline the planting of
that ground ; but if you find it well flavoured, and
pleasant, and sweet, and extremely good, plant
that ground with confidence.

'
»

VIII.-WHAT SHOOTS OUGHT TO BE PLANTED
,

AND FROM WHAT PART OF THE VINE
,
 AND

WHETHER IT IS PROPER TO PLANT SHOOTS

FROM YOUNG OR OLD VINES.

When vines will produce fruit in perfection,

you ought to have an eye to those that bear good
fruit, and plentifully, and have many eyes and
no blemish

,
 and to mark them all, and to take

the

u A7p«XT*A), of tke taste of asphaltos, which is a species
of bitumen. .
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the plants from them in the season for planting;
not from young vines, for they are feeble; nor
from old ones

, for they are barren; but from such
as are the most vigorous, or rather before they
arrive at that period. But you are to take the
shobfs neither 

.from the highest nor from the in-
ferior parts, but from the middle of the vine;
and you 

"

are indeed to throw away a shoot that is
rough, and extraordinarily wide, and holloww

,
 and

that has few eyes, and the root end contracted;
and you must take the shoots that are round,
and smooth, and solid, and having many eyes,
and many fresh buds: and let the shoots that axe
taken, also have a part of the shoot of the former

year; and when taken, let them be immediately
planted, for what is recently cut coalesces with
the soil more speedily, as being quite alive: but
if the planting is necessarily delayed a short time,
it is proper to dig the shoots into the earth, as
soon as they are taken, either loose, or remissly
tied, that they may all be cherished" by the soil
which is to be neither too dry nor too moist; and
that is better, whence they were taken. If in-
deed it is necessary to keep the plants longer,
 l 3 let

9 A>a$rixt>ii<, like ferula.

" "

Enjoy, in the Greek.
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let them be ptat in & vet&tV that is dry, tome
mould being previously spread uttder j% and
gome being also thrown into it, that they may
have the benefit of the soil on all sides: bat the

Vessel ought to be careftdly stopped with clay,
tbat neither the wind ndr the air may be able to
get in, for the plants thus keep unhurt daring
two months.   Some indeed have kept shoots re-
ceived from a great distance freshf, having laid
them in squills, or in edible bulbs.   But plant
such as are hurt by time and become dry, having
put them in water during a night and a day; and
if the ground is more than commonly dry, it is
better to irrigate the shoots that are healthy, and
so to plant them.   It is proper also to fake dare
that the shoots to be planted may not germinate
befote they are set, for they will die; but that
part of a shoot is better for planting which ex-
tends to seven buds*.   The shoot then is gbod
and fit fot planting, from one that is of the foftnef
year, as far as seven buds; but otherwisfe it is
useless.   Wherefore some do not do well

,
 who

cut the shoots longer into two or three parts,
 and

plant them.
IX.

J I* vAv,
 m a cask.

 Green
,
 in the Greek.

* Eyes, literaHy.
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SX.- -HOff VINES OU6HT TO BE PLANTED, AND
'THAT'OUGHT TO BE DONE, THAT THEV MAY

1 SPEEDILY TAKE ROOT; AND WHETHEE A

'

 SHOOT IS TO BE PLANTED STRAIGHT OB IN

AN OBLIQUE POSITION.

They who plant a vine ought to remember
always previously to apply moist cow-dung to the

- roots, and to the upper extremities of the shoots;
fpr they say that reptiles and worms, when they
smell it, do not get to them. It is also proper
to scatter a small quantity of pounded mast of
the Dak, and vetches that are bruised and once

ground, so that they may be only bruised and
separated, to mix with the mast, and to scatter
them over the places where the plants are to be
set; for these contribute to the facility of their
taking root, and to the keeping* of the wine,
sndito produce plenty of fruit Some also throw
in with the plants the halm of pulse, and espe-
cially of beans, for such things keep them warm
during the winter, and they prevent injury from
noxious animals; and some pour in urine. It
is also proper to throw in a handful of parched

l 4 grape-stones

h tlfot MfowoiF, to the age, i. e. to give it strength to enable
it tt> keep.
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grapfc-stonea' into each trench, the grape-stooes «f
vhite gpayes infdoed to the Uack kind*, nd y f
hlack grapes to those that are white; You fwp
likewise plant your shoot straight; but that whkfct
is 

. oblique is better, for the latter takes,.roofe
sooner. Whether the plant is *5t straight . OC;
crooked, you must put three or four sizeable4

stones around fjpM mast then throw in the.moul .
with the dung, treading it level: it is likewise
necessary to take care that the eyes near the
soil may not be inefficacious; you must then lay
on more stones of the same size, and iread thfm

in. Manure indeed tbvowa in diemhea. ami.

strengthens the plant, and graperstoues paake. ill.
take root sooner. The atones-also preventilhe
mould from felling in altogether, and they keep*
the roots cool in the summer. Sotion also ret>

commends to apply* the least quantity-of the*
pitch of cedar to the extremities of ti»& roots of
the plant; for it does not suffer it to rot, and by
its smell it prevents reptiles from getting ife
Some indeed then do not turn the ground,

 tatv

simply use a setting stick, and set die plants: bob.
.

. thia

* The Greek strictly meant the kernels contained fn thi""'
stones. . r

i Ope of which was a handful, according, tp the Greet;.

 The Greek implies that this application was in a moist state. .
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lispir Vety xtistgrieeabte to mcj for the mode of
. fcufljng.-with a thorough digging, is better than
t wplanting by mean* of; the setting stick; for in
lice .latter case indeed the eyes are injured', and
the shoot is distorted, but in the former it is set

Straight and unhurt.
t

X,-WHAT DAT OF THE MOON,
 AND WHETHEE

If:  ' .

WHEN IT IS ABOVE OR BELOW THE EARTH
,
 IT

IS PROPER TO PLANT VINES.
i- -, i        .  '        . 

.

 
'

MAnT of the . ttncients posittrely affirm that
yOtovare to plant vines from die first till the fourth
day of the moon's age; and some advise to plant
tbttn on all the days while it increases, and to
prune them when it decreases. Others decline
planting when it increases; but this is acknow-
ledged, that it is of utility to set vines when the
moofi'is under the horizon; and to cut wood like-

wise i when it. is under the horizon. But Sotion

says, ihat it is right to plant vines on the days
when the moon is invisible

,
 that is, on the first

and second day; and other trees before the moon
becomes apparent to the human race, for he says,
thslsuch things as are planted on these days all
take root; but I have often planted when the

i moon

" ' ' Blinded, in the Greek.
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moon wasdeereasing, and I have ant mpenUH.
Sotion reckons the twenty-ninth and thirtieth
among the days of the moon's invisibility. Jt e
proper to take the shoots for planking and ibr
grafting when the moon is decreasing.

XI.--WHAT MAY BE RAISED IN VINEYARDS.

Some plant beans and vetches8 in their vine-
yards, as having the power to preserve the plants
unhurt; and some indeed sow gourds and cucum-
bers: but experience has taught me that it is
useful to sow nothing in the vineyards; for the
things that are sown take away the nourishment
from the vines, and the shade is hurtful to tbetn.

Avoid most particularly the cabbage as naturally
dry, and having a native antipathy to the vine.
It is well known that if any one pour the least
quantity of wine over cabbage while it is boiling,
it will not boil to perfection, and its colour will
be spoiled. Persons also wishing to drink much
wine and not to be inebriated, previously eat raw
cabbage. If it also happens that the vine -and
cabbage are planted the one near the other,,

 the

vine while growing, when the cabbage approaches,
docs not make a straight progression, but it be-

comes

* A vetch of this species was called «£.?«(.
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comes distorted, having an antipathy to the cab-
bage. Tarcntlnus also says that yon are to sow
nothing at all between the vines, which I likewise
recommend

, having experience for my teacher.

XII.-CONCERNING THE DEPTH OF PLANTING

VINES.

It seems to me not to be right to make the
trenches for vines less than four feet in depth;
for those that are planted on the surface soon
grow old, and they produce poor fruit, receivingj
iittle nourishment in a scanty soil, and they are
scorched in the summer. But it is necessary to
dig and to plant as deep as the heat of the sun
penetrates; and they affirm that the heat of the
sun does not descend further than the depth
already mentioned, unless the ground has fis-
sures ; but if you plant to a less depth than what
has been prescribed, you will have vines that will
be useless, and they will soon grow old. Be
persuaded then that a depth of four feet is nutri-
tious

,
 but that which is lower is steril; but a

plantation made to the depth of three feet is
not bad.

XIII,
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XIII.-WfiEl'HEE IT IS NECESSARY TO PLANT

TWO SHOOTS, OR OKLT ONE, IN A TRENCH-

A.

It seems to me to be necessary to set twQ;
shoots together instead of one in vineyards; fb$*
if one fail  the other will live: but perhaps it majr,
not be proper to set two shoots in nurseries where
there are so many shoots already set It is how-,
ever certainly right to set two, that we may lea*©,
that which is most thriving.   When two shoots
indeed are planted in vineyards and become
strong, that which is the weakest is undoubtedly
to be taken up; and that which is left is to,

be.

tied to stakes, which is to be suffered to remain

in its place, or to be transplanted; for if two
shoots are permitted to be in one trench,

 their

roots are confined, and they do not partake of
sufficient nourishment, as two infants are not

,

fostered by one nurse.

XIV.--CONCERNING THE DIFFERENCE OF

QUICKSETS
*
,
 AND OF THOSE RAISED FROM

CUTTINGS.

The rooted plants of vines seem to differ fr&at
cuttings in this, that the rooted plants have an

acknowledged
h Kairtnaxo xXufurnx; literally, " and of those raised from

a cutting.
" KXupa was a cutting, which was set in the ground

rt -
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acknowledged growth, having once taken rooti
and. the latter are in expectation of taking root.
The rooted plants also indeed produce fruit the
sfecdnd year or even sooner, and'those from cut-
tfri s hardly the third or fourth year: but  traii -
jSahting makes the fruit better. Some do not
afct properiy that cut the longer shoots into two
or three parts, and plant them; for that part from
6ite to seven eyes is only useful, but the'part
above is of no use, according to the opinion of
Florentinus and of the QuintiKi.

XV.-THAT IT IS NOT PROPER TO PLANT MIXT

KINDS OF VINES, AND ESPECIALLY THE WHITE

WITH THE BLACK GRAPES.

Every vine is not of the same nature nor of

the same season; but one indeed brings fruit to
perfection soon, and another late. The fruit is
also different; for some is yellow, some is black,

. and

to grow. The Latin word sarmentum is not well applied to
convey the meaning of the Greek term with perspicuity,
although it is to constantly used in the translation. The
Greeks called the shoot, which they used as a graft, inivr.ya,
which the Romans called surculus.

1 This and the preceding sentence are inverted in this trans-

lation, for they seem to be misplaced in the original.
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and sonoe is white: some is indeed sw«et, mi

some is bitter, and some is indeed light, »qd aomt
U heavy, and some is durable, and some is nqb
so: and some wioe indeed is better when it h

old, and some when immediately drunk; and the
nature and management of each is difierei t,
You ought then to aroid the mixing of these,
lest the best being mixed may be hurt by thef
worst But nothing hurts wine so much as when
the early grapes arc gathered with those that arc
later; but that is to be accurately observed abomf
all things, that the white may not be trodden
with the black grapes; and it will be much better
if they are not planted together, for they have a
certain natural antipathy to each other.

XVI.-THAT IT 18 BETTER NOT TO TtAKT IKES

OF THE SAME SORT, BUT THE DIFFEHENT

KINDS APART.

They do most prudently who plant three or
four kinds of vines apart in the vineyard; for
Ihey will all prove productive together, or <iiey
will not all prove defective together, for it is pre-
carious to depend on one kind: for this reason
then it is not proper to plant promiscuously  but
separately, according to the different kinds; for

there
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t ene » a ?f py gye t iiifferejjce im vines, not .only.
ii> mpect of :colour, bwt ». respect of x ualHy

.

likewise
.; and the wvx that if made from thq

different vines iias a consampate difl&weBce.

XVII. CONCEftNING THE DIFFERENCE OF KIND
..
         .    i ;    . i      . .-        

,

 
IN VINES.

. Lvery vine indeed not produce the same
ior every sityatwa; /for the quality of the air

aJ#o contributes greatly to its goodness, and on
the contrary it is hurt&J to it The Amieean,
however, in general prod wees wine of a mora
exceUeat kind in every situation, pad particularly
in oblique and dry tituatipas, and in such as are
wets and especially if it is raised on trees. The
vine also which is next the miqe q, which ha*

spnaU clusters «f jr pes and many grape-gtones,
.wbtcjb ts called by the Bithynians Drpwiluf, \ftuph.
some « sq jgf ther with the Ammean, produces like-
vise sweet wine* The white vine aJpo/ wtach haa,

targec dufters, nused on trees in dry situations,
prodtMKB very good wine, and plenty of it, and
it is called in Bithynia Leucothracia; and it has
oblong clusters, and the grape-stones Of equal
thickness, globular, and of a beautiful appear-

ance;

* In some copies it is JipimTu;.
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Mice; and in the season when they are riptpiP
a deep red colour; and it has its shoots also Mb1
There is also a vine in. Btthyriia called JBrtfew1,-
which comes to maturity soon; and it is qttiSb>
early, bearing large clusters, almost a cubit kmg,
and grape-stones that are full and of a white-
colour, transparent, and round, having the ap-
pendant clusters immoderately long; and what i&
peculiar to this alone; it throws out three sheefe

from every eye, while the other kinds haridty jpfeL'
duce two from an eye; it is therefore cxpedfetatft*
cut1 it quite close in the pruning of it, lest it todtief
become languid, as it is a great beater. 'T f
vine is also enormously large, and it does wsf
soon grow old, nor is it hurt by the drtmrnt
bient air, and it bears the various kinds of mhf

it also makes'wine that is sufficiently good,5 fm-(
haps on account of bemg raised on trees; batffc:
k not durable, from the nature of it. Hie Astto*

oean abo already mentioned is not less friftfttt
than these: it is therefore eminently proper 
prefer this to all; for Varro affirms that ievety

plethron

1 X oip* ffijieTtfuu. Z Mf is what the French c U cetmard.
The Romans, by adding a letter, formed a word by which they
signified a monkey, from the flatness of the most leading fea-
ture in the animal's visage,  Apmptur signifies to cat fiat and

f
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Bi$ti QBap£ Aminean vines used to produce three
af phor«e. But one n ay 

i
 le?ive many

s o s of this vine to make a more abundant quan
tily of wine;: for it-likes to be cut to a great length
ii prtmingi and to be allowed many shoots. You
ought therofope to plant the Amiuean vine prior:
cipally in every situation; and if the planting of
other-Vines has 

.pre-oecupied the ground, you may
graft it; for the grafting)of it is not less useful
thao' e planting, and especially if the/vine that
is

. gfbftfed  is. laid down the second year. We
However prove k to be fruitful, not from the first
i sd cond year, but from many years; for the
ibmb that pruney having oftfcn left many shoots, are
tbecaiwe of an ample produce of wine for one or
two<ye«r8. , But that vine is fruitful which, having
a Moderate nmnber of-shoots lefl, always bears in
the-same manner. That then is to be universally
reckoned fruitful, not one which bears one cluster

cm each shoot, bu
.t many shoots from each eye,

apd clusters from each of them.

v * Ptethfon, in this place, evidently signifies what the Ro-
mans called jugcrum.   See Varro, i. 2,7.

voi, t. m XVIIL
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XVIII.-1WW ONE OUOHt TO PLANT A LA TUB

We lure to plant the oot c«Jlp4 9 layer", in
this manner: having dug a trench a foot deep,
and having drawn the shoot from the vine, not
cutting but beading it, we set it in the trench, and
we lay some mould on it, leaving a coospicuowi
part of the shoot to remain above the ground,
that the one part, being still joined to the vivfi,
may draw nourishment as from a nurjef, wfrilft
the other is fostered in the soil, and it ajces; root
being doubly cherished'. The shoots indeed
thus planted produce fruit without difficulty; aad
they will be well nourished which ane.rawed froaj
maternal and from their own roots, which are

properly transplanted, when they are three years
Old.

XIX.--CONCERNING THE MODE OF CULTtTHE.

The ground to be planted is to be cleared from
all wood, not only by digging, but also by often
ploughing; not only by taking up the; roots, but

also

0 Cltrrtf mm par*; at from an udder.
* Being nursed by two mothers, in the  reek.
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also by carrying away the stones, and especially
such as are large; for all the stones that are
above bum the stems during the summer, being
warmed by the sun, on account of the heat
remaining in the solid substance; and the stones
being again cold during the Avinter, and especially
the small ones which are about the roots, hurt

them; as, on the contrary, they that are deep are
an advantage, for they refresh the roots in the
hot season. The ground indeed ought to be dug
to thai; the part which is above may get to some
depth, and that the soil below may be raised to
the surface; for thus that which is dry has the
benefit of the moisture above, and that which is

wet and dense will have the advantage of warmth
and of solution. But we ought to take care that
we may level the cavities as much as possible,

and that we may not suffer hollow places to be
in the vineyards. When one digs round the
vines after they have taken root the first year, he
must remove the roots near the surface with a

very sharp knife the following year; for a vine;

that has been accustomed to spread its roots on
all sides, precludes a deep radication.

m 2 XX.
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XX.-CONCERNING ABLAQUEATION. "

We are indeed to ablaqueate, that is, we-ans
to dig round vines when they are two years old
to the depth of two feet, to the breadth of ireei;
and among the arbustive vines we are to cut off
the creeping roots of the trees; for, as the plants
of

.the vines being yet tender, if they meet with
larger and more powerful roots, they are oppressed
and disturbed: therefore there ought to be a
good distance between the plants of the vines
and the trees.

XXI.-CONCERNING THE CARE OF VINES.

It is proper to cut off what is redundant in
vines just planted, not in a transverse section,
nor near the eye, but more than two fingers
breadth distant, not to the north but to the south,

the incision being made behind the eye, that the
sap that flows down from it may not hurt the eye
underneath: and if the moisture be troublesome,
smear the cut with fresh amurca that has been

boiled; and you are to ablaqueate the plants twice
or three times

,
 and some throw manure over them.

You are to dig round them the second year every
six
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six months: and when they begin to be thred
years old you must carefully remove what is
superfluous with a saw, and after the autumn you
must dung them a foot deep. But we are to,
afetaqueate vines in wet situations, and we

,

 are to

leave the roots near the surface
, that, since on

account of the abundant moisture the inundated

roots
,
 cannot remain deep, they may at least

spread sideways and be able to live, not having
the benefit of soil to much depth, but saving it
above from extension in breadth.

XXII. HOW MANY SHOOTS IT IS PROPER TO

LEAVE TO A VINE FOUR YEARS OLD, AND TO

WHAT SORT OF STAKES YOU ARE TO TIE THEM.

It; is sufficient to nourish two shoots on young
vines the fourth year, to which more than four
eyes are unnecessary, and we may indeed remove
those two near the stem with the prumng-knife,
and to prevent them from budding; but we must
leave the two uppermost for the increase of the

plant. But at the beginning of the spring the
pruner must fix a strong and straight stake from

five to seven feet; and let it not be more slender

than a very generous reed, that it may not en-
cumber nor shade the plant.   A stake indeed

M 3 that
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that has no bark on it is more eligible, for can-
tharides and such things as have been ueed ft
infest the vine get into a stake that has the bark
on, and they are concealed in it You mustfikto
tie the plant, having stretched it to the stabi
When a vine is likewise become to a state of per-
fection at the age of six years, you are to- apply
the pruning-knife to the higher branches', to three
or four, according to die strength of the plant;
and you are to apply a shoulder' stake to each

leading shoot, which will be strong enough to
support the'shoots and the clusters.

XXIII.--CONCERNING PRUNING.

It is proper to begin pruning from the month
of February or March, from the fifteenth of Fe-
bruary to the twentieth of March. But some
prune immediately after the vintage, saying that
the vine is relieved when deprived of useless

shoots, and that it does not, as in the spring,

bleed to destroy its aliment. Those also that
are pruned in the autumn shoot earlier ra die
spring; but if the sprirtg be cold,

 and the frost

attack

' E« uftut; literally, " to the shoulders."
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{ttfisck ihe», ttosy ytfftbe frest>bittenl i it it there-r
tore better in cold ntuataons rather to cut them

pr©paratively, and not thoroughly to prune them,
that is, to leave the conspicuous eyes and shoots.
It, is boweyer necessary to prune in the spring:
and one ought to begin the pruning, nqt in the
morning, but when the frost is melted by the sun,
and when the shoot has been warmed. One

6eght also to hove very sfaprp ami very' good
knives for pruning. >

XXIV.-FOR   FRUCTIFY IX G   THE   VINE AXD

THE MAKING OF GOOD WINE. ,

Tiifc -vine will be frailftd, if the person who
primes it is crowned'with ivy; and -if a small
q«arrtity of mast of the oak is pounded, -and ha-
ving some vetches ground once, so as to bruise
them drfy, and to divide them, if you throw them
into the places of tiie plants, it contributes to
the strength of the winei and to fruetificabon.
Shoots also having many eyes make the vine

fruitful, and the transplantiag of the vines is coft-
. . - ducive

. Kavl)i)<rorrai; literally, " they will be burnt." In burning
and frost-biting, the circulation seems to be affected much
in the same manner.

.   * " Very cutting," in the Greek.
M 4

I
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ducive to fruitfolness, and to the making of good
wine. You will make a ; vine frutfcftiV / 3»K
plant Glucuriza* with it     .-

.
i

XXV. WHEN' ONE OUGHT TO DIG THE FUtL-

GROWN VINES
,
 AND THE 

'

 UTILITY OF DIG-

GING. ' :i

'

 
'

 ; '.'.".1

It is proper to dig before the shootiog of
bud ; for, when the clusters are first forming, 1194
when the shoot is growing, the person who . digs
after the germinating of it, greatly annoys an(J
displaces the fruit by the motion : it is therefore
better to dig earlier.   But much digging and much
working of the ground are,

 the foundatioo of life

and of nourishment ami of fruitfulness to 
.
the< vuvet

If this is not sufficiently done:before thti shooting
of it, it is better to withhold the digging, and when
the germ is become strong, then to work on the

.trees that were omitted.   It is proper to take
care the diggers do not wound or injure the stem
with the spade, and hurt it; for the vine that is
wounded sickens and becomes.unfruitful.

XXVI.

 Liquorice.

«
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XXVI.-!-HOW ONE OUGHT TO DUNQ.TPE VI ?,

IN THE SEASON OF ABLAQUEATING IT.

The inhabitants of Libya and of the East
having, ablaqueated their vines, do not iipme-
diately cover their roots with mould, but suffer
the trenches to be open during a whole winter.
Bat tiie inhabitants of rainy countries cover them
earlier, confining the roots, through which their
strength exhales, in the ground. Some also make
a trench deeper, and some make it of the depth
of a foot; and besides the ablaqueatipn, they
manure th ir grown vines with the dung of oxen,
or of sheep, or of swine, or of othcf cattle.
Pigeons dung also, being very warm, is well
adapted to make vines shoot early, but it is ill
calculated for making good wine. One ought
likewise to apply four cotylae of manure of each
kind, of those already mentioned,

 to each vine.

One must not, however, throw the manure over

the trunk of the vine, but at a small distance,

that the roots that are remote may partake of
the heat, and that the manure indiscriminately
heaped upon the naked roots may not scorch
them: but if there be not a supply of manure,
in that case the halm of beans and of other pulse

will
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will serve instead of manure; for these are of

utility to the vines against frost, and they are
inimical to noxious reptiles. Grape-stones also
make manure, but stale urine is much better.

They also moderately ablaqueate and manure
vines a year old, and those that are two years
old likewise, to five years, according to due pro-
portion : in tempestuous situations, however, ifris
better to do this to young vines every other year:
but if the frost is fixed in those places,

 it is like-

wise proper to heap the mould around the trunk:

but a person indeed would manure to greater
advantage if, in sandy land, he made use of sheep
or goats dung, for it is well known that this is
good; and, in the white potters day, of cow
dung; for, as it is by nature without strength,

.

 the sweetness and the richness of the manure

sufficiently cherish it.

XXVII. CONCERNING STAKING.

Some cut the poles indeed in December and
itt the month cff January, and some in July and
August ; and some indeed tie the vines lower, and
some higher. But it certainly is proper to tie
the Aminean vines a foot higher than the other
vines, yet not more than six feet: and in light

and
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and dry and sandy land, and in such as is infested
by powerful winds, you must make the pknt
lower, but not less than four feet You must

also sharpen the poles at each end, and you
must smear the upper parts alone with boiling
pitch, but not those that are fixed into the ground.
Let the poles also stand upright, and let them not
be bent, lest they make the vines like themselves.

XXVIII.-CONCEENING PAMPINATION.

It is proper to remove the superfluous buds
while they are yet tender, for you will afford the
vine much reliefs It is also proper to pampi-
nate with the hand with cheerfulness. To prune
and to pampinate require the same experience.
Wherefore persons of experience sometimes re-
move a shoot having fruit, and leave one that
has none. But it is necessary to take away more
buds from a young vine'that it may not be over-
loaded : and when the heat of the sun begins to
abate, it is necessary to remove the leaves, that
all the bunches wanned by the sun may ripen.
The vine also, while in blossomw, ought to be dug.

XXIX.

t AMunxvffnr means literally perspiration.

* It is possible the original expression might be fai ofiAii,
ought not.
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XXIX. -- CONCEENING   A   SECOND PAMPI-

NATION.

It is proper to remove what is superfluous
about the bud gently and without violence, on
vines that are recently planted, as soon as they
have budded, after they have shed their blossom.
But one ought to clear the leaves at the sides,
thirty days before the vintage on vines that have
rotten fruit, and that hardly ever bring it to
maturity, on account of the moisture of the soil
and of the multiplicity of the leaves, that < the
winds blowing on them may refresh the grape,
and you are to leave the leaves towards the top,
that, protecting it against the excessive power of
the heat, they may throw a shade against the sun
towards the top. If moreover there is much
rain in the autumn, so as greatly to augment the
swelling ofgrape-stones, you are to remove the
leaves near the top, that the wine may not become
sour. Some indeed in warm and dry situations
likewise cover the fruit with dryx twigs jpd
thorns, if there is not a supply of leaves. Let

the

 Gfuyamf. Qp/ytun and Ktoi/ut are indiscriminately trans-
lated tarmenfum. The first signifies a dry shoot, the second

generally a cutting for propagation.
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the vintner', also diligently go round the vine-
yard straightening the poles and adjusting the
yoke; and the yoke is called the coupling of the
vine with the pole, knowing that as we, when
inclined to one part of the body, are in pain, so
likewise the vines when standing inclined and not
straight are hurt.

XXX. THAT THE  VINE  MAY NOT PRODUCE

VERMIN OR CATERPILLARS, AND THAT IT

MAY NOT BE INJURED BY THE FROST.

Rub the bark with bear's fat, and the vine will

fi6t. produce vermin, or rub" the pruning-knives
.with which yon cut die vines with bear's fat, no-

body being privy to it, and neither vennin nor
rfr6s* will injure the vine; or rub the pruning-
'

 knives with garlic pounded with oil.   If you also
'boil the caterpillars that are found on roses, in
oil, and rub the knives, the vine will not be in-

jured by any other noxious animal, nor by hoar
frost.   Or rub the knives w ith goat's suet, or with
the blood of a frog; or you are to rub the whet-
stone with ashes and oil, and you are then to set
the knives.   Having burnt shoots of the vine,

and

t i. e. the keeper of the vineyard, from vinitor.

z See Palladius
,
 lib. i. 35.
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and having oixed them with* the -sap of the vine,
«et them wit  wine in the middle of the vineyard,
and there will be no worms.

XXXI. -THAT VINES MAY K0T BE INJURED

BY FROST OR BLIGHT.

Deposit some dry compost in the vineyard at
various distances, according to the wind; and
when you apprehend the frostb to be approach-
ing, burn the compost, for the smoke being intro-
duced will dispel the frost It is also proper to
prune the vines that are easily htut by the frost
later, when they may be prompted to bud, for
they will then blossom later. Thus then the vine
hippuris has been thought to be less obnoxious to

frost, because I believe it shoots late, when the

sun is warm. Some indeed plant beans in their
vineyards, and they believe that their vines will ,

not be hurt by the frost

XXXII. -ANOTHER CONCERNING HOAR FROST.

If it happens that the vines are hurt by hoar
frost, and it is evident that the fruit has perished,

it

* Aaxfvw, with the gummy substance that issued out of the
shoots that were pruned.

b To> ir«x"i'.   n»x»n signifies hoar frost.

/
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it,is proper terctrt and te shorten Hieaa, that their
strength remain; aad they will on that act
count produce fruit earlier the year folloviog*
But some, having learnt it by experience in Bitfayr

fiia, affirm, when the frost is apprehended, it U
proper to yentilate the ashes of the tamarisk in
the vineyard; but if there is none, the ashes of
any other wood, for thus the ashes resting on the
eyes will keep off the assailing frost

XXXIII.-CONCERNING BLIGHT*.

As soon as you see the Wight rising in the air,
you ought immediately to bum the left horn of
an ox with some cow-dung, sad to make a great
smoke round the ground according to the wind,
that the wind may blow all the smoke to the
place affected by the blight, for the smoke will
daapei all the vitiated air. Apuleius also says,
that the smoke of three crabs burnt with cow-

dung, or with straw and goats dung, are suffi-
ciently serviceable.   But if it happens that you

are

c In Greek, tfidin. It was sometimes called fuk-m, because
the corn, when affected by it, bad the colour of sinople or red
earth. The Romans called it Rubigo for the same reason,

and sometimes JErvgo, because it made the grain appear of
a copper colour.
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are overtaken by the blight, you are to cure the
injury thus: having pounded the root* qr t cr
leaves of wild cucumbers, or of the colokkitUs,

and having macerated them in water, besprinkle
the things that are affected by the blight heftte
sun-rising.   The ashes also of the fig tree or
the Qak, macerated and besprinkled, have tjb»
same effect   Apuleius also says, if you thray
branches of the bay tree over the ground

'

tl t:

what is noxious in the blight passes into theia> .
But it is proper to know that all things are. prin-
cipally affected by the blight when the moop -ife
full, and particularly wheat, because the moon,

being then very warm, and having a d g*ee <tf
humidity, putrefies the grain in the night Some
indeed having cut the fish siluriu* ia pieces, l>ura
it, according to the wind, making a smell over
every part of the ground.   There is likewise, a
Certain antipathy, if the skin of a seal is per-
foFated and stretched round a sieve, and the seed 

.

is caused to pass through the sieve, and the
ground is sown.   This same thing likewise pre-
cludes hail from falling, affording relief by some
natural antipathy.

xxxi

* Pliny prescribes this, 18, 29, 70.   Maithiolus describes

this fish, p. 272.
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XXXIV.-CURE  FOll  VINES,   THE  FRUIT OF

WHICH BECOMES DRY.

When the grape-stones, grown to the size of a
vetch, begin to become dry, then, having cut the
dried part of the cluster and some of the sound
part, or rather some of the sounder part near
those that are become dry, you are to remove
them; then rub the incision with ashes mixed

with very sharp vinegar: but those ashes are
better which are from the shoots; for thus the

parts of the cluster going to be affected, being
nibbed, will stop the injury: rub the stem of the
vine also all around in the same manner. Some

also besprinkle the lower parts of the stem near
the roots with old and very pungent urine; for by
this application not only the fruit will be saved,
but the vine also will be long-lived and flou-
rishing.

XXXV.-CONCERNING STERIL VINES.

Make an opening in the trunk with a knife or
with an auger, or rather with an oaken wedge;
and lay a stone in the opening, that the parts of
the trunk may be separated the one from the

vol. i. n other
,
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other, and pour in about four cotylae of stale
urine, pouring it gently over all the trunk, so
that it may drop down to the roots ; then lay on
some dung mixed with earth. It is necessary
however that they who fix a stone in the tmn
should dig round the roots; but you are to apply
the remedy seasonably in autumn.

XXXVI.--CONCERNING SIDERATED ViNE'S.

You will know the vines that are planet-fitruck
indeed from this: they have their leave* of a-Bdost
extraordinarily red colour: but you. will cute tbeoa
if you perforate the lowest part of the trunk witii
an auger; and if you fix an oaken peg in the hole,
or if you lay the roots a little open and apply the
peg in the same way, and lay on the moald, you
will then cure the vines. Some indeed irrigate
such vines with, sea-water; but otbera

, having
boiled oil with asphaltos, rub them, and such as
have been hurt by any iron instrument,

 all around.

Others, as in Bithynia, have from experience got
the method to cure blasted vines by driving a nail
through the lowest parts of the traake ; others
indee

.d pour urine over the trunk and over the
foots.

XXXVII,
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XXXVII.-CONCERNING DISEASED VINES.

- Besprinkling the trunk of a diseased vine

with the ashes of the shoots or of the oak, mixed

with vinegar, you will cure it. Urine' also
poured over the roots is of great use. Some
likewise cut morbid vines near the earth; they
then cover them lightly with the adjacent mould,
having mixed a little dung with it; and when the
buds shoot, they indeed remove those that are
Weak, and they leave those that are genCrous;
and the following year having selected the most
suitable one of those that were left, they remove
the rest.

XXXVIII.-CONCERNING LACHRYMAL VINES.

. Vines that shed many tears throw them out
crude, and nob distributed over the whole body
of the vine. We are then to make an impression
with a {mining-knife on the trunk, and we are
to make an incision'; and if wh«t is done is of

no use, we are likewise to make an impression *
n 2 on

e The Greek says, human urine, in this and in other pas-
sages where it has been mentioned.

f A wound,
 in the Greek.
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on many of the roots; and we are to make an
incision in them by some means; and we are' to
rub the cuts with amurca boiled to half its ori-

ginal quantity, and cooled: and we are to rub
the eye that lies near* the incision externally,
which has been proved to be much better.

XXXIX. CONCERNING   VINES CALLED

RUADES.

You will know the vines called Ruades from

their leaves, which are whitish and dry, and
having their shoots broad and like thongs, and
tender. You are then to cure them with ashes

mixed with very sharp vinegar, rubbing the in-
ferior parts, and besprinkling the parts about the
stem particularly; and you are to pour the ashes,

when they are wet, over the vines: but some
pour sea-water over their roots; and some are
careful to remove the upper parts of the bunches,1

and to prevent this. They have , indeed been
called Ruades, which do not retain their fruit

,

from" the circumstance of its falling off.

XL.
* Under, in the original.
 fvain air* ni pu.
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XL. COUCEENINO   VINES   LUXURIANT IN

WOOD.

d,    ; . 
.

 - -

It is necessary to prune1 the vines luxuriant
in wood; for when they are disburdened of their
shoots, they are eased; but if they continue,*

having ablaqueated them, we are to apply river
sand, - and a moderate quantity of ashes to them.
But some lay stones round the roots, that they
may cool the vine.

XLI.-CONCERNING THE VINES THAT PRODUCE

ROTTEN FRUIT.

There are some vines which, having produced
fruit, putrify the clusters before they are che-
rished and become ripe. You are then to cur©
such as these with the leaves of purslane. But
some having mixed barley-meal' with the purs-
lane, rub the trunk around; others rub half of

n 3 the

1 Meuprepm, to prune them so as to permit them to grow
to a proper length.

k Ttyuutif, t. e. to run into exuberance, seems to be under-

stood in this place.

1 AXfmt meant the meal of barley that had not- been
parched.
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the cluster with purslane; some also throw four

cotylae of stale a*hes or gand over the ropts.

XLII. CONCERNING  VINES   tlURT  BY TttE

SPADE.

In relation to a vine hurt by the spade, or by
any other instrumeot, if the wound is under
ground, let it be covered with very fine eaxth,
having mixed goats or sheeps dung with it, and
bind it; then stir" the earth round the stem, and

take care of the vine: but if the wound is about

the root, having mixed some fine manure wpth
some light earth, lay it on, and dig round it fre-
quently, turning the shoot around, not bending
k towards you, and use no viokaoe.

XLIII.-HOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO KNOW BEFORE

THE VINTAGE THAT IT WILL BE A PLENTIFUL

AND GOOD,  OR A BAD WINE SEASON.

Take a grape-stone, th t is a grain, with your
fingers, gently from the bunch, and if any mois-
ture bursts out of it, it is an evident sign of
plenty.   Some also, if there is a plentiful crop

of

 ntfKJ-xuMfir sometimes means to dig around with {he
surculut.
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of &bfati affirm that thert will be pildnty of wme
fruit likewise.

. We conjecture too that the wine
Will be good and powerful, if there are many
shewere during the spring; the showers indi-
cate the same thing when the grape is of the size
of a vetch, and is at the same time of a sour taste.

But rain that falls during the season of the vin-
tage, will make the wine not only watery,

 but

liable to turn also.

XLIV. PREPARATION FOR A HEDGE.

Ir you wish have a secure hedge, having
dug a trench a cubit" deep, fix stakes in it, and
stretch a rope along the trench: but let there be
some vetches ground in readiness the day before;
and the seed of the bramble, and of the' paliurus*,
and of the oxyacanthap, being all macerated to
the consistence of honey, lay the seed of the
bramble, and of the paliurus, and of the oxya-
cantha, on the extended rope; and having be-
sprinkled the place with9 the stuff, permit it to

n 4 remain

 = 1 foot 6.
13125 inches.

 . A species of thorn, Matth. 1. i. c. 104.

f The Latin name is acuta spina,
 Matth. 1. i. c. 105.

* T*» cMroCgiwari. AmSpypx means the act of pouring out
any liquid Substance.
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remain a short time; then lay on the eartk that
was thrown up out of the trench; and- after
eight-and-twenty days it will produce shoots qf
the length of foor 'palms, which you are to trans-
plant into a trench that is not deeper dun fmtar
palms and they will grow more than a cubit in
two months; then, being drawn to a great length,
they will keep off thieves. Do this at the verne
equinox. You will also make a hedge expedi-
tiously, if, having rubbed a rope with the seed
of the bramble, and having dug it into the
ground, and cutting some thick reeds, you plant
them to a moderate . depth, lapng .them in an
oblique position, not straight, throwing some
manure in with the earth. But some make a

hedge in this manner:-making cuttings from
shoots of the bramble, and laying tbem in the
hedges, they bury them a palm deep, and they
water them till they shoot. Some also rub a
rope with the berries, that is, the seed of the
bramble, when they are ripened, with their hands; .
then having laid on some earth with dung, they
water them till they shoot But Democritus
says that a hedge is properly planted in this man-
ner fifteen days from the beginning of the spring.
But a rope that has been much used at sea, and

is

' A palm was equal to four fingers breadth.
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iarbeftoine rotten, witii the seed oftthe brano e,
.attalMStb the other fore'mentioned seeds of prickly

'

plants,, and with vetches', and cover<them in the
French, and water them, if it can be done, every
day; for thus the hedge will grow speedily and
perfectly, and it will be a secure fence.

XLV. HOW   IT  IS PROPEE TO   GATHEE THE

VINES
,
 AND WHAT AEE THE SIGNS OF' MATU-

RITY IN THE GRAPES.

' It is not easy thoroughly to know when it is
proper to gather the grapes; wherefore some,
gathering them before they are ripe, render the
ivine small and weak

, and such as will not keep:

others, gathering them later, not only hurt the
Vine labouring under its burden longer than it is
necessary, but if hail or frost happen, they wffl
have their wine injured. There is then a proof
of the season of the vintage, not only from die

teste, but from the sight also; and we will hand
down some of the indications. For the followers

of Deroocritus and of Africanus say, that the
grape continues in a state of perfect maturity
six days, and not more: if then the kernel
is not of a transparent green colour, but black,

it

. Calkd
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it indicates that it it ripe; but ethers press the
grape-stones, and if die kernel gets out naked,
not having any of the fruit about it, they prove
that the grapes are ripe for the vintage: but if
the grape-stone gets out with part of the fruit,
they say they are not ripe.   Some also conjec-
ture that the grape is ripe from the beginning of
making "dried grapes.   Others indeed prove t iat
the grapes are ripe thus: where a bunch is very
thick set, they take one grape-stone thence; after
a day or two they examine the bunch; if there-

fore the place remains the same in respect of

appearance, when the adjacent grape-stones do
not increase in size, they accelerate the vintage;
but if they see the {dace of the grape-stone les-
sened, as when the fruit increases all around,
they procrastinate the vintage as long as die
increment goes on.

. Tut raptvt; literally, of the flesh.
. The uv<e pass* of the Roman*.

»

XLVI.
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XLYX-IN WHAT HOUSE OF TH-E MOO  IJ IS
NECESSARY TO GATHER THE VINTAGE, AND

IT 16 PROPER TO DO THE WOKK. OF THE VINT"

AGE, WHEN IT IS IN THE WANE, AND WHEN

IT IS UNDER THE EARTH.

It is proper to gather the vintage when the
moon is in Cancer or Leo

,
 or in Libra, or Scor-

pio, or in Capricorn, or Aquarius; it is also .
necessary to hasten to do the work of the vintage
when it is in the wane

,
 and under the earth.

XLVII.-HOW IT IS PROPER TO REMEDY THE

GRAPES THAT ARE BECOME SOUR, OR OTHER-

WISE INFECTED, AND TO CURE THE WINE

THAT JS TO TBE MADE FROM THEM.

It is necessary to separate all the sour grapes,
or such as are otherwise tainted, from the rest of

the fruit, and to cure the Must made from them

thus:-You are to boil rain water to half its

original quantity; from this water that is boiled,
pour into the wine p.8 much as a tenth part of the
Must, and boil it again with the Must, so that a

. tenth part of it may be consumed in the boiling.
Some indeed do not manage it in this manner;

but
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but they throw water on the grapes, apportioning
the third part to the future Must; and when the

/      grapes are afterward trodden; they boil the Must
so that a third part of it may be consumed.

XLVIII.-CURE OF NOXIOUS  ANIMALS THAT

INFEST THE VINES.

Woems that infest the vines, or that breed in

a part of the vineyard, will be destroyed by burn-
ing cow-dung according to the wind : and some
having made a suffumigation of galbanum, or of
hartshorn, or of goats hoofs, or of ivory dust, or
of the root of a lily, in the vineyard, have
driven noxious animals thence. You will also

keep off noxious animals, having made a suffu-
migation of women's hair, and you will cure
women subject to abortion by it; for they cure
such affections by a suffumigation of women'

s

hair. Others having made a suffumigation of
the herb "paeonia, and others of that which is
called "prosopitis, or having planted them in the
vineyards, drive away noxious animals. Some
also, having boiled laserpitium and oil, rub the
stems of the vines

, having begun a little above
the

. Peony; Matth. iii. 140.
" Supposed to be Burdock j Matth. iv, 101 and 102.
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6ie 'ground But that caterpillars may not ih-
jtire vines, rub the pruning-knives with garlid
thW is well pounded, - ' '

XLIX. AGAINST   CANTHARIDES,   AND THE

LARGER ANIMALS THAT INFEST THE FRUIT.

But that cantharides7 may not hurt the vines,
besprinkle the cantharides with oil, and rub the

grindstone on which you are going to set the
pruning-knives; but some, to keep off larger
animals, macerate canine feces in stale urine,
and besprinkle all things around.

L.-A PHYSICAL PARADOX OF DEMOGRITUS
,

FROM FREQUENT EXPERIENCE, THAT NEITHER

VINES, NOR TREES, NOR CORN GROUNDS, NOR

ANT OTHER THING, MAY BE HURT BY ANY,

AND ESPECIALLY BY THE LARGER ANIMALS.*

Throw a great many river or sea crabs, not
less than ten, into an earthen vessel with water,

and

1 Commonly called . Spanish flies. They are found in

Spain, Italy, France, and tome parts of Germany, chiefly
in the spring season, on poplar and ash trees. As these trees
were used in the arbustum, it is likely that the vines of the
Greeks and Romans were not a little incommoded by them.

x Of the noxious kind.
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and bftykg pat on the cover, set it jb the open
air, that it may he inaokted during ten dayfr j febert
what things soever you wish to remain unjburt
besprinkle diem with this water, using it rega-
larly until they increase, and you will wonder at
its efficacy.

LI. CONCERTTING ffiNAtfTHE.

You are to gather the oenaathe* from the vine .
that produces sweet wine, and from the wild
vine, and chiefly from the arbustive vine: and
you are to gather it in the flowering season, the
bunches being indeed taken and dried in the
shade: and the flowers being put into a clean jar,
you are to pour in a proportionable quantity of
eld well'flavoured sweet wine. You must wring
<hem carefully with your hands, and reduce them
ioto masses, and lay them by.

LI I.-CONCERN LNG THE MARINO OF THE DRIED

grape-

Many things have indeed been said by the
ancients concerning the making of the dried

grape,

 Flower of the vine.   It is often used for the flower of

the wild vine, called labrutca.
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grppe, kick I h ve fcciaii kieoed Iw tM ff
Mm oiaaMer. Hwdng twisted tbo tipe- bundw*
from-the shoot, permit Ibemto Tfitkax on the vitK :
and having afterward removed tbevt, hang' tlMMn
in a starie, and lay tile dried grape* m a v«3«elt
having strewn vme kuves dried by the mn under
them; and when the vessel is filled) lay vine
leaves again over them; and having pat oti the
cover, lay them in a repository that is cool and
free from smoke; for that which is thus preserved,
is the Hdried grape  and it fcceps a long time, and
it will be very sweet.

LIII. CONCERNING A REED PLANTATION.

Reeds like situations that lie well to the sun,

and they are nourished by the winds : but they
are principally planted indeed with roots, for
this is the more eligible method of planting them.
The reed likewise being laid in an oblique posi-
tion will easily shoot: let them also that are set
be at a due distance from each other, and let

them be set to the depth of tiiree or four fingers;
and it is necessary that one or two of the eyes of
those that are set should look upwards: and it

is
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ia necessary that those which are planted straight
should have two joints, and that they should be
planted to the depth of 'eleven fingers. But the
time of planting is, as some say, in the begin-
ning of the spring, since they are so soon hurt
by the frost It is proper to plant them in cooler
situations about the autumn. The reed is alaor

out the same year after the winter solstice, far
the reed has been thought to increase to that
period. They likewise say that the reeds set in
the smoke do not breed the worms called ikes*

which very much hurt the vine; for they say tbaf
these animals grow on vines, from reeds that
are thoroughly rotten.

c t. e. Eleven fingers breadth.  la some manuscripts itii
twelve.

* Some of the Greek etymologists say, that thelk are
worms which eat the vines, or the eyes of the vines.  In

'

some copies it is

BOOK
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BOOK VI.

HYPPTHESIS.

TEese things are contained in this Book, being indeed the
Sixth, concerning the select Precepts of Agriculture, cortt-
prning die preparation of tfat press, wm! of the vats, and of
fife oil-pre«, and of the wine-cellar, and the standing of
the pasks, and the method of making and pitching them,
and the preparation for the vintage; and how it is proper
to tread the grapes, and how to lay up the must in the
casks, and that it may not ferment, and how one may have

ttust all the year, and to know whether it has water, and

ta remedy it when it k acid ; wd coocerning the .using of

I. CONCERNING   THE   WINE-PRESS,
  AND THE

VATS, AND THE OIL-PRESS.

'JIaVING finished what we had to say concern-
ing the planting of the vines, and now proceeding
to explain the remaining part, concerning the
care and medication* of the wines, we have

vol. t. o thought

<l By medication, is here meant the cure of the wines that
wette tainted.
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thought it necessary to premise how to prepare
the press and the press-vessels.   One-ought theti-
fore to build the press to receive the abundance
of the succeeding fruit, so that there may be suf-

ficient room for the workmen, and that there may
be space enough for laying down the grapes, and
that in time of necessity it may receive the fruft
when pressed, and that the workmen may not be
suffocated by the steam of the must.   AU the
press-room ought to be covered oft all sides with
very fine plaster, and the ceiling not less sd, tfiat
no filth nor any animal bred in it may fall find
taint the wine.   Let the press also be kept warm,
and let it have plenty of light on all side*; aa8
let the vat have a wide mouth, and let- it9

washed with sea-water or with hot brine, ttnrf 4et

it be wiped with a spunge after it is used, and let
it be left without a cover, lest it become moaldy.
And since mice sometimes falling into the vat
make much ill scent

, you are to lay a wide piece
of wood, by means of which fi mouse may rurili f>
when it has fallen in; and when a person is gcdiig
to use it again, when it is washed and wiped
/with a spunge in the same manner, let him fumi-
gate it.    The oil-press must be also under
cover.

II.
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i       -i;   .        .     . 
'

      .  

II.- COJPCEENING THE WUfE-CEtLAR, AlTD THJE

STANDING FOK THE CASKS.

,,J-iET the building which receives the casks
.have a window; in warm situations indeed toward

,the east and the north, but in such as are colder

toward the south. But let the press-vessels be
rcfnoved from all bad smell; and you are to
place the casks so as not to touch each other,
jhaving left the distance of a foot between them,
f liat the persons that have the care of the wine-
cellar may have easy access to the interior casks,

uad that, if one cask turn sour, it may not affect
the others that are near; for nothing takes infec-
tjpa 90 soon as wine, and especially the must.
You are also to set the casks in dry situations,
so that two parts of them may be under ground,
if the country produces weak and thin wine,

 and

uch as is not nutritious; and if it produces what

,13 powerful and richf, the half of them is to be
covered. You are likewise to throw some coarse

and dry sand under every cask, and you are to
strew a due proportion of the sweet* rush over
this, and you are to fill the rest with mould that

o 2 
s

 has

f Km wax*t .x<"T*> and having a body.
* Of the perfumer* rush, in the Greek.

I
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has been thoroughly dried in the sun; for 9ap4
And dry mould draw aft moisture to themseive
both from the ground as well as that which is
on the casks, and they make the wine sweet.

Any person may prove the power of it thus: fojc
if, having filled a new basket with sand, you pour
sour wine into it, it will be percolated pure and
without any disagreeable smell; but if you have
no sand, you must use such mould as you caa
have, that is previously insolated. You mutft
not haveh any thing that has an unsavoury smeH
'in the wine-cellars, as the stink of hides

, cheese,

garlic, oil, figs, useless vessels; for all such things
drawing moisture from the wine become nasty,
and they in return impart a disagreeable flavour
to the wine. It is also necessary that the wine-
cellar should, be remote from common sewers

,

and from the stables, and from a recluse situa-

tion, and from the place where the straw is kept,

and from the bakehouse, and from the bath.

If there are also any trees found near,
 let them

be cut down; for their roots spreading around
and raising a bad smell, and especially those of

fig-trees, and those of wild figs still more,
 and

those of pomegranates, are perdition to it: and

4f we live in the country, we are to lay a pave-
< ment

* ConApe, ftcconltag to the Greek.
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with brick raised high, and ujJoti the pave-
ment thrts laid we aire to set the casks, throwing
some sand under them.

itl. CONCERNING THE MAKING OF THE CASKS1.

Aw- earth is not
. fit for pottery; but some

indeed prefer the clay of a yellow colour, and
some the white, and some mix both together.
Some moreoyer are satisfied with the proof of
the cask being well fabricated, if, when touched,
it makes a certain shrill and clear sound'. This

indeed is not all; but it is necessary that the
maker should be present at the operation, and
that he should previously know that the clay is
t»eU wrought, and not to suffer it to be applied to
the wheel before the clay indicates the quality
of the cask when it is burnt The potters do
not make all casks on the wheel, only this
small; they indeed daily fabricate such as are
of a larger size, set on the ground in a stove",
and they make them quite large.   But the burn-

o 3 ing

* In Greek, a-tfloi. Notwithstanding they were made of pot-
ters clay, I have called them casks, as we thus call vessels ap-
propriated to the holding of liquors. Jar, which comes from
the Italian giarro, seems hardly adequate to express whatwtOot
signified.

k A hot-house, in the Greek.
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ing is not an inconsiderable part of the potter'ar
art: and it is necessary to make the fire neith iy
too small nor too large, but exactly proportion-
able. For this reason some, declining the diffi-
culty of «o much preparation, use the old ca&s,
which is very hurtful to the wines. Of the c»sjt*
indeed that extrude into belly, those that are:
long are the best, and especially those that havft
vide mouths. You are also to make the edges-
of the casks shelving externally, that when we.
cover them with ashes'

, nothing may fall into
the cask when we open it, but that it may get
down on the outside. You are likewise to pitch

them immediately while they are hot. But let
not the casks be too large; for jn such as these"

the wine does not ferment too much, and wki h

not being too much confined, rises and -wofks
and not only throws out what is ill-flavoured, but
the yeast likewise. Small vessels also contribute
much to the <preserving and to the making of
good wine: it is therefore proper to make tks
casks small. But if we previously have old Jarg?
casks, let us pour into them the weaker and
inferior wine, but that which is of superior qi}$-
lity into such as are small.

1 The Greek word implies that the ashes were mixed witk

Bontcibing of an unctuous quality.
" t. e. in such as are not too large1
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IV -COSCERNING THE SEASON AND METHOD*
-i>C,' OF PITCHING THE CASKS.

-
.iiu   .  : .

. You are immediately to pitch the new casks-
rhen taken from the hearth, and such as are old,

£ft the rising of the dog-star; and some indeed
pitch them every year, and some every other
year ; but it is better to pitch them when the
if'me becomes pricked, or when the pitch being

feid on is in a state of fluxion.

i

V
. PROVING OF PITCH.

; The ancients have handed down to us that the

Best pitch is that from Ida; after this, that from
Pieria". But some prefer the Rhodian, and s6me
\M Rhaetaean0 pitch: and generally that which is
sfhming is of superior quality; the more it shines,.

fee better it is; hut that which is thin, is rejected
as being good for nothing. Some indeed, having
heated it, pour it into water, and they prove it not
only by the smell, but by the taste also: and that,
also which in boiling does not flyp or rise in bub-

o 4 bles
j

. Tbis was in Macedonia
, on the Sinus Thermaicus,

Fntma was a city of Troas ; Strabo, lib. xiii.
' t. e, bunt with explosion.
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bles*, or is not turbulent, has been approved u
very good. That also which is -of a tweeter tasl
and more pure and more smooth than cormnoB,

and of a good smell, is of superior quality; and
pitch that has been boiled is better than that
which is raw, and that which is diy tboa tltet
which is moist; but the best pitch is prepared
in this manner: it is put into an earthen vessel,
and it is put over a small fire in the sun, then
some hot water percolated through wood-ashes is
poured on it, and the pitch is atirred; wbeoMit
has afterward stood, it is poured out after twb
hours, then there is as much water again poured
in. Having therefore done this thrice every dgy

for three days, and having taken ap the moatnre
on the surface, they make the pitch that is teft
exceedingly good. Dry pitch is also bitter, but
being boiled with wine it becomes more usefol;
and especially if any perfumes are boiled wkh it,
it will be better; and having boiled the mixture
to a third part, they use it as properly qualified :
but some throw wood-ashes into it, and boil it

down, and they also add wax to the ashes. Ssjno
likewise pour a lixivium of ashes and old wine
into it. Some put in wax by itself; and they mix
that which comes from Sardinia, for they say this

is

< Or make a noise
, is the Greek expression.
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if tntinr eligible; aAd sCraae indeed tldt' a fauitb,
a«d some a sixth, and some a tenth part; for if
we, wish to make die wine more harsh, we are to

ifanotr in more wax. But some advise nof to

throw aay wax into the pitch, for the wine bo-
ootnes more bitter, so that it soon turns sour.

VI.-COMPOSITION OF PITCH.

In Italy they use pitch of this kind: forty
mvarn' of pitch, one of wax, eight drams* of sal

ammoniac, six drams of manna*
. Thus, having

pounded them and boUed them together, they
sprinkle eight ounces of well-ground fenugreek
ever them, and they pitch the cask with them
wfcen they are well mixed. Others indeed use
this: a pound of dry pitch, fifteen mince of wax,
tfcaree powMhs «l ground vetches and wheat, an
eqwal quantity of well-dried fenugreek pounded

and

T A figurative signification of the word sincerity,
 looks as if

it alluded to this circumstance, and it seems to be fabricated

from the word* tine cerd.

. The common Attic mi«a was 11 ounces, 7 pennyweights,

TSH I grain*-
* The drachma of the Greeks consisted of 6 oboli: it was

2 pennyweights, 6 + T97 grains.

 Called .A&nmx; M»tth. i. 72.

i
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and sifted, five pills' of calamus' aronmtktttn
and of the leaves of tnalabathrum*; having soeltcAi
the ingredients that may be dissolved, and bamog)
pounded such as are dry, they sprinkle over thftBr
half a mina of sifted hepatic7 aloes. This pitcfre
ing is the most approved which will streagtheB'
weak wines, and it preserves those that are apt
to turn in a state of integrity, and it makes them
well-flavoured.

'

VIL-GENERAL PRECEPTS ABOUT PITCHING;
; . . ..-

.0

In all the ways of pitching it is best to xmk.
the pitch with a lixivium of ashes, and .to-aako
it with resin of the lentisc or of the pine; bubii
you have not this, it is proper to mix suehiBs yom
have, and a proportion of iris and of fenugrefik
for the fenugreek makes the wine more pots err
ful and of a better body; and some costvtfi
and cassia*

,
 and melilot*, or the flowers of

schoiimti

* Sometimes called calamus odoratus, sweet-scented flag;
Matth. i. 17-

1 It is called the Indian leaf; Matth. i. H.

f The common aloe is so called.

. Matth
. i. 15.

* IIo c to xoireu, from its fragrance; Matth. i. 13.
b Called also ttrtula campana; Matth. iii. 41.
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, for these contribute to a pleasant-
ii sa of flavour.   But in general it is expe-
dient to use various* modes of pitching, when
wtne is good and well made8: and in respect
of wines that are not expensive, it is neces-
sary' to be satisfied with good pitch, and to
throw in a moderate quantity of iris and fenu-
greek, and a much smaller quantity of wax; for
more being thrown in, turns the winef

,
 as we have

already said.   It is indeed necessary to use white
wax, or if not white that which is clean. Some

do well, and set a reed and a piece of wood

straight in the empty casks, that the small flies
or animals of this kind, foiling in, may have the
means of ascending by these.   It is not proper
te pour the best wine into casks that are just
pitched, but that which is turned, ibr1 it will A

make it better: and you are to pour likewise the
black wines into such as these, and the white

into such as have been pitched two years or even
more.

VIII.

c By Columella called sch&num, xii. 10; it is the jwtcw
.doratiu.

* i. e. pitching made of various ingredients.
* Made in an agricultural manner, in the Greek.
f In cap. v.

( As
, in the Greek.
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VIII. - ANOTfiER A»PSCVE£) METflO© onPlTCtf

.i

Mix two pounds of Cretic or of Campanian
hyssop, two pounds of Indian or of Celtic1' n rd,
half an ounce of good aloes, half an ounce of
Sicilian crocus, a pound of Illyrian iris. After
the pitching of the casks, according to the mea-
sure of ten amphorae, apply in due proportion to
the sides and under the edges pitch that is neither
very cold nor too hot, lest the preparation be
scorched. Then pour in the new wine; add
having tasted it, in a few days you will imagine
that it is of a good flavour and old. Fitch the
casks also according to custom, either every year
or regularly every other year, using the propor-
tion and composition of ingredient1 as it has been
prescribed.

IX. CONCERNING  THE   STOPPING   OF THE

CASKS.

Some persons, after the pitching, a short time

before the tunning of the must, smear tl e casks;
some

11 Sometimes called spica celtica. The dried roots are now

brought into England from the Alps; Matth. i. 7.
1 Qafpanu; of medicament, literally.
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some indeed the mouths only, but others smear
the lids. But the stopping is with pitch, with
sapa

"

, and sea-water. Some indeed, having
poured tar and brine into the sapa, and having
naisced them, smear the mouths of the vessels With

a spunge; but others cover die lids with amurca*
only.

CONCERNING THE PREPARATION FOR THE

VINTAGE.

Yoe are to open die presses twenty days before,

thnft1* they may be aired, and you are to besprinkle
theoa wi$i eearwater, and you are to &u(Fumigate
he™.

Some of ths Lakn writers «y that k was «we«t wine

}?>iW dpwn to half of its <>ripn»i q«Wi*ity, PjOWim mfff
it was boiht dowi) tp a third part, lib. xi- 18.

I The wfUeiy wdimant of tji« oUve «iL

» iw i m w; >h»t th?y pi»,y Jmpspiic

XI.
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i i.it

XI. --'WHAT THIT WHO HATE TAX. CAKX OF

THE PANNIEES OUGHT TO DO; AND «0«r

THE GRAPES ARE TO BE TKDDDEK, AWD

IS WHAT MANNER THET WHO ARE At*

POINTED TO TREAD THEM, MUST GOWtfOt

THEMSELVES  IN THE PRESSES.

Let those who preside over the larger baskets,
that are called panniers, pick the leaves, and M
any sour grapes are brought, or any <lry bunches
are found*

. They also who tread, must pick
them, if any thing 1ms escaped those who pre-
side over the baskets; for the leaves being pressed
with the grapes render the wine more rough, and
apt to spoil; and from sour and dry grapes there
arises consummate harm. Let those who hft

appointed for this purpose, immediately pre*
with their feet the grapes that are thrown in«>
the presses, and having equally trodden all the
grape-stones, let them take up all the kemfels,
that is, tlie refuse, so that the greatest part of
the liquor may run into the vat; and when they
have trodden them a second time

,
 let them be

removed;

)
  tnJaymimu, i. e. let them pick them, seems to be under-

stodd after this word. . <
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removed; and having made the kernels warm and
net toDmoist, let them then lay them under the press
board, for being warm and tender they become
dnore fluid. But if they are set under very wet,
it is necessary that being laid together they should
be broken, a weight being laid on them. The
men th%t tread indeed must get into the press,
having" thoroughly cleaned their feet, and none
of them must either eat or drink in the press,
tBor must they get in and out frequently; and if
Jhwe is any necessity of going out, let the per-
jlpa not go with naked feet The men that tread
.ought also to be dressed1*, and to have their gir-
jtties, pnaccpupt of the violent sweating. It is
jUbewise proper always to think of suffumigating
<$e preasea, either with frankincense, or with
.fome other sweet odour. It is indeed proper
;to knew that the s temp hula* are not the insides
-of the olives only, as some persons think, but

vthey are also-applied to the refuse of the grapes.
If therefore you bear the word, bestow attention

on

T - ' ' '   * 

.  JHayifg well cleaned the parts about the feet, it the

Greek .expression.
p To be full dressed, in the Greek.

* St vM signifies the same thing as wtra. as well as the
kernels of the olives.
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on the subject, at indeed Ike yeye Ho-i are
sometimes so called, and somctknee tfje uil«d«rf

the olive is thus denominated.

..
 at

JCII.-HOW THE MUST IS TO BE POUREP INTQ

THE CASKS AFTER THE TREAPIN  O  THE

PRAPES IS FINISHEP. 
.
 
, t

It is proper that the casks should be waktoef
wkh a spunge with genuine brine befope the vkiM
is tunned, and that they should be ftftnigHWt
.irith frankincense. It is also necessary »'ii
them neither too full nor yet too sparingly, bat<»
form a conjecture how much the fbnaenting IMttt

fe likely to increase, that it may not wouk CM
and that the froth rising to the edge% it may fit
rid"»( what is impure oiriy t it w .ho proper
akim the mast in Ae casks regularly fot five dtcft
%ith your hands, tnd with skimmers,

 and td 4ate

way the froth, and any thing else that may be
euperflofous, and to remove all the filth ahotHf tbe
<asks, and to convey it to a considerable distance;
for if all this remains near, small flies are bred

Horn it, when it is putrefied, and there arfees
a bad smell, both which make the wf ne turn: It

is moreover proper to think of keeping the
presses sweet hy syfiknugatioas, and especially
in the wine-cellar.5

XIX.
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CIIL-THEGBAPE-STONES BEING IMMEDIATELY
THEOWN OUT AFTER THE DRAWING OF THE

MUST FROM THE PRESS, HOW WHAT IS CALLED

THAMNA MAY BE MADE OF THEM.

The refuse, that is, the kernels, are imme-

diately to be thrown out after the draining of the
must, and they are to be put into casks,

 and to

fee trodden down j for the inferior' wine from

#1696, which they provincially call thamna, is
Act an unpleasant drink for the labourers, and

tile kernels that-ore remaining will afford proper
nQurishment to dumb' creatures. It is also ne-

cessary, when the grape-stones are taken out of
the press, immediately to rinse the press and the
press-vessel s, and to wash them with sea water
0t with brine, and to fumigate them; for the
moisture that is left turns quite sour, and it

.wiU spoil the fruit trodden the following day, and
it breeds small flies, which is a sign of the wine

ing turned.
;    vol. i. p XIV.

' Tjv£. It was sometimes called hunfufo and by some of
the Greeks ripfvairiK, and by some vonps; and dapm. The
Romans call it kra

<
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XIV. -THAT THE NEW WINE MAY NOT WoSt-
OVER. 17

Let as lay a dmplet of pulegiuas*, «r of ca-
lamintha", or of origaaum", arouad the mtAs
the vessels : and some rub the inside of the casks

about the edges with .cheese nade of ow's milk,
for k will keep down the fennenting* new srmc.

XV. TO BENDER THE NEW WINE FIT FOR USK

Pour into a noasjure * ootyk of wf t * 
wegar, and after three 4e.ys jt will bp ciw: 

oneerpiog the &uqg .of oew wipe o f
ditiouBljr, you ill find tl b?stw >t jbir4
dbooik ef Bid hap®. : ,

XVJ. TO HAVP AWCTT iriNS AM, JFjEA
AND TO KNOW WHET SR IT IS «|LV{F ».

Before treading the grt S, pour the liquor that
drops voluntarily from them, the same day, into a
vessel pitched within and without, so that the

vessel
1 Penny royal.

»       " Calamint; Matth. l. iii. c. 36. '    
'

 '

T Matth
. iii. 2».

w rXifMf; literally,
 sweet wine.

z of»{ yXvxa£orT«(.   This was made from honey. tJaien,

comment, iii. p. 5/2.
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with gypsum, the *niwt ffefiaiqs p .p g f
sweet for a long time : but it will be preserved
still better, if, the vessel being stopped with a
skin, it te thrown into a well during thirty days,
ifipff, qn ccwnt «f it? jppj: rmwting. 4t jinll
fi rays jsw t. Jf 5ty, o e 1 JUfW p Jtj ad
the gr,  gently ,sp tyafi. they may t e jRre ed
hard, he will have this kind of must fit for use

for a considerable time. Some pour the must
into old vessels, that have had old wine in them.

Some place the vessel pitched within and without,
a?  J as Jjeen a e dy mentioned m $ /Qun iin,
fpi  J e,e ges ly ii wWi9Vi,t: W.d

m4 m* tte w-sttm?; pti s, pitting . p
flwst ip a yp*s l t)mt js ot pitted,, wd
iW1         AlexawfewV nitre, Jay it ip a

The Greek says vessels, which does not seem to be ao
omate.

s They first covered the vessel with the grape-stones, and
.hey then iifitpari    , the wet jaod.

6eePUny, ljb. xxxL i«; and Dioscorides, Kb. v. M»ttlu
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shady place. But if the must is dilute 1 SS
will find it in the following chapter. M

 -r :sc

XVII. TO KNOW IF THE MUST IS DILUTED.

Throw some wild pears, that are very' sour,
into the must; and if it is mixed with water

, they

go to the bottom; but if it is not, they swim.

XVIII.--CONCERNING THE  PREPARATION OF

GYPSUM.

You are to put the gypsum in a wide vessel,
and you are then to pour on so much must that
it may cover the gypsum; and you are to move it
frequently, and you are thus to permit it to sub-
side, that the grosser parts of the gypsum may
fall to the bottom : and you are to takeb up the
superficial part of the must, so that none of the
gypsum may be mixed with it, in the act of re-
moving it

XIX. TO AID MUST THAT IS GETTING ACID.

You are to pour into the amphora some dried
grapes, macerated until they swell, and two

cotyl»
k To 4raw up, in the Greek.
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( jotylse of pressed grapes; or you are to perco-
late it through river* sand, as it has been already
mentioned: or you are to throw in four drams of
Sandyx*.

. J believe the passage referred to, does riot express river
sand;   c. ii.

* Sandarach, probably. A sort of arsenic is in modern
times brought into England from Africa, under this deno-
mination.   See Pliny, xxxv. 23.   Matth. v. 81.

V .

p 3 BOOK
,
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BOOK VII.

. .I

  v.

- an'J

il

Hypothesis.

these things are contained in this fiook, being indeed tk*
Seventh, in relation to the select Precepts of Agriculture,
and comprehending a Treatise on the difference of Wines,
and concerning the cure of them, and the tasting of them,
and the transferring of them into other vessels ; and other
useful things.

I
.
-CONCERNING THE DIFFERENCE OF FRUIT.

'

IJoLLOW situations produce much wine, and
what is faulty; but such as are high yield what
is better, the fruit being indeed matured by the
winds, and by the temperament of the air, and
Especially by the sun's power; for lie sun no*
only makes the grapes more powerful, but more
sweet likewise, if it throws much heat on them.

But the moon being warm and moist, only matures
the grapes, and the night only renders them sweet
There is therefore a want of much insolation,'that

the wine may be durable, which the sooner it
comes
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cvam to perfection, sooner H ala» evaporates'.
Tbe fruit alse cOteing front warm skusrtions makes
the wine more eterabk; but that which comes

from other parts,
 or from such as are ill culti-

vated, makes the win languid and weak. If the
vine produce few grapes, it makes the wine more

' powerful, because it bestows all its strength and
power on that fruit exclusively.

ll.-TO WHAT WINES A PLACE IN T IE OPEN
AM AA* BE AfcAPtEfc, AND T» WHAT SOBTS

S*C» AS U IsfNfiBlt COVE*.

You.are to place the more powerful wine in
the open air j but let it be averted from the
west and from the south, by some walls builtf

before it: but you are to set the thin wines under
cover  and it is necessary to make the windows
liigher, turned to the north and to the east.

PH.-CONCERNING THE DIFFERENCE OF NEW
AND OLD WINE, AND OF THAT FROM THE

WHITE AND BLACK GRAPE.

The black grapes will produce more powerful
wine; the white, that which is middling. The

p 4 / new

. Transpires, in tbdGrt«k. 
'

f Placed
, ia th* Greek. "
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new wine is very cold, and the old is vttfpnmtH
and very powerful, and very well flavtfurecli ibr
time consumes* what is watery,

 in it. j

. Jit-q

IV. HOW ONE IS TO CURE,  AND TO KEN PER

DURABLE, THE WINE OF GRAPES THAT HAVE

-    BEEN TOO PROFUSELY WETTED WHILE ON THE

VINE, AND OF THE GRAPES LIKEWISE WETTED

AFTER THE VINTAGE. A

If, when the year is rainy, it happens that the
grapes on the vine are too much wetted, or If it
so happens after the vintage, when violent showers
fall, that they are. jnore than sufficiently irrigated,
we are necessarily to tread them. If you alio
understand that the must pressed after the vint-
age is too weak, and the taste will discover this
when the wine is poured into the casks, and1 it

has fermented the first time, let* us immediately
remove it into other casks (for all the gross: sedi-
ment remains at the bottom on account of its

gravity), throwing three cotylse of salt to ten
measures

* According to the original meaning of the word in Arabic.
fc A>aXt0Kiij takes up.
1 K<w mr wpmit Zuw {urn; literally, " and it has fermented

the first fermentation''. Orientalism.

k The transition as in the original.
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iH«M»res of wine t but some, acting with more
njefUl propriety, boil the wine till & twentieth part'
of it is boiled away,, throwing1 in a hundredth

part of gypsum. The Lacedemonians let their
wine remain so long on the fire till the fifth part
is boiled away, and they use it after four years.

V
.--CONCEENING THE OPENING OF THE CASKS,

AND WHAT IT IS PROPER TO OBSERVE AT THE

 
'

    TIME OF THE OPENING OF THEM.

t iIt is proper to open the caqks when yon have
. observed the rising of the stars, for then the wine

is in a degree of commotion, and it is not right
(6 touch it : and if you open a cask indeed in.
the day-time, you must observe the sun, that its
splendour may not fall, on the wine: and if you
aye to open a cask in the night, necessity often

\ pressing it, it is proper to attend to the light of
the moon.

1 Palladius mentions this, Oct. xiv. 4.

VI.
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yttottit *» itA€« ivB« j Aire raxr vrrtfM

It is proper to remove the wines from one
vessel into another when the northern winds blow,

but by no means when the winds are from the
south; and the more weak wines indeed, in the

spradgy and stocb as art more powerful, in- (be
gtmmeft bwt soch m are hi dry siifcuaOotis, afien
fte wintsr sdfetit  Botdn wine thai i» Maovicd
inter Mbw vewel«, wken the moo* »fuH, becomes

ado* j tnd it is proper to knew that wine iepa*
iMsd froaw thw ke*, which noorish it, becosjea

AiMier and weaker. Yon are noroover to pre*
ititta that k mitty btt kept warm indeed ift th«
winter, and that it may be cool in the wmm&i
It is also necessary to remove it into other ves-
sels when the moon is increasing and under the
horizon: but Sotion says that it is necessary to
remove it at the interlunium, that is

,
 on the first

and second day before the moon becomes ap-
parent to the human race. It is also proper,
when we remove the wine from the casks into

, Digitized by GoOglC
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small vessels, to observe the rising of the stars;
for thp- lees feraaent at> then? rising and partictiV
larly when the roses afr&m flower,

 and likewise

when the vine is shooting.  But men of prudence
gftft*;,- Sad aftioiriatfty He&odl, *\mn tb& tgk
& 6p€»*el',. M \m tS6       aV ffi  «  Of tte d sfe
aSMdf th t? whiefe »tO#%rd tfefr' btittdtn, aftd to kee
tli  wkiift- ki &e AitWfc of     cask

,
- ete More

eWtil'«nd itior* (hn-«ble, afixf da-lc\ilated fe¥ age;
fbr tftte Wine in*de*d teward thff mout* of

oetok, zte Anally exposed ki soiwe meaisure to thief
"

att, M #hWe laAg|uM, Raving
'

 tr »pffed ;. Ami that
hr <oWsrd th# feottorn is soOn fui>n€ , ttf

b#n  Meia  fte feeb. BW-HeSod ffiu* ex press  i«>
?  » A

-

 roib A* eaSk'» top, aftd' frote its liotWibj 5#»jh

But jfi is neeeS&iry fSti& *e parses wl r feiflo ef
Wind into t*e jafrs rfhoald n§fr M them to tfatf
ddge  but a- Kf tPtf bgfcW the fteck  that &6y may
liof be (ksttoytd*

,
 

.

 hot have veat. It is also rse--

cfisssary that the' casks that are emptied should
b» immediawly cwered vrkh bji&e, o? with woimI
Mi&i M with oitaOlia",     with potters earth.

VIIv
m AfXpjjLtta it »rt3a iuu Aj crc; xo lSau

Munrodi iJb<r$
'

<».

11 Suffocated,
 in the Greek.

. A kind of chalk
,
 from Cimmolus, an island in the

iEgsean Sea; Pliny, lib. iv. c. 12; and 1. xxxv. 57.
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VIL- CONCZRig I KG TUX TIME AND  MODI QP

TASTING WINE. , :

Some indeed taste wines when the northero

winds blow, for the wines then remain motionless

and clear: but empiric wine-triers taste wine
rather when the south wind blows; for the south

wind particularly sets the wine in motion, and it
convinces one what quality it is of. It is not
proper that a person should taste wine fasting
for the taste is dull, nor yet after drinking wine,
por after a hearty meal. The person that tastes
ought to taste neither victuals that are stimula-.
ting nor too sedt, nor such things as deprave' his
taste, but having eaten very sparingly and having
well digested it But it is proper to affoi'd the.
buyers a taste when the north winds blow. Some
wishing to have a good laugh, at the ex pence of
the buyers, have a new jar, which they wash with

.

very good, and old, and very well-flavoured wine,

for the quality remains on it for a long time, set
that one might think it to be the fragrance of,

wine lately poured in, and they thus deceive t e
persons that taste. Some innkeepers also, who
are more cunning, lay cheese and nuts in the

wine
' Change, in the <5reek. 

Vm|j
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wine-cellar so as to attract the persons that get
hf Meat of them, that the perfect sense of tast-
ing may be falsified. These things have been
written by me, not that we may practise them,
but that we may not suffer from imposition. But
the former ought to taste his wine often, the ne#
and old; that the wine which is going,to turn,'

may not escape him.

 t

VIII.-CONCEEN NG  THE   PEOVING  OF WJNE
AND ATUST, IF IT HAS WATER..

It is necessary for the master often to trust
wine or must to the curators or to the servants;

it is also necessary that the buyer should prove
if the wine is genuine. Some therefore throw an
apple into the vessel, but it is better to throw in
wild pears: some throw in a locust, and some a
cigale'

,
 ahd if these indeed swim the wine is

genuine; but if they sink, it* is diluted. Some

also immerse in the wine a reed rubbed with oil,

or papyrus, or a dried stalk of grass, or any dry
twig;

* Qtvytu, to fly.
'

 r The Greek name of this animal is t«?»{, in French cigale,
Some have given it the name of the baulm cricket in English.

* In the sense of the Latin word diluo, which signifies to .
mix with water.
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Jang; foym a ed msyi* iftiJl.flwi

,iiayit  theja wiped 4l?eai, »  tafcHg o t ,

ti* pEpoO if ,the vwe ip .fliU  toypjrf
waiter viJlrtiGjcpi?  oil- SQweWfie fcjtijg

.W re sum e e peOapent, ppur  wipe .pptpfi

««»r jmj* tbat has fa i np naoUture ip  
hang it up during two days, -few the ppfv iJIJ :
when water is mixed with it Some also, heating
the wine, pour it into a new pot, and they set it
in the open air; if therefore it is diluted, it turns
to-vinegar. Some also pour the Wine on what is

ed titwm, that is,  ,U,sn«atQne; anjj if the

wine jw*£d with Wftter, it will peue te thje
ooe; M if it is ge iipe, it will .fix* t e .stpnje.

.Spnae pour the j ne Wto a ryiog-psp Mvi hp*
1, nd if i,t is mixed with watejr it will rftisp

J)gWWes find o Uce a noise, nd it will fly up with
.fila.sjic ppw;er. Some likewise hfrvi«g wottpd *
iipw-epua  with 1, sXap the mpirth of ystr

el apd inxert it, aud if it" is 4iljiited it will xm

d ti the spunge. We j p pse tfee s uae rqpf
with

,
 regard to oil.

e. deprive it of volatility,
 It refers to wine

.
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IX. TO SEPARATE WINE FROM WATERt

,1 £(nm4iquid alqm into rthe Jar' ef wine, jfren

stop the mouth of the jar mih a apainge indMied
Ifith oil, and having inclined it, suffer it to run
ettt, -ftnil the Av«*eroAone writi run -out

"X
.-AT WHAT TIMES TH« -WMfSS ASE WfMJAI/iT

TURNED.

Ai,L-w  wpatlytwws acid about the ttip '
of Ah? Pleiadies, and ahovit jthe jyintqr aoktic

(
 $r when the yinp Msspnis, fi,nd about tbe-sumr

jpff s cfe junder be Jto f fhp dpg-atar;
j d g eraliy abpqt ,all ;tbe . ccefisiops1 -pf

d       pr jnpeh apcwyAt f n*w
Wfind, or violg t huuder, ,pr at ttlte 3easq<i jp
.ttitoeh Jhe pqs s idosv, pr ftom tropg gfomng. ;

Xi. «rKAT ynvm may mot be tujused, tu csa
PHUNMJR AND USHTNIjNQ. ,

Iron set pn the opvjers of the ct skg keeps off
injury from thunder and lightnii r. Rut some lay
m Iffimfihss pf IjBjar l    way pf prevention.

* About the sixtlr of the ides of November.

** wtnftmnmf, signs or mdioatiofls.
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XII.-HOW ONE HAT PREVENT AND NOTSUCTXS

THE WINES TO BE TURNED, BUT THAT THET

MAY" BE DURABLE,

*

Parched salt thrown into the wine preygiMy
it from turning; and it hinders it from ferment-
ing more than what is necessary7, and from pro-
ducing too great a head. Sweet almonds thrown
into the black wines preserve them a long time,
The dried grape, the kernel being taken away,
macerated in must or sapa, and with sand, makes
the wine rich and durable. But some prefer the
grape that is spontaneously dried on the vine,
and they use it alone without any other prepara*
tion. Gypsum, thrown in at the beginning, in'-
deed makes the wine more stimulating,

 but in

time the stimulating quality is sure to transpire;
still the utility of the gypsum remains a long

-time; and fenugreek parched in the sun, if it,is
pounded and mixed with the wine, makes it
keep, and does not suffer it to turn. Wines that
are turned, being separated from their own lee»
that are vitiated, and poured over the lees of
sound wine, will keep. But some having lighted
torches, or having made iron red hot, extinguish

them

7 Kiu of (or ffftiMwt (ffiymoSot, and more froth to arise, 
.
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them in the must, and they do not permit the
tfwte" <d turn sour. Some also, throwing the
pbrched fruit of cedar and parched acorns* into

the wine, render it durable. Some, having burnt
the jstone; denominated porinos*, apply it to the
wine. Others, having pounded- and mixed the
ashes from burnt shoots of the vine and fennel

seed, mix them with the wine. Some also pour
the wines that are turned into vessels that are

recently pitched, and they remove them into
another building; for, if indeed they have been
hurt by heat, they lay them in cool places; but if
.by wet and cold, they remove them into warm
and dry places. Others, having burnt the seed,
or some of the substance of the oak, throw the

ashes into the wine; and some, mixing milk
and honey, po.ur them into the must Some also, -
having burnt and well pounded oyster shells,
throw them into the wine; others, having burnt
the kernels of the- olives, extinguish them, with

twell-flavoured old defrutum, and afterwards
pounding them they pour them into the wine.
We shall make wine durable by applying the
roots of the vine to the must. Potters clay also,

vol. i. q thrown

* Kvxi&k, seeds of the oaks called querent and robur, '

 Theophrastus says this stone was like Parian marble in
colour and density, lib. de Lapidibvt,
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thrown after the wineh have fcnunttai, fiate

tfaem, bearing along with it what it tw-bid dhnm
to the lees, and die more so if it is panJhed; «di
it makes the wine have a good flavour, for it ifc
sweet: and" the animals that feed on it i* the

winter live by it Distilled oil, with sapa pounsd
in, makes the wines more durable, and those that

are weak more powerful. Black and wWte hel-
lebore, moderately applied, fries wine/ Mid ft
makes it durable,, and it U of utility to thefntiM
use it Black vetches moderately parchftd,

 eM

ground, and mixed, render wine lasting atti
diuretic. Sapa mixed with wine makes it duip#-
ble. Wax mixed at the pitching makes wine
have a harsher taste. Liaaeed mixed with napti
or must makes die wine durable. The flovtr <tf

die white vetch preserves wine. Brutiatf pkoh,

that is, what is found at the bottom Of jam,

pounded and sifted into the wine, makes it dura-
ble.   Resin of the pine, and particularly that of

; fee

k It it supposed that serpents fed on it Viigil ttentiolis
a chalk of tbis kind. - *

 .et nigris exesa chelydrii
Creta........

Georg.ii.S14.

; * The Brutii iaMbited that part of It»ly now crfl Cdlt-
bria, near Regie.       >« -..

.

 .
 -     .'. ««
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Ihe te*»tiHthu», preserves wine. Scjssil€d aium
naiacfi wroe Mtrisgeot and dural Q, and it stops
it when it is turning acid.

5Ctll.-AN Al)MIRABLE 1>EEPA!IATI0N, MAKlNft
i.

WIN S DCRARLE
,
 CALLED PANACEA.

HflLvtEthest speoScS in readiness: two ounces
.f aloes, two ounoes of frankincense

,
 two ounces

of amommn
, three ounces of. meUlot, one ounce

jof cttstia, fcwo ounces >of spikenard, three ounces
.of 4ie Indian leafc

, two ounces of myrrh; having
4ied ail these in a linen cloth, put one spoonful
ip each cask after the wine is poured into it, and
After «t has dose woriking, and move it with the
loot of a reed dining three days. Some indeed
medicate their wines in this manner: they put
in three -scruples' of crocus (for this makes the

.
 wine

4 Thn was the alum of the ancients
. It is formed by the

evaporation of *ater that has pasted over beds of alum.
Jdatth. v. 133.

* Sometimes called malabathnpn. The Creeks distin-

guished it by the name of Matth. i. 11.

f The Greeks called a scrapie yj u*, because it was  of an
ounce, as the word, literally taken, is f of the Greek alphabet.
Tbe Romans seem to have copied the idea with much fidelity
in the term which they use to express the same thing.

Q S
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wine of a good colour), four scruples of mid*
frankincense sifted (this makes the wine rather
harsh), one pill of the Indian leaf (for it gives it a
good flavour); mixing each of these when pounded
and sifted, and having sifted them a second time,
they put three spoonfuls in each amphora, when the
wine no longer ferments, but is without motion:
and observe this particularly in respect of all
wines, that you are to medicate them when th&y
are still1. But others medicate their vines thus:

they pound and sift equal quantities of .all these,
and pour them into the wine: cardamomum, Illy-
rian iris, cassia, spikenard, melilot, xylobaba-
mum

h
, Alexandrian rush, costus, Celtic nar&

Some indeed, boiling must and reducing it to fa
third part, mix it with the wine; some also throw
in gypsum.

XIV.-AN   EFFICACIOUS   INSCRIPTIOIT, THAT

THE WINE MAT NOT TURN

The wine cannot possibly turn, if you ioscfibe
on the vessel or on the casks these pious words:
" Taste1, and see that Jehovah is good and you

will
' i. e. when they are not fetmenting.
k See Matth. i. 18.

1 This seems to be translated from these words:
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will do right if you inscribe this on an apple, and
lay it in the wine;

XV. INDICATION AND PEEVIOUS TOKENS OF

WINES THAT TURN, AND OF SUCH AS ARE

DURABLE.

You are gently to remove the wine that has
been poured into the cask, into another vessel/
after some time, and you are to leave the lees in 

>

thecask, and you are to stop it carefully. You
are then frequently to examine by smelling, whe-
ther the lees ate at all turned, or small fliesk are

produced, or any thing of this kind, for they axe
indications that the wine will be infected; but if

nothing of the kind happens, entertain1 good
hopes of the wine. Some indeed, having a reed
straightway perforated, let it down to the lees at
the bottom, and stopping the upper end of the
reed with the middle finger, and after some time
removing it, they by means of smelling attract the
savour from the lees at the bottom; they then, by
means of sucking, draw up some part of the lees,
and they judge" according to the1 quality of the

Q 3 lees,

k Kmtnftt't literally) gnats.

1 Have confidence in, is the Greek expression.

 Conjecture,
 in the Greek.
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of tbfr futore quattty «f the wimt 'fom,
also having heated a little of the win*, ap4 hayipjj
afterwards cooled it, taste it, and they believft
that, as it is found in taste, so will the rest <?f

the wine be.   But it is necessary that the experi-
ment in tasting be made from the middle of thft
vessel.   Others form their judgment from the
covers of the vessels; for the oaak being

s
Haep-

vfered, they taste the moisture on the ifm<fa q|
the covers, and they judge that the wine wili bt
of the same quality; for when the taste imieed
k of a good vinous flavour, it is a sign that tbg
wine is very good; but ybeq it is watery, it «
not to be depended on»   Some likewise meks
« proof from the teste of the wine; for if it w of
a rough taste'from the beg uHng  it is, a. sign, of

taundness; but1 if it is of a faint taste, it is,quit*
the contrary.   One nwy also prove wine from
tin head* that lies and swims on      If the head

is of a purple colour, spreads wide, and is mel«
hom, the wine is the sounder; but if the head is

ghitinons, it is not good; and a. bead that kof
a Wack or yellow colour, is an evident sign, that
the wine h s no strength; hut when it is white,

it

 This in the Greek is wSof, that is, flower, or the ferment-

ing substance, which indicates that the wine is advancing
towards maturity.   It was, by the Romans, caUed Jlo* vini.
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it  souiad; and a heed that' reatmblera spider's
fetv m a previous agu that it #iil sotm torn somu
Again; if you fcee a serpent entwined around tha

qe«t &e time of the vintage, you axe to expect
ttatt     wine will turn acid; but if the must is

fhkk and glutinous, and you may prove thia by
touching it when the wine is trodden or put into
the cask, the wine will be the sounder; but if it

k thin and without strength, it will soon turn.
The wines also that are rough in the must are the
inoft durable, and toward the list they are better-
flavoured; but the wines, that are sweet and
ftelieate    ftrcti are of short duration: and the

ew  that hcdds mue that is turning, seems to
feel warip to the touch; butt the.vessel that coi>-

pisa durable nine is cold.   If Ae wine indeed
aecqasto taate warm in the spring, it wjll soon turn.;
imt if it is cool, it will be durable.   If die cover

of the cask is found always dry, it indicates the
wine to be very sound; but if moist, it is a sign
N)f turning.   If the wine has the savour af sharp
'Cmlsum, conclude that the cask is the cause of

it, and it is then proper to remove it into another
cask.  Some thus prove whether wine is sound:

haviug immersed their hands in the wine, they
judge from the smell when they are dry, for the
smell of the wine that is turned, seems to be more

Q 4 acid
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add.  Some poor the wine info
'

a ves th*

narrow mouth, and having stopped it very closed
they set it in water during three days, and they
then take it up and prove it. ' Some pour thd
wine into sand, and having percolated it, ifk
does not change, they judge it to be quite prooft
Wines indeed usually turn at the solstices, and
when tlie vine begins to bud; it is therefore neceg*
aary to prove them at those periods. Others prove
wine thus: having made thin plates of lead, or of
tin, or of brass, of the length and breadth 'of three

fingers breadth, observing that they are very eleaaij
they stick them to the cover of the cask -with wax)
and they lay the covers on, and after forty days
tloey open the casks; and if they find the wines
have a head, and they smell sweet and gratefoi,
end all the plates dean, they conclude that the
wine is sound; but if.it is going to turn, you will

find the plate of lead become white, and having
flakes of the appearance of ceruse: if it is the tin,
and the wine is going to turn, you will find a kind
of. sweat oU the tin, that is black and of an acid

taste; and if it is the plate of brajss, and the wine
is sound, you will find it clean and splendid as it
was when set on; but if the wine is going to turn,

you will find the plate of an unsavoury smell,
and having bubbles on it   Some mix barley-

meal
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m d -with it, and taste it when it lias
"

 stood somd

tirne. Some throw parsley-seed; and brtrn*, and
laurel leaves, and shoots of the black vine, into

the wine when boiling and extremely hot; iand
when it is cold, they taste it, and they prove iif ill
this manner.

XVI.-HOW ONE NAY CUEE WINE BEGINNING

TO TURN SOUK. .   
, l

- Having filled a new pot with good water, and .
having c&refiilly stopped it, let it down into the
icask, then stop the cask, giving it a little vent;
tnd aftef1 three days you will find the wine quite
Sbund, but the water of a bad smell; do thfe

until the wine is perfectly sound. But some pour
H' fiftieth part of gbats milk into' the wine, and
'

cover it during five diys; and they" afterwards

.pour out the wine into another vessel, and cover
it during ten days, and the wine does not turn.

XVII.-THAT WINE CARRIED OVER SEA MAT

BE DURABLE.

.

Having percolated amurca through a cloth,

and having boiled it to half its quantity, pour it
with

0 AAf rron.

f Bran of barley, in the Greek.
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with apnw Attic hpmy inW the jar, l r* 
wine is poured in; for it keeps thus a very loa§

time.

XVIII.--'HOW TOO ABE TO MANAGE THE VINES,
THAT THET MAY PRODUCE SWEET WINS.

Some render the wine sweet in Bithynja ig
this manner: they twist a fruit-bearing shoot
thirty days before the vintage, and they take off
all the leaves, that the sun may dry -ajl the
moisture, and that it mqy make all the wifjtf
sweet, as we do whep we boiUU Uwt JJ y pgft
the shoots for this reason, that they may k y
the grapes from tbe moisture and nouris|ament qf
the vine, and that they way by no means recei p
any moisture from it Some also, after th y
have freed' the bunches from the leaves, and
when tbe leaves begin to be wrinkled, ffiUherj r
them successively, expose them to the sun, until
they are all thoroughly' dried; and taking them
afterwards to be insolated in the same manner,
they remove them into the press, and they let
them remain the rest of the day and all the fol-

lowing

« To the bottom of the jar, in th« Greek.

r Denudated
,
 in the Greek.

* i. e. become as the uv* past* of die Romans,
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tattog ni it, «od they trewi them eariy aa the

XIX. -HOW WE ABE TO MAKE SWEET WINE

FROM MUST.

- It yon wish to make the wine that is pressed'
sweet, after pouring the must into the casks,
suffer the casks to be without their covers three

days, and then lay on the covers, hot altogether
close on the edges of the casks, but a little sus-
pended, some sticks or reeds being laid to sup-
port them; but after the fifth day it is proper to
lay the cover on close, being smeared with ashes
Imixed

'

 with Water, small vent-holes having been
left ; and after the seventh day you are likewise to
Stop the venfc-holes; but if you wish your wine to
be sweeter, let your casks remain uncovered
during five days, and. after the fifth day lay the
covers on, as it has been already mentioned.

XX. -TO MAKE WELL-FLAVOURED AND SWEET

WINE.

Having gathered a few ripe myrtle berries,
dry and pound them, and throw them into" the

choenix
,

« Trodden.

u Ef rv xaSu, into the cab, which was an eastern measure
,

equal to the Greek x'u4> = 3t pints-j-0.841 sol. inches.
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choenix, and suffer them to remain during ten
days, and then open and use them. You wfli
also have well-flavoured wine, if you macecatft

fruitT in water, and take it out, and pour the
water into the wine; and the fruit will be fit' to

eat - CEnanthe also, especially from the arbus-
tive vines, taken and applied in the blowing
season, makes wine well-flavoured; and the cask

fumigated with wax affords a good savour. We
shall likewise make wine of a better flavour by
rubbing the edges of the cask with leaves of ithe
pine and of the cypress, and by Stirring 1 the
must. But if you wish the wine to have the

flavour of sufiumigation, either of fruit,; or df

My thing else, put ia one of the fore-mentioned
ingredients before you pour in the wine, pj*d

having tied it, let it remain as long as it is sound
and its smellisnot changed; then removfe i% attd
pour in the wine, and having stopped it, then use
it. These things likewise produce a good flavour:
abrotonum, bitter almonds

, potters clay, the
leaves of asarum*, the roots of aspalathus,

 the

flowers of asparagus, the saw-dust of cedar, the
flour of fenugreek.   It is necessary to suspend

some

 The original mentions Asiatic fruit
. Pleasant

,
 in the Greek.

' In Spanish asarabacara, Matth. i. 9*
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aome of these in sp kU baskets,: spi soaie tied ia

clothe  high ia the vessel qontaiajng the wine, sp
that they may not touch it; and when they have
imparted their flavour, they are all to be taken

.away, before they are corrupted and changed.

XXI."-TO  MAKE WHITE  WINE BLACK, AND

BLACK WINE WHITE.

Mix eight drams of7 drossy salt with ten
cotylae of black wine. The serum of milk poured
into wine has the same effect: and

,
 if anyone

pours the ashes of sprays of the white vine, when
bumt,. into a vessel, and having sirred them, lets

; them remain in the vessel during forty days, the
wine will be white ; and the white wine will

.be black, when ashes of the .sprays of the 
.

black

.vine are poured in. .   i .

XXlI.-Tb FINE WINE.

Pour the whites of three eggs* into a vessel,
and stir them until they froth, and throw in some

 white

B Maimonides says that the nature of eggs is such, that
when poured into things that are turbid, they fine them,
and separate the gross from the subtile parts. Sckabbeth,
c. xx, s. 2.
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S»bite wJt, and a propoitioWkM« qutttity «f vfa*,
tad work it and it B very white; tbea iU tbe
vessel with die wine, and do this to every Jw, tai
bet it by.

XXIII.-TO MAKE WINE STKONG FOR MIXING

'   WITH "WATEK, SOTHAT A LITTLE OF fIV tfJSt

TAKEN, MAT BE SUFFICIENT FOE MANY PEli-

SONS.

Grate the dry roots of akhaea* inlo the Wcxv
and when you have stirred it, use it

 i

XXIV.-To make new wine afpeau old. .

HAviNGini3ceda Cjathusbof bitter altaonda, «f
absinthium,, of the leaves of the frtrcttfei;oo8 pioo,
after they have been dried and pouoded, to an
amphora, you will make wines seem old, and you
will make them durable. You will also make

wines seem old if you take two jars, that have
been fitted with old wine, and break off their

fanadles and edges, and the extreaitties of their
bottoms (which do not partake of the savour of

the

.Matth.iii.u6.-

b TJw Attkwmfet *fa tV+CUtf solid iaches of aa Bng-
lish pint, wine measure. < ,
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the vnM), and throw them avrtiy; and hftvftig
pounded and sifted the othet* part, if necessttfjf,
wiA the oW lees of the wine, throw in half a

inodiusc ifito an amphora, and stir the wiAe, and
having stopped4 it, let it remain fifteen days,
then open and use it, and you will think the wine

fcen years old: and when the wine is consumed,
£our the lees into a fresh pot, and having stopped,
and burnt and sifted them, use them again in the
same manner; for the use of these will be suf-

ficient, instead of aU tte fore-mentioned aromatic

ingredients. But some make wines seem old ili
this manner: having pounded and tied one
ounce of melilot, three ounces of glychirriza*

,

the same quantity of celtic nard, two ounces of
hepatic ' oes, they throw them into the wine, and
they then use it

XXV.-THAT WINE MAY HAVE NO YEAST.

Besprinkle dried oenanthe over the wine, or

mix flour of orobus with,the wine; and when the

floWer

* The homan modius was a measure for thingsf'ds one
peck + 7.68 solid inches, in English corn measure.
' Having smeared it all round, in the Greek.
. Liquorice, or the sweet root
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flower' and the meal have subsided, pour the
wine into aoother vessel

XXVI. TO AMBNP THE  WATERY  TASTK Of

WINE.1 - .
.

You are to pour in four cotylae of garum* and
the leaves of the pomegranate, and they will
remedy the watery taste. And you will cure the
unpleasant savour thus: you are to put into the
cask rich lighted torches; but some having stopped
a vessel containing wat r, lay it in the cpsk, aad
after the third day . the wine will be fine, but the
water will have a bad smell. Some likewise put

in burnt shells : some let down hot barley bread
in a basket j others throw in the seed and l ay s

of parsley; others mix the whey of new-made
cheese with it; others apply the1* willow-tree

,
 and

remove every thing that is faulty in the wine.

XXVII.

f u e* the cenantlic.

s It was made from the fish called by the Greeks its
entrails being macerated and dissolved in salt. It was after-
wards made from the fish called scomber* Pliny, lib. xxxi.
cap. 7*

fc The Greek sap, the wood of the willow.
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XXVlt-TO CU EWINEftuitT fef ANY jfOXiQCfS
ANIMAL.

Wof Ibtead, bran iron ritigHhro ti in, takes
away the poison,

XXVIII. TO  STOP   THE .FERMENTATION OP

WINES THAT ARE FECULENT AND TURBID.

Some pouracbtyla ofatnurca, boHedto a third
part of its quantity, into every metretes1

,
 and

.the fermentation is speedily stopped.

XXIX. TO MAKE WINE APPEAR TURBID.

HAtviNG expressed the juice of fadishes, pour
it into the wine.

XXX.-THAT A PERSON DRINKING WINE MAY

NOT SMELL OF IT.

Chew some Irisk Troglodites.

* The Attic prrpinit, = 10 gallons 2 pints, 19-626 sol. inch.

k Supposed to be the African Iris, which Pliny says was
very large, and of the most bitter taste, lib. xxi.

VOL..t. R XXXI.

1

I
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XXXI. THAT   PERSON DEINKING MUCi
'. 

.
 -       .      ' .    .  

.

 . <
.
 r

(
 »

WINE MAT NOT BE JNEBRIATED.

Having roasted the lights of a goat, eat theAi,
or, when fasting, eat five or seven bitter almoncE,
or eat raw cabbage, and you will not be inebriated.
A person that drinks likewise will not be in liquor,
if he is crowned with chamapitys1; or if, in drink-
ing the first cup, he repeats this verse of Homer:

m " Thrice thunder'd Jupiter from Ida's hetghtp."

XXXII.-HOW ANT ONE WItL ABSTAIN *HffM

HAVING TOO GREAT A DESIRE FOR WINE.

Collect the'moisture that runs from the

shoots after they are cut, t nd give it the person
in liquor in his cups, 'unknown to him, apd he
will abstain from having too great a desire for
wine.

XXXIH.-TO MAKE PERSONS IN LIQUOR SOBER.

Vinegar copiously drunk, and radishes eaten,
and pastry" made with honey, and sweef cakes,

make

1 Sometimes called Jiuga.   Matth. iii. 157.

 Ilias, e, v. 170. ' '

n Plutarch says the same thing, Symp. iii. 7*
. These were called by the Romans placent*.
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 make persons, in liqtipr sober; and so do disqui-
sitions and relations on the subject of old stories,
and chapletsp of various flowers set on.the per-

son
's head.

"

XXXIV.-NOT ONLY WINE
, BUT OTHER THINGS

,

"

 MAKE THE PERSONS THAT DRINK THEM IN-

EBRIATED.

Wine indeed is the first of the things that are
drunk which makes persons inebriated; secondly,
water, although it may seem a paradox; .thirdly,
drink"1 made from wheat and barley, which the
barbarians mostly use; fourthly, drink made from
rye and oats; and what is made from millet and
panic intoxicates. Old men, and all that are of
a iold habit, are easily intoxicated; but women
are less liable to intoxication than men on ac-

count of their constitution, yet they get in liquor
by the act of drinking.

R2 XXXV.

' Galen says the same thing, lib. ii. c. 2.
' Called cremor hordeaceus and cerecisia, and by the Greeks

.mo; x tlW, used in Gaul, Spain, and Britain, and in Egypt;
Pliny, lib. xiv. sect. ult. Herodotus says, that' the Egyptians
used wine made from barley, I. ii. Dioseoridet calls this
liquor xtfgKi, lib. ii. c. 110.
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XXXV.-HOW WINE 18 MADE WITHOUT 6&API&

The fresh fruit of the myrtle and of the cMh§
ground and pressed makes wine. Pomegranate
likewise cleanly pressed, the pips in the middle
being taken away,

 make wine. Some also make

wine from green figs in this manner; they lay fig$
in a wine-jar till It is half full; they then till
the vessel with clean water

, and they often taste
it; and when the flavour is vinous

, they lay it vtp
for use.

XXXVI.-AN  INFALLIBLE PREPARATION Of
"

a

WINE THAT PRESERVES HEALTH TO OLDrAGE. .

Four drams of the best iris, a tryWium' of
fennel-seed, the same quantity of flour, one dram
of pepper, two drams of myrrh troglodites*

,
 one

dram of sesel?, half a dram of meon*; havin|
pounded

' Tgv&Mr was a vesiel made in the form of a dish. It is
possible it contained some inferior quantity three time<.

* What was called by this name by Dioscorides. is now sup-
posed to be the benjovinum. Diosc. lib. i. 77.

' The Grerk, Latin, and Italian name of this plant it the
tamp; Matth. iii. 53.

* It now goes under the name of mra ; Matth. i. 3.
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poonded these, poor over them a sufficient quan-
tity of well-flavoured white wine, and mix them;
and having reduced them into a mass, tie them in
a thick cloth, and lay them in a vessel, and pour
some very good wine over them; and having
stopped it, after four days open it, and drink a
cup fasting. If a person uses this always, he
lemains in good health. But it is better if they
are put into must.

XXXVII. CONCERNING PEHCOLATING VINES.

Lat the strainer* in sheer brine, or in sea-

vater mixed with river-water, during two dayv
and afterward wash it thoroughly with wine;
ind indeed, when you want it, press it; then rub
the edges of the strainer with almonds, or with
pounded nuts*. But some mix with the wirie»
that are percolated anise, or they apply to them
a lighted torch, or gypsum, or sapa, or honey,
of the lees of good wine, or the meal of orohus.

»i The part through wkick the liquor was percolated, pro-'

*bly..   . .' -i v. . '

v Kojcok, walnuts.

a 3 BOOK
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BOOK VIII.
 

.
 

. in

HTPOTHESIS.

Then tilings are in this Book, being indeed the Eighth of the
'

select Precepts of Agriculture, and containing the different
preparations of wines and of other liquors", and the inferior
preparations of all kinds of vinegar.

I
.-PREPARATION OF SALUTARY WIN?S.> 

,

ThE means of preserving and preparing salu-
tary wines that cure different diseases,

 wbdeh

many of the ancients recommend from , expe-

rience. The preparation of them has nothing of
the nauseous property of physic, but it is very
simple, as from roses, or from anethum, or from
absinthium, or from pulegium, and from things
of this kind. But it is necessary to pound each
of the fore-mentioned sorts, and to tie thenums:

cloth, and to put them into the wine, in the way
hereafter recommended. j

* Ktu trie"! vporuutnu*. IIpm/Mnw were liquors which were
drtink Befbre meals.
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II.--EHODITES.

HaVjng tied together a due proportion of dry
mountain roses,

'

 and anisum, crocus, and honey,
put them into wine. This wine is good for com-
plaints in the stomach, and in pleuritic cases.

III.-ANETHITES.

The seed of anethum is to be put into a cloth, '
and then to remain in wine; and this wine is so-

porific, it is diuretic, and it promotes digestion.

'      IV
.-ANHITES.    

d-   

The seed7 of anisum put into the wine stops
the difficulty of making water, and it ia of utility
to the bowels.

'ii.': i I-.            ; .. _.
r
 . .     

'

 :       . . . 1'
V. APITES.

Wiwe having pears put into it astringes* the
belly,

b4 VI.

r The seed is here, arid in many other parts of this collec-
tion, called MfSM?.

y KeiXMw .nwtt j literally, "causes the belly to rest." Ks*m
hers signifies the belly, relative to the intestinal discharge,

 as x
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Thi? yrine is diuretic; it etrengthqns p wpjis
that     dropsical, tbat have the jaur dic , disease .
of the Uver, the sciatica

, apd that hpe 9, terti i

Hippocrates uses it. Alvut is used by Ci lsus, in the same

sense. The word trnvu in this place assumes a meaning which
the second and fourth, and other conjugations in Arabic
express. The Hebrew grammarians give them the appeUa i hs
of hiphil and hophal. Although the Greeks and Rora ns ha i

no regular modification to convey this causal sense, .it is .veryr
often understood in their verbs. Th6 verbs ytvopat and ytvu

have this sense and a change of form. The Latin words cieo,
excito; coda, c*do-, aj*,. «|»#, with ttany others, convey
this meaning.  The word ruit has it in the following passage;

Qui J dicam, jacto qui tcmine cominut ana'
Intequitur, cumulotque ruit nalt pingui* a tKtef

Virg. G«org. i. 10S. J

The Spanish language, which has re rved much of the con-
struction and spirit of the Latin, and which has received a
su ycf.m njr jabiic words, ften quakes u e' is str e al
mode of expression in its verbs; as, abonar, acariciar, qufr j
rellar, apresurarte, obligor, enojar, calentar, Umpiar, eiularr
and in many and many more. Other examples of this kind

might be addveed, from the living languages of Europe; and
the English verbs afford some instances of this eastern rpotJ
of expression. To lay, tocaute to lie s to Jell, to cause to fdll.

i

to
*

raise, to rise s to tet, to sit s to suckle, tp tuck. To iearn, .

and other verbs, use it without change of form.
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ague; and it cures diseases, the indication of
which is a rigot*

.

VII.-GLECHQNIl'ES.

It is proper to boil the puleglum in wine tfll
a third part is left. This wine is salutary against
the poison of sfrp ts' and it ir useful against
the winter's cold.

VIII.-DAPHNITES.

Thi* wine is very warm ; it is diuretic, it is
useful in coughs, in diseases of the thorax, in
pains* in the intestines: arid it is of service to

persons in ye rs, and it is proper" against the
poison of serpents, and against the ear-ache; and
it

, is of use to women in the hysterics.

IX. MARATHRITES.4

This wine promotes an appetite, strengthens
the stomach, and it is diuretic

X
.

a i
,
 e. chilliness.

fc Venemou  animals of the creeping cls f, in conformity to
the etymology of the word in the Greek and Roman languages.

* Fennel wine.
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X.
--CONTriTBS.

This wine is proper for persons in the jtun-
dice, and in complaints of the stomach; and ft w
of use Against the bite of serpents.  lt

XI.-OMPHACITES.
.
 i\

This wine is good for the stomach; it is proper
for persons that are paralytic, that have a torpor*;;
that are tremulous', that have a vertigo', that
have diseases of the kidneys, and that have the
colic, and for pestilential diseases.

XII.-PETROSELINITES. " " '

This wine strengthens the stomach, causing ,
eructation, and exciting an .appetite; it is diu-
retic, and very soporific. '

XIU.,

* A numbness, or deficient feeling and motion. ,

Tremors, in some cases, in the modern practice of physic,

require the same treatment as palsies.

Called icotomatta, when the eyes are darkened,
 or M

affected, as if several colours were before them.
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XIIL-PPSAIIITES.

T is wine b warm and an dexipharmic? jbr
dgl efious medicaments, and for poisonous;rep-
tiles.

XIV.-TELITES,

This wine (die
.
 fenugreek being pounded and

pttt ihto the wine) is particularly adapted to com-
plkmts of the fiver.

XV.-HYSSOPITES.

This wine purges the thorax'; being warm, it
promotes digestion, and. it mollifies the abdominal
viscera.

XVL-SELENlfES.

Throw the pounded seed of parsley into'the
winej and it becomes diuretic, and excites an ap-
petite; and it is of service in nervous and hypo-
chondriacal diseases.

XVII,

'

* What repels poison by forcing It through the pores.
* - .

..

1 The breast
, which is divided into anterior, posterior, and

lateral.
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XVII.-WINE FROM APPLES;

Lay some very well-flavoured quinces in jofe,
and pour wine on them; then having stopped
them, let them remain during three days, and on
the fourth day use them.

XVIII. PREPARATION OF CATHARTIC WIKE,

When the trenches are dug, pound the root?
of black hellebore, and having cleared the roots
of the vine, throw the pounded hellebore over
them, and then adjust them.

XIX. WINE  CALCULATED TO  IMPROVE A

WOMAN
'S MILK, AND KEEPING HER FROM

FALLING INTO ANY ILLNESS. ;

Gather some thyme while it is ia blossom;
and having dried it, pound it; then throw four
choenices into a jar, pouring over it a propor-
tionate1 quantity of white wine, and stop the jar
during forty days.

k A measure, in the Greek.
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XX.-WlNfe FOR THE DYSEN*ERT AND FLUX

OF THE BELLY.

Take thirty pomegranates before they are ripe,
and bruise them; then lay them in a jar, and
pour three chooi1 of rough black wine over them,
and use them after thirty days.

XXI.-CONCERNIXG ABSINTHITES.

Pound eight drams of absinthium, and parti-
cularly of the Pontic", and having tied it in a
doth, that is not of too dense a texture, lay it m
a jar". Some indeed lay in half of the absin-
thium, and many mix cassia with it. When thefd-
fbre you lay the cloth in the jar, pour to the mtist
till you fill it, affording it one vent-hole, that it
may not ferment to too great a degree. Prepare
as many jars as you wish in the same manner;
and use the absinthites for diseases of the hypo- ,

ehondria

.
 

.

 -t

1 The Atticwas 6 pints 25.698 sol. inches.  It differed

but little from the Roman congius.

  This absinthium is mentioned by Cato, clix. and by Vege  ,
tius, iii. 3S, 7.

. In an amphora, in the Greek.
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chondria and of the liver, and for crudities*

,
 and

for pains in -the stomach. It also throws' out
noxious animals bred in the intestines.

XXII.-THE MAKING OF AMINEAK WINE. ~

Some indeed pouring wines of Aminean flavor
into a vessel which had Italian wine, bury ifciin
a place under the open air; and some throw in
a few bitter almonds, and a little of the. Indian

leaf, and a little defrutum: and others put into
teven amphbrag two drams of hepatic aloes and
of cyperus"

, or of other aloes, three drams of

amomumV four drams of costus, four drams of
the Indian leaf, nine drams of melilot, two drams

of Indian nard, three drams of cinnamon wood.

Some also add: four drains of each of; these, of

myrrh, cassia, crocus. Some use the &weet-iso*nted
-cftlamus instead of myrrh.   .

 . ;

* Indigested substances in the stomach.

' The French call it souchet, the English galangtdc. 1

q Afuifut; in Italian amomo. Many plants have this name.
Galen says of the true amomum : Amomum aroro similem Jacut-
tatem obtinet, nisi quod acorum sicciut tit, majore autem eon-

eoquendifacultate amomiim; lib. vi. Matthioli, p. 53. !
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XXin.-REPARATION OF THA3IAN' WINE.

We insolate the grapes, when ripe, laying the
bunches in pairs during five days, and on the
sixth day at noon we take, them up warm, and
immerse them in must and sea-water boiled to

half its quantity; and we take them up. and lay
them in the press; then having trodden them the
following night and day, we pour the liquor .

into

vessels; and when it has fermented and is fined,

we pour a twenty-fifth part of sapa into it; and
after the vernal equinox we rack it into propor- ,

tionate vessels*

XXIV.-PREPARATION OF COAN WINI.

Some indeed boil three parts of must and one 
of sea-water into a third of the quantity; but -
others mix with two measures of white wine one

cotyla of salt, three cotylae of sapa, one cotyla
of must, one cotyla of flour of orobus, one hun-
dred drams of melilot, sixteen drams of Celtic
nard.

XXV.

r Eluiy mention* this wine, lib. xiv. 7.
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XXV. -CONCERNING CENOMELI.

Put some Attic honey into an earthen pot l
and set it oh hot ashes, that* it may be clarified ;
and dfter the honey has been warihed, bur fdtff .
sextarii of wine to a sextarius of honey,

 and difffi'

pour the cenomeli into vessels that are well
pitched; and having pounded twelve scruples of
dry costus, and having tied it in a cloth, suspend
it in the cenomeli; and having stopped, set it'in
a room up-stairs.   Bnt some having poun&efl
twelve scriiples of the Indian leaf, mix it with
the oenomell, and they find it gbod beyond t*
pectation after fifteen days; and tfrhen it is

" dRf,'

it is incomparable.   Others indeed make fleno*'
mcli thus : they mhc six scruples of myrrh, twelve
scruples of cassia, two scruples of costus, four<
scruples of nard, four scruples of peppef, #ith
twenty-four Sfe tai-ii df Attk hcwiey; and th§y 8#t
it in the sun at the rising of the dog-star during
forty days.   Some csAl this nectaftr.

XXVI. t-CENOMfiLI FROM MUST.

Let the must stand until it has subsided to a

certain degree, and mix one sextarius of Attic
honey

* " That froth may arise," in the Greek.
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honey with ten sextarii of must; and having
poured it into the jar, and having secured it with
gypsum, set it in the shade. But it is proper to
know that the oenomeli from must is flatulent

and improper for the stomach, but it is good for
the bowels.

XXVII. PREPARATION OF HYDROMEL
.

Having cut thirty-two of the best apples
small with a reed

, and having taken out the
pips, put them into eight sextarii of the best
honey ; and having suffered them to remain eight
months, mix with them twelve sextarii of rain

water, that has been kept a considerable time,

and insolate them under the heat of the Dogrstar,
keeping out the rain and dew. Others, acting '
more Judiciously, prepare hydromel thus: having
'pounded the best apples that are come to matu-
rity, and having expressed four sextarii of the
juice, and having mixed eight sextarii of the
best honey, that has been skimmed, and twelve
sextarii of rain water, and' having insolated and
sufficiently boiled' it, they use it   But some boil

it

. .When the ingredients are united, I use the singular
number.

VOLi ! S
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itm a double' pot, so that it may seethe more froro
the hsat of the water, and not immediately frpuji
die fire, as it is the custom in Spain.'

XXVIII. ANOTHER  PREPABATIOX   OF At'

DROMEL.

Take some stale* rain water, or what has been

boiled away to a third part, mix with it a suf-

ficient quantity of honey, and having poured it
into a vessel, set it in the shade during ten days,
leaving a hole for vent, and so use it; but if it
were old, it would be better. Empirics also use
this in diseases,* knowing that it is compounded
of water and honey only. Others indeed mix
snow only with honey; and having well wrought

* Amfei ffim, «. e. in a small pet, placed ia one that
more capacious, with water in it. This process is in modern
times called balneum tnaritt.

* The different readings in this place have subjected the
passage to some ambiguity.

* Cum aqua pluvia ecssat putracerr, turn dulcedmem
iqcquirit.  Plin. xiv, 17.

* Er reus aa&muaf, in infirmities. Hydromeli quoque ex
hnbre pure cum meile temperebatur quondam, quod daretur ap-
petentibui viniagris, veluti innocentiore potu.' Plin. xxxLS,
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it, they lay it by, and it is a medecine used in
raging fcver ; and they call it chionomli.'

XXIX. RHODO ELITES.

Having pounded some good roses (mountaia
roses, if they are to be procured) judiciously*

gathered, and having squeezed them in the press,
and having poured two sextarii of the juice, mix
a sextarius of honey with it. Having skimmed
the honey, pour it into the juice of the roses,
and having poured it into a vessel, mix* it well,
and set it

'

in a place that is dry.

XXX. PREPARATION OF PARSEEY WINE.

Twelve scruples of parsley seed (some put
in sixteen scruples), six scruples of the seed or
of the green leaves of rue,

 one sextarius of

skimmed honey, five sextarii of wine; having
mixed all these, set them by during fifteen days.

s 2 XXXI.
' Burning.

z So called,
 because mixed with snow.

* ZttrnxfiTfum, taken with those parts of the petals that
were fixed in the empalement.

b Nrraja&r ivrvwi. The Greek expression implies the
mixture was effected by briskly moving the composition up-
ward.
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XXXI. PREPAEATION OF CONDITUM.*

Let eight scruples of pepper washed anc}
dried, and carefully pounded, one sextarius of
Attic honey, and four or five sextarii of old whitp
wine, be mixed.

1*5

XXXII.-PREPARATION OF THE BEST SAPAi.*'

If you boil and skim eight sextarii of the
,

 best

must, and a hundred sextarii of the best wine, to

a third part, you will make it excellent
i

XXXIII.-PREPARATION OF DIFFERENT SORTS

OF VINEGAR, AND HOW ONE MAY MAKE WINE

INTO VINEGAR.

Take and pound beet-root and lay it in the
wine, and it will be vinegar in three hours. But
if you wish to makee it change a second time,
put some cabbage-root into it.

XXXIV.

* Wine impregnated with aromatics and honey.
d The r4"ipa of the Greeks.

. AvoxaTorvt signifies to bring the composition from its
last state ; it does not imply into its first state, as the Latin

word restituere in the translation does.   The Latin and Eng-
' lish languages have not correspondent terms to express the

idea.
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XXXIV.-VINEGAR MADE WITHOUT WINE.

Put some tender peaches in ajar, and having
jdarched some barley, sprinkle it over them, and
6ufFer it to putrify;. then percolate and use it
You are also to make vinegar without wine thus:
lay some tender figs in a jar, and parched bar-
ley, and the insides of citrons, and stir them
ctften ; and when they are properly compounded,
percolate and use it. You will make vinegar
without wine thus: boil gypsum and sea-water;
having then mixed it with river-water, when it
has been percolated, use it.

XXXV. -VINEGAR  CALCULATED FOR DIGES-

TION AND HEALTH.

Put eight drams of squill and one sextarius
of vinegar in a vessel, and a due quantity of
pepper, and of mint, and of cassia, and of
ripe berries of the juniper, and after some time
use it.

XXXVI. -PREPARATION OF SWEET VINEGAR,

Take ajar of very sharp vinegar, and having
mixed .with it an equal quantity of good must,
.

83
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that has been trodden,' stop it with pitch, and
having Suffered it to lie thirty days, us6 it But
some make sweet vinegar thus; they boil one
measure of must -lis it runs from the treadingr

with two measures of vinegar, until the ttord
part be boiled away. Others boil two measures
of must and a measure of vinegar, with three
measures of river-water, previously boiled, until
the third part of the whole be boiled away, and
two thirds remain.

XXXVII. PEEPARATIO  Of SHARP VINEGAR,

Dey the grape kernels during two days,
 and

lay them in must with a few sour grapes, and
after the seventh day use it; or throw in pyre-
thrum*, and it will be sour. You will also make

it sour if you take a fourth or fifth part of the
vinegar, and heat it over the fire, and add it to
the remainder, and set it in the sun during eight
days. The stale roots of agfostis thrown ill, and
dried grapes, and the pounded leaves of the wild

pear,

' This was sweeter than what came from the press, becaiwfe

the bruised grape-stones did not contribute to give it sharp-
sess.

t Pellitory of Spam. The Greek name seems to allude

to the fiery quality of the root of the plant,
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pour, and bramble roots, and milk whey, will
make vmegar very1' eharp and pleasant The
hot doders also of burnt oak, and a decoction

of eiebinthai/ and bunting hot shells, thrown in,
make vinegar sharp.

XXXVIII.-THAT V1NJSGAE MAY EEP SOUB,

Having mixed beans with an acid citron,
throw them into the vessel.

XXXIX. TO MAKE PEPPEE VINEGAR.

Put some whole pepper in a cloth, and having
suspended it in the vinegar eight days, use it

XL.*-pao6r or vjneoar, whether it is

MIXED WITH WATER.

Throw some nitre into the vinegar; and if it
Swells, as if boiling, conclude that it is diluted.

XLI.-HOW TO MAKE A DOUBLE QUANTITY OF
VINEGAR.

Take a certain measure of vinegar,
 as for

example, an Attic measure; add to it one Attic
s 4 measure

1 Vetches.
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'measure of sea-water boiled to htdf its

quantity, and having mixed them, lay them by a*
a vessel. Some indeed having macerated and
percolated barley, mix one Attic measure of the
liquor with one Attic measure of vinegar, and
they stir them together; and having thrown in
a sufficient quantity of parched salt quite hot,
they stop the vessel, and they suffer it to remain
twenty days. Some also throw figs moistened
and putrified on the trees into water, and per-
mitting them to putrify together, they make
vinegar.

XLII.-TO MAKE SQUILLk VINEGAR.

Pour into a jar thirty-six' sextarii of the best
and sharpest vinegar, and take the inside of the"

white

k This has the credit of having been made by Pythagoras;
and when he began to make use of it, he was fifty yean old,
and his life was prolonged to a hundred and seventeen yean;
and he is said never to have been assailed by ill health.

-

Galen, op. 1. iii. c. 249.

1 I have used this term in preference to the Greek (trcu,

because it is more known. The texlariiu was more capa-
cious than the tmt 1.353 sol. inch. It was the sixth part
of the Roman eongiiu, as the fimf was the sixth part of the
Attic xw;.

B The Greek says, of the peel of the white squill.
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jvfaite squill cut into small pieces, and dried in
sthe sua during thirty days; macerate it in the

ftimegar during twelve days; then take the vinegar
and set it by, and use it when you wish; for
squill vinegar will be no less useful than the squill
wine.

i

BOOK
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BOOK IX.

HYPOTHESIS.

These thing* are contained in this Book, being the Ninth
indeed'conceming the select Precepts of Agriculture, and
comprising every method concerning the planting and care
of the olives, and the making of oil from immature olives;

and every other care and management in relation to the oil;
and concerning the various modes of preserving olives.

I
.-CONCERNING OLIVES.

ThEY say that the olive was thus produced:
all the earth being in the beginning covered with
water, and when it first appeared at Athens,
Minerva and Neptune being enamoured with
the situation, contended to build a city with their i
name.   But Jupiter, wishing to put an end to the
contest between them, says, " Whoever bestows

the most useful gift on the city, let him have it"
Neptune therefore supplied it with ports and
naval" repositories; and Minerva raised an olive
in the citadel, flourishing and fruitful; and being -
crowned with it, and by all admired, she obtained

the

 Nufwif, with docks.
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Ibe vict<Mry, and they called the dty Athens, after
her name, Neptune thus being overcome, betook
himself into his usual limits: from which circum-

stance the arbitrators set a chaplet of the wild
olive on the heads of tho e who overcome in, diffi-

cult contests. The inscribing of the word A thena
oil the leaf of the olive, and fixing the leaf on the
head with a thread, has indeed been useful, and

it has, as a charm, cured the head-ache.

II.-CONCEENING THE PLANTING AND THE CARE

,   OF OLIVES, AND THAT A DUE ATTENTION. TO

THESE IS OF THE GREATEST ADVANTAGE.

The return arising from the olive-tree being
wapy necessary (for no other produce can be thus
pjieservted during a length of time), it is requisite
that they who are employed in agriculture should
bestow the greatest attention on the olive: for
the produce from the olive has not only infal-
Imble and certain returns; but the fruit of the

olive is also of the greatest utility to all the aiU
of Kfe. The leaves of olives being turned, also
announce the summer solstice, as does the lime,

and the elm, and the white poplar. Judge also
that' the olive is fruitful, if it does not produce
fruit at the sides, but at the top of the shoot. But

the
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the olive being pure, ought to have them' tha£
gather it chaste; and they ought to swear that they
come from their own wife's, not from another'

s

bed; for it will thus produce a great abundance
of fruit for the time to come. They say also,
that in Anazarbe" of Cilicia, chaste boys cultivate
the olive, and for this reason, that the olive is

there very fruitful.

III. CONCERNING AIR SUITABLE TO OLIVES,

AND THE FORM OF THE GROUND.

A warm and dry air is adapted to olives; and
one may see this in Libya and Cilicia, and theijr
olives. But the form of the ground, when in-
clined and high, contributes to the suitableness
of the air; for this, in situations of this &p4»

because the burning heat of the sun coming from
above is cooled by the winds, makes the best oil,
and that which is prepared and called the crude1
wrought oil; but the olives in champagne situa-
tions being indeed less moved by the winds,

 and

more powerfully warmed by the sun lying on
thm

 A town of Cilicia
, which gave birth to Dioscorides.

t tiput/fin. It was made of olives before they were r pc.
T« *jL40Tj(fi5 a km* tpQaant xoAurm,   Galen, lib. 3.
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them, produce the thick oil. On the whole then
il is to be observed, that the winds give anima-
tion, not only to plants, but to all things, as vehe-
ment and impetuous winds are unpropitious to
all things; but they mostly contribute indeed to
the thriving of all plants, and particularly to that
of the olive. You will therefore find those plants
of the olives peculiarly flourishing, to which the
free air has access, the distances between the

plants being considerable, through which the
wind can find its way in due proportion. For
this reason then we have said

,
 that inclined and

high situations are eminently adapted to the
olive, because they always receive a temperate
wind, which injures nothing, but approaches
each tree impartially, and it cherishes and pro-
motes the growth of the plant. '

IV.- CONCERNING THE TIME OF PLANTING

OLiyES, AND IN WHAT KIND OF GROUND

YOU ARE TO PLANJC THEM.

You are to plant olives from the setting of the
Hyades to the winter solstice, that is, from the

fifteenth of the month of November, to the twen-

tieth of the month of December. You are like-

irise to plant the olive in the spring; for the two
seasons
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seasons resemble each other in respect of moisture
and cold; for the autumn indeed keeps the
ground warm from the heat of the sun, and it
preserves its moisture from the autumnal showers;
and the spring indeed possesses moisture from
the preceding showers, and it assumes beat from
the approach of the sun. The moist soil pro-
duces more flourishing and more rich olive-trees;
lor which reason you are to prefer this soil: and
the next to this, is the white potters day; the
third is the hard potters clay. But we do not
recommend the deep soil, nor the red, £or being
hot it kills the plants with heat; and you are
more particularly to avoid the soil that is dug
deep, for it produces poor and watery fruit; but
light land is suitable, and Attica bears tcstiaooy
to this.

V
.-CONCEKNJNG A NP EBr.   . :

Indeed the setting of the plants already men-
tioned in their own ground is a more compen-
dious way, without the delay arising frpm fhe
taking of the pdants up from the nurseries. : Qft
as plants removed from the auraer s p9$re|s
n»re infallible principles «f veget two, wew i
shew the mode of making nuraerieis.   It is -nec -

sary
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sary theq, as we 
'have1 often already mentipne ,

that the nursery should be always equal to the
soil to be planted, not only in quality and form,
but in the quality of the air also, that the plant
that is to be set in it may not suffer from it*
novelty. You are then to take into the nurse*
ries shoots from the young and fruitful olives
of a proper thickness, not such as have sprung

from the trunk, but above, from the shoots for

cutting and the young branches.
 Let the mea-

sure also be a cubit, and let not the bark be lace?

rated in the cutting; for it is proper to observe
this most correctly. You are also to trim the
wound on every side with a sharp knife, keeping
the plant' close cut and whole; but let the lower
end be smeared with cow-dung mixed with ashes;
and we are to set it in the ground, so that it may
protrude four fingers breadth, and we are then
to excavate the trench, as it has been already*
mentioned, for the reception of the showers. It
is also proper, as we have said, previously to ob-
serve, that the cutting may not be set with its
head downward; and we are to' fix a reed that

the
 H. 48.

 Antpuot ntti sXoxXdjw. The first word means, that the
skoat ought not to hare any tuperfluaus part of the wood air
bark of the wood from which it was taken.

. See x. 2.
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the workmen may know the plant1; and it is
necessary to stir the plants in the nurseries evefy
month, for seven months. In the space of three
years, this training in the nursery may be of
utility; but the fourth year you are to take off the
superfluous branches, and thus you are to removfe
the plants into the ground that is to be set, cat-
rying with the plants a portion of their ovta
native soil. The mode indeed of planting olives
also by means of cuttings is useful. But some,
setting in the nurseries large" shoots taken frofn
the lowest roots, which by the Syrians are called
gorphuf, when they see them fit for removing,
transplant them. But many setting them, not
in nurseries, but in their own soil', have not

missed their aim. But it is better to set sut3h

things mostly in nurseries; for, when diligently
watered in them, they quickly shoot, and they
are easily transplanted. 1

VI.

* The sight of the plant, in the Greek.

 Svim.

* From the eastern word sij, in the infinitive, to pluck;

or from the Arabic word Iw yj , which signifies to take
«way wholly, or, as it is expressed in English, root and branch

* Have not thoroughly erred, is the Greek expression.
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VI.-CONCERNING TRENCHES FOR T E PLANT-

ING OF THE OLIVES.

When the planting of the olive takes place,
 it

is proper to clear the places in which it is to be
made, and to take away every thing of hetero-
geneous quality, and to throw up a wall or a
hedge. But it is proper, and peculiarly so, to
dig the trenches the year before planting, that
the soil may be rendered more friable by the sun,
and by the breezes and the showers, and that the
plants may throw out roots. But if we are in a
hurry to plant, we are to burn at the bottoms of
the trenches two months before, or at least one,

dead shoots and reeds, and such things as are
easily burnt, during many days together. The
trench indeed ought to be three cubits deep, or
not less than two and a half. Let the trenches

also be fifty cubits distant from each other, that
the stems of the trees may be well aired, and that
the intermediate space may be sown. But some
thinking the mode of sowing beneath them, make
the plantation thick, but so that the plants may
not be shaded one by another.

VOL. J.
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VII.-OF WHAT SORT THE OLIVE PLANTS TO BE

SET OUGHT TO SE.

The olive plants ought to come from suitable
»itu«tions, and from young trees that bear yearly;
having stems of due thickness, or more than cora-
nionly thick; and they ought to be smooth and
straight.

VIII.-to make an olive-teee fertile.

Bore the stem quite through with an auger,
and taking two shoots from another fruitful olive,
set in the extremities of the shoots from each

side, so that they may come through at the op-
posite side; and taking hold of both shoots, draw
them through with your hands; and when they
are drawn in close as a wedge, cut the super-
fluous parts off from each side, that is, the parts
of the shoots that protrude and smear the per-
forated places on each side with clay and chaff,
and the tree will produce plenty of good fruit.

IX.-CONCERNING THE  CARE  OF THE FULL-

GROWN OLIVES.

Concerning the planting and culture truly
thfeh of the olive-trees, we have laid down suf-

ficient
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ficient metructkua: and now follows rrrfounatieo

relating to &e caa-c of tbe fuil-grown olive-treesi.
Perfbrm therefore the work, tha* is, the afcla*-

i(|[4ieation, at that period, which is also prescribed
Jo relation to the young1 plants.   But it is proper
that the digging to a considerable depth, and the
layi&g on, and the quantity of the compost, and
-the ilepfeh of the mould, be in proportion to the
jBtemSs, and to their size, and to the nature of the

ground.   It is indeed right to carry less compost
<o places where the plants shoot at a more early
period, and to wet situations, and in an interval

mmy years; and to use tbe accumulation of
Auould more sparingly, lest the trees impelled to
«hQ©t hurt the fruit in its earliest7 infancy. Burt
in situations that are more steril a sd more dry,
it is proper to bestow more compoet, and speedily ;
.
and to raise* the accumulation of mould higher to
the stems, that they may shoot more successfully
by means of the compost; and that they may not
be scorched by the sun by means of the accumu-
lation.   But bestow on the full-grown olives, al-
xeady mentioned, a thorough pruning, as well as

t S on

j
 » 3, 13, and 5, 20.

J In its blossom, in the Greek.

1 To use, ui tie origioal.
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on other trees,, in the autumn, after the setting  of
the Pleiades; for at that season the trees seem to

be more firm and more strong; for it happens'to
them first, that the moisture has been drawn up

for the support of the shoots, and for the nourisht
ment of the fruit: and secondly, because th«
moisture left after the summer's heat, is dried

up: and thirdly, because they have not yet.«*-
ceived the winter's showers; so that, for alii'the

reasons already enumerated, the season 'of-the
autumn is the most adapted to prune trees, whtob
are . then very strong, and especially the olive.
But it

.
 is necessary, that he who is going to

prune, should first manure, that the utility;
the compost may be opposed to the injury from
the pruning; for the trunks that are thoroughly
pruned suffer during the time, on account.of the
wounds; but when manured they soon recover,
and they shoot more speedily. But it is requi-
site to prune the dry wood, and what grows from
the middle of the tree, that' it may have free air:
and it is proper to take away the branches that
Jie one on another, and to study the thinning of
, them; and indeed to cut off the crooked branches,

and especially such as are too long, and those
that

'
.    About the sixth of the ides of November.

b ** That it may bav« respiration " is the Greek phrase.
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that grow: into immoderate length, being naturally
fetewl. For it has for this reason been reckoned

. among all formers that olive-trees ought not to
be more than ten cubits long, and that a length
beyond this is hurtful, the branches being broken
by the vehemence of the winds, and the blossoms
disturbed, and falling off before the time. Where-
fore many draw the branches of the plants down
to the ground, making the tree become lower and
more depressed. We have now said enough con-
cerning the pruning of the full-grown olives, which
it is proper to perform for three or four years.
You are likewise to remove every year the
branches that grow on the trunks*, while they are
yet tender, that the trunk may .not suffer incon-
venience from them.

X
.-HOW ONE MAY MAKE OLIVE-TREES FLOURISH

AND PRODUCE PLENTY OF FRUIT J AND HOW

ONE MAY CURE THEM, WHEN THEY ARE DE-

' CAYlifG.

You will render the olive-trees more thriving,

and more flourishing, and exceedingly fruitful,
if, after digging round the roots, you pour over

a each root two cotylae of amurca, from ohves that
r T 3 have

' Th« Greek word means the lower parts of the trunks.

r
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have not been sailed, equally Mixed trith rivar-
'

ater; ot a basket of two of bean straw, in pr«*

portion suitable to the tree; or potters earth
mixed with cow-dung, or so much sea-weed.
Stale urine also poured down the trunk is ndt
less useful. But it is necessary after this im-
mediately to heap oh mould, laying it ardutid

ftom the roots to the height of two palms; and
tb make an excavation round the accumulated

mould for the reception of rain-water. It is in-
1 deed proper to apply this remedy during the heat

of the Dog-star. It is also of greater utility to
use rigation at that period, and especially if thert
is a drought. But you are to make trees that
are steril bear fruit plentifiilly in this inanfter'

.

making
* an opening, about the measure of a cubit|

from the lower end of the trunk, and perforating
the trunk down to the south side with an auger,

forming a hole of the size of one's middle finger,
and boring the trunk quite through; then taking
two olive shoots from another tree, that has

always been fruitful, fill the holes on each side,
so that both the shoots may cotne quite through;
and taking hold of them, draw them forcibly; and

whefl

* Avurxpt.   This term was applied in physic to scarifying
and opening a vein. ,
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vrfaen the hole is, as it were, wedged' pn both

sides, the shoots having been eqi alty dr wn, cut 
off, the super Sous parts on each side, and cover
the holes with clay' and straw: afld as you
would wish the olives to prove, you should sqt
in such shoots as it has been prescribed; for
thus the olive-tree will produce better oil, the
shoots of a plant that used to bear good oil-fruit
having been set in. But it is necessary to take
the shoots from the southern side of the tree.

You will also remedy the olive-trees that are too
luxuriant, that is, that produce a multiplicity of
leaves, but little fruit, in this manner: fix a piece

the wil4 plive, or of the pine, or pf the oak,
or a Slope, in the ropts. You will also thus re-

Eftetdy those that indeed bear much fruit, but do
PQt afterward ripen it, as weU a9 those that in-
»uspicipusly shed their flowers: having dug round
the trunk, throw over one of superior size, in-
deed two baskets of sea-weed, n4 Pver one of
inferior size a less quantity; havipg then mixed
asaurcA with river-water,

, pour four congji* dowp
each trunk; and if thiere is np sea-weed, use the

t 4 onmr

. t. «. well closed, as a fissure with a w dge.

{ The expression in Greek implies tiat tfeey were mixed.
* Trrptxpi, a measure of (our pvt.
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amurca alone. Bat in relation to the-reibedy
against noxious animals, and the injury from the
circumambient air

, we have given instruction-in
general terms, in the discourse  relating to vines.
It is then necessary, if you find the roots dry and
morbid, to know that worms bred at the bottom

are the cause, which you are indeed to destroy
by many methods, as it has been already men-
tioued, but particularly by the planting1 of squills.

XL-THAT THE PLANTATION OF THE OLIVE IS

EFFECTED IN MANY AND DIFFERENT WAYS.

It is proper also to know that what is planted
is sometimes indeed buried in the ground, and
sometimes a part of it committed to the soil, and
a part lies above it Those things then that are
totally covered want no kind of mark when they
are selected; but it is proper to plant those that
in part lie out of the ground, as they primarily
had the stem to the east, or to the south, or to

the west, that they may not suffer from the novelty
of the air. You are also to water the plants twice
ork thrice, if possible, when there are no showers;

and
* 5, 48, &c.

1 2
, 10, 90, &c.

k Apd, in the Greek.
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- fepfihyou «re to- set in the trenches-on each side
s.Of the j ant two sticks, even and straight, or
-reeds, or dead shoots tied together,- so that they

Biay lie above the trenches; and when the plant
 is trodden down; you1 are indeed to finish the
covering of it; and you are to fill up the vacant
places with small stones or shells; and you are to
«over them with a larger stone, that the rain-
water may have access to the roots.   But it is
necessary to take the plants immediately to set
in moist weather.   But the planting of the olive
is effected various ways.   For some indeed plant
it from cuttings; for they take the thicker branches
end saw them to the length of a cubit, and so
plant them. Some likewise plant them thus from
truncheons: having sawn off the thicker branches

-ito the length of. two cubits, they set at the bottom
of the trench a wide stone; then fixing the plant
oix this, they immediately throw on the mould.
Some also plant the most generous of the suckers

-with the stem.   Some likewise prune the plants
tltey are going to take with a pruning-knife, while
-they are on the stem, and they set them in the
trenches about the rising of Arcturus"". Others

plant

1 This passage seems to be of questionable authenticity.

Columella says it rose on the nones of September; Pliny
says it rose about a week later.
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pbwt mhak ate called troffas' ia this l«n «r:

having marked them with red earth, how they
ttaod to the east and to the south, they saw them
from the stem, four or five cubits; and they set
thqm in the trenches, bestowing on them every
due attention. This mode of planting, if it suc-
ceeds, quickens more readily, and produces fruit
more speedily. Some also plant thus from stems:
having cut the stems into sizeable pieces, they
lay the pieces, having the bark upward, in the
trench, and having laid on mould with compost,
a palm high, they let them remain. Some like-
wise having cut off thin pieces four palms long,
with the bark from the part of the stem under
ground, lay a stone at the bottom of the trench;
and they lay three or four of the thin pieces
found it; and they cover them a palm deep. lu
what way soever the plantation is effected, lei
die plants be sawn; and you are carefully to ob-
serve, that the bark may not be lacerated; and
you are to trim the wound with a sharp knife,
keeping the bark closely cut; and you are to
smear the lower end of the cutting with cow-
dung mixed with ashes.   It is also necessary to

observe

 From their resemblance to the trunks, called tvofkits, so
called, because they were fixed where an eaemy had been
turned to flight.
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observe, that the cutting may riot fie set with its
head downward; for we fofture the plant when
we set it thus inverted. It is moreover requisite
to throw manure into the trenches.

«

XII. THAT THE FRUIT OF THE OLIVE MAY NOT

FALL OFF.

The fruit of the olive will not fall off, if taking
a bean that is faulty, you stop the faulty" part
with wax; then taking a clod from the root, and

setting the bean, you are to cover it

XIII. -concerning the»pruning of olives.

It is right to prune the olive after it is disbur-
thened of its fruit; and do not persuade yourself
that the fruit is more scanty, when considerable
branches are removed; for you will have a more
abundant crop of fruit from the young shoots.

XIV.-CONCERNING THE OLIVE GRAPE.

It is worthy of observation, and we must not
pass by without taking notice of the attachment
of the olive to the vine, which Florentinus men-

tions

0 The hole, in the Greek.
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tions in the eleventh book of the orgies: for
he says, that if any person grafts the olive on
the vine, not only clusters of grapes grow from
it, but olives also: and he says that he saw such
a tree at Marius' Mafcimus s

, and that he tasted

of the fruit, and that it seemed to taste at thq
same time of the grape-stone and of the olive
kernel. He also says that such plants grow in
Libya, and that they are in the language of that
country called oubolima'1

. You are also to. set

poles underneath, strong enough to support the
weight of the olive; but if we graft another way,
we may have no need of poles: for having
bored the vine to the ground, we may set in the
olive shoot, that it may participate of the sweet-
ness of the vine, and of the natural and nutritious

quality of the ground. But we shall receive its
fruit wi h less trouble, when it does not bear on

the vine, if we take shoots from itr and transplant
them ; for when rooted by itself, it will preserve its
mixed flavour, and the fruit from it is called the

olive grape.
XV.

' A prefect of the city, A.D. 218. Dio Cassius, Ixxviii. 14,;

i A corruption from uvotiva, by changing the o into b and

m, which were called letters of. the same organs. The jword
se my adapted to the genius of the Arabic.

' After it has been grafted on the vine.
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XV.-CONCERNING MANURE ADAPTED TO THJI
OLIVE.

Evert kind of manure is suitable to the olive

except human faeces; but you ought not to throw
the manure down on the roots, but at a little

distance from the stems; and it is proper to ma-
nure the olive-trees during two or thrqe years;
and he- that plants the olive ought by all means
to throw manure into the trenches, and to mix it

with the mould.

XVI.-CONCERNING THE GRAFTING OF OLIVES;

Some olive plants indeed have a thin, and
some a thick bark. You are then to graft those
that have a thick and moist bark, in the bark;

and those that have a thin and dry bark, in the
wood. But the time of this grafting is from the rf/hj-
calends of June, that is, from the twenty-second
of the month of May, to the calends of June.

,It is also proper frequently to water the olives
'

 that have been grafted, when they are dry; but
some also graft them on the

'

 roots that remain

out of the ground.

XVII.
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XVII.-ttOW AKto WHttf W T* WfcCtaSABT TO

GATHER AND TO-HARVEST THE OLIVES.

The proper season for the preparation of the
common oil is when more than half of the fruit

appears to be getting black. But it is necessary
to accelerate the gathering before the frost sets
ki, for the trees will afford a less1 iaborkms and

ft more abundant crop. But it is necessary to
gather the fruit when it is fine weather, and not
rainy; for a wet shoot is weak and easily broken;
on which account it is neither proper to disturb
the branches, nor to gather the fruit, when smaH
rain falls, before the wet is thoroughly dried'

from the plants: and where the soil is miry, you
are to spread a mat or some such thing; but if
you have nothing of this kind, it is proper to
Wash the olives with warm water; for, besides tbfc
cleaning of them, we shall likewise find more
oil. Wherefore, if it be possible, although they
may not be dirty, it is proper to wash them
with warm water. Some, acting with propriety .
only shake the branches with their hands, that
the fruk may drop, and they do not apply a stvek

to

' Ikcause the olives might be pressed with less trouble.
* Removed, in the Greek,
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to the olrv«, becftusfe it afterwards besors tnon

scMtily; but the fruit coming down with violence
is wotrrtded, falling upon atones or upon hard
clods; land partaking of the quality of the soil
tt will make the oil feculent It is necessary
then to prepare triangular scaffolds, and to lay
A wide board upon them, (hat standing upon it
they may gather the olives.

XVIII.-HOW OIL   MAT BE ' MADE WTTHOUt

OLIVES.

The fruit of the Terebinthu8u being ground in
tile mill as the olive, and being pressed, produces
oil: and the refuse does7 for pigs to eat, and for
burning. Sesamu8w also makes oil, and the wal<-
nut, the shell haviag been removed, that is,
when they are pressed.

XIX.-THfe MAKING OF OMPHACINE OIL.

It is yet proper to know from* the signification
«f the term, that the premature olives make the

omphacine
. Turpentine tree.

t IIoh*.
t

w The oily grain.
* 0/* <x{ signifies a grape, but hete an olive, before it

comes to perfect maturity.
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omphftdne oiL When you then see the olives be-
ginning to exhibit sigrts of maUirity, order the boys
or the labourers to gather them from the treejvigi
their hands, observing that none of them may fall
on the ground: and it is proper to take every day
such a quantity as may be wrought the following
ni-ht, or the night after. Spread them however
when gathered, on light hurdles, that the waterj
moisture that is in them may be dried,

 and

that no injury may arrive from their heating-:
and you are to gather the leaves and feculence
amon.- them ; for these things being mixed are
adverse to the keeping of the oil: then taking the
olives in the evening, besprinkle them with sal
and put them into a mill, which is clean, and

grind them gently with your hand, that the re-
fuse of the olives may not be ground along with
them; for the watery fluid from the refuse in-
jures the oil. It is therefore necessary that the
wheel may be turned, round briskly and lightly,
that the flesh and the skin of the olive may be
only pressed; and after the grinding, cany what
is ground in small trays to the press, and lay in
frails made of willow, for the willow contribute*

much to the beauty of the oil; then lay on a
light and not a burthensome weight, for what

flows from light, pressure is very sweet and very
.
 

.

 thin,
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thin, wktch, when yon have drawn it into clean
veistels, order to be kept by itself: press again
the olives that are left, and lie underneath, with

a little heavier weight; and keep this also by it-
telf, for this indeed will be a little inferior to the

first, but better than what follows.   But it is

proper to throw a little salt and nitre to both of
these, when they are drawn into another vessel,
and to stir them with an olive stick, and let them

afterward remain until they subside, and you
will be sure to find the watery fluid rest at the
bottom, that is, the amurca, and the richest fluid

swimming on the surface above it, which it is ex-
pedient to take without the amurca, and to pour
into a glass vessel; for the glass being naturally
cool, will keep the oil exceedingly well; for the
nature of oil likes the cold: but if you have ho
glass vessels, pour it into new jars smeared in the
inside with gypsum, and set them in dry situa-
tions toward the north; for oil likes to be in a

dry and cool place; for heat and moisture are
inimical to oil.

XX. - fREPARATION OF SWEET-SCENTED OIL.

Put into a jar during ten days eight sextarii
of sweet wine, that is, of that which is called

vol. i.        .   u must
,
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must, and two sextarii of oil, and a good quan-
tity of pounded iris, having tied it: and after-
wards use the oil, having percolated it This
liquor is fit for women to drink.

XXI.-HOW OXE MAY MAKE OIL FINE.

Having heated salt on the fire, throw it into

the oil, while it is hot. The cone f)f the pine,
when burnt and thrown in hot, does the same

thing, as do the root of the citron, and the parched
feces of the oil.

XXII. - TO CURE BANCID OIL.

Boil white wax with good oil, and pour it in
while it is liquid: and having heated some salt,
throw it in, while it is hot. But it is proper to
know that you are to keep every oil in eL placSfe
under-ground; and that fire, or the sun, or boifttg
water, if a brazen vessel, or some other that will

not break, is set in it, makes oil fine. Anise

thrown in will cure rancid oil: and if you
take anise and throw it in, it will not become

rancid.

. XXIII
.
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XXIII.- TO CURE FETID OIL.

Having pounded some green olives without
feculence, throw them into the oil vessel, when

the sun is hot.   But if you have no olives, having
bruised the tender shoots of the tree

, you are to
do this.   Some indeed throw both in

, having
tied them in a cloth

, and having mixed them
with pounded salt   But it is proper to take out
the cloth after three days, and to stir the oil: and
when it has settled, it is proper to pour it into
another vessel.   Others, having heated old bricks
red hot, throw them in.   Others having crumbled
dry barley bread, and having wrapped it in a
cloth of loose texture, throw it in; and having
done this twice or thrice, they finally throw in
some concreted salt, and they pour it again into
H clean vessel.   Others, having rubbed melilot
with oil, lay it in the oil a day and a night

XXIV.-TO MAKE TURBID OIL FINE.

Having poured the oil into a vessel having a
wide mouth, set it in the heat of the sun; and

when it is hot, besprinkle some fine parched salt
over it; and when it has formed a sediment, pour

.     u 2 it
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it into another vessel. You will also make fecu-

lent oil clear in this manner: having peufaied
the bark of the olive, and some of the sprays,
and salt, and having tied them all in a cloth,
suspend them in the vessel.

'

.
 -iv

XXV.- IF A MOUSE,   OR ANY   OTHEE ATRfr
. MAL, HAVING FALLEN   INTO THE OIL, BfM

HURT ITS FLAVOUR. 
.

Suspend a handful of coriander in the oil, and

if the unsavoury smell remaips, change the cori-
ander. Some indeed, having dried the coriander
in the shade, and having pounded it, throw it into
the oil. Others having dried fenugreek in tlic
sun, lay it in the vessels: but it is better to extin-
guish the red-hot coals of olive wood in the oil
Others take dried grapes without the kernels,
and pounding them, throw them in; and after ten
days thty take and press these grapes, and they
pour the turbid oil into another vessel. Others
likewise, having pounded dried grapes in a mor-
tar, the kernels having been left, throw tbcma
into the oil.

xx vi
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Da&XVJ.-TO MAKE OIL LIKE SPANISH OIL. ,

Pour a triple quantity of water, not too hot,
and a little salt pounded and well mixed with it,
into oil clear from amurca, quite hot; and mo-
ving and stirring it, that the whole may be well
mfced, suffer it to rest some time

,
 until the

*rater that is poured in may subside in the man-
ner of amurca: then taking the oil on the surface
with a vessel, that is, with a skimmer7, and

again stirring it in the same manner with warm
water, and doing the same thing, remove the re-
mainder of the clear oil: then mixing the juice of
tender leaves of the olive pounded, that it may
take away a certain sharpness and bitterness,
with the subsiding oil, use it after three days, or
even the same day. But others pouring ompha-
cine oil, or some other good oil, into a mortar,
work it around; and when it is necessary, they
use it as Spanish oil.

.
 XXVII.-'-TO HAKE OIL LIKE ISTRIAN OIL.

Throw into omphacine or other good oil, some
ry elicampane, and laurel leaves, and dry cy-

perus,

y Koyx* ; tbut called, because made in the shape of a
shell.
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penis, all pounded and made quite fine; then
mrdftg them 1  sufficiently stirring tiiem : whiBii
it has subsided, keep it during three days or
more, and boil it down to a third part. This is
what is called Liburnian oil, and the Istrians*

give it this name.

XXVIII.-TftE BEST COMPOUND OF OLIVE91

Take large and whole olives gathered with tb?
band, cut them around with a sharp reed, and
so throw them into a new vessel not yet pitched,
and sprinkle some very fine salt over them ; and
when it is dissolved, have some honey in rea-
diness in another vessel, if it is indeed convenient

but if not, some sapa and citron leaves,
 and

pour the olives into this preparation so that the
liquor may cover them. But some likewise mix
with the preparation fennel seed, and carnaba-
dium*, and parsley seed, and anethu!p,,; and they
make the olive compound altogether admirable,
which is to many persons unknown.

xx£x.

* Istria lay on the coast of the Adriatic, between Liburuia
and Aquileja.

» ISthiopic Cumin. b Dill.
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XXIX.  OXYMEL COMPPCND OF OLIVES.

Take the long olives with the shoots on which
they grew, the best, and those that are black,

wholly unhurt; then washing them with cold wa-
ter, dry them on hurdles; and so throwing them
into a hollow tray, pour oil on them, and sprin-
kling one choenix' of pounded salt over nine

,

 times

that quantity, move them gently with your hands,

that they may not be bruised: then throw the
dlives into the vessel

, pouring oxymel over them,
and let the liquor cover them; and having then
closed them with sprigs of fennel, lay them by.

i ...

XXX.-THE MUST COMPOUNP.

Having gathered the white olives, they mace-
rate them in sea-water during six days; they then
lay them in a vessel, and pour fresh must upon
them; but they do not wholly fill the vessels, that
the must may not, in fermenting, run over; and
when it has fermented, they stop it. Some in-
deed, first throwing in a handful qf salt, pour in
the must, and then the olim; and when it has

fermented, they stop it.
XXXI.

* I pint 15.706i sol. inches.
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XXXI.-OLIVE COMPOUND  WITH REfUSE OF

GRAPES.

Pour the fresh relios, before they are pressed,
into a vessel, alternately tvith the olives; then
stop it

XXXII. CONCERNING POUNDED OLIVES.

Having taken the Bnore healthy olives, before
they become black with ripeness, and having
bruised them in a wooden vessel, throw them into

hot water; then having taken them in a basket
and pressed them, throw on some salt  not well
pounded, and having laid on a handful of salt,
close them with sprigs of fennel. Others, having
bruised the olives, take out the stones, and sprin-
kle some pounded salt with cumin and sprigs of
fennel over them ; they then pour in some good
must,  and they stop them.

XXXIII.-concerning the olives called

COLUMBADES.'

Taking the large olives called columbades,

when they are come to perfection and turn Made,
with

1 So chlled from the circumstance of their swimming in the
brine: they were iometime» called wrrflic.   Alhcaaeus says,
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with the pedicles on which they stand, be careful
that, when they are thrown into a.large vessel,
when they are remo ved, they may not be bruised:
then washing them in cold water, dry .them gra-
xlually in baskets6 in the shade for a day, and
turn them

. gently,
,
 that they may be equally

dried; then throw a handful of pardhed salt into
the bottom of the vessel, and pour in four congii
of the secondf pickle with three cotylae of vine-
gar, and throw in twenty chcenices of olives, and

fill the vessel, and stir it: and let the liqilor come
to the top; then, closing it with fennel, stop it.
But we have prescribed that the pickle ought to
be first poured in, that the olives, when thrown
in, may not be bruised. But others, taking
them with the tendere&t shoots, throw them in a

vessel having sea-water; and letting them re-
main during four or five days, they take them
up, and throwing them into vessels with pickle,
they stop them. But these things are done be-
fore the winter solstice.

i

the ancients used food, to whet the appetite, as w ell as pickled
olives, which they call colvmbades.   Lib. iy. p. 133.

* Called.r*A«{ot. They were used by the Greeks for this
and fojr other common purposes.

t The oxymel recommended in the 29th Section.

.  END OF VOL. I.

J. Young, Printer, Playhouse-Yard, BUckfriars.
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